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“This morning,” said Zeldenrust, “some one told
me that I look like d’Albert; at noon some one else
told me that I look like Joseffy; this evening you
tell me that I look like Rosenthal. Now, whom do
I resemble?”
“Yourself most of all,” was the answer, “and after
that the other three,” which is perfectly true. The
pianist has his own individuality strongly marked;
he is less self-assertive than Rosenthal, more genial
than d’Albert, a good many years younger than
Joseffy, and in personal appearance he resembles all
A native of Amsterdam, his father, to give him a
broader view of art, sent him to Cologne in his early
s of the youngest,
is at the conservai recognized to the
scholarship, which,
s more convenient,
se the money that
with eagerness to
se his hopes. Just
l my father
died. It was to me a terrible shock, and a profound
regret that I could not show him the fruits of what
he had done for me. On that account I have always
felt more fully my duty to myself in my art.”
A Hollander, Zeldenrust has many of the national
characteristics strongly accentuated, but the key¬
note of his development is an acute observation.
He has lived and studied music, outside his native
country, in Germany and France; has lived four
years in England, and also in Italy. In each he has
grown to know the people, and has analyzed national
traits and characteristics. He takes things earnestly
and thoughtfully. He has reached some sage con¬
clusions. When the question was put to him late
in our conversation—“Is your development due to
continued study or to observation ?”—his answer
was: “I have read a good deal, but it has been
more observation and experience.”
He has seen much; his associations have been
varied. Through his knowledge of men and things,
aided by acute powers of observation, he has broad¬
ened his mind and developed his ideas. In the case
of Zeldenrust we have then to deal with the observer,
the man of practical experience. And this is what
he says to students on the subjects of: mechanism
in piano-playing—the cultivation of muscular de¬
velopment, the forming of taste and aiding of
powers of expression, ensemble study, the compara¬
tive merits of the French and German schools of
piano-playing, and the value of newspaper notices.
Mechanism in Piano-Plating.
“Mechanism is only a means to the end,—a very
trite thing to say,—but mechanism is a something
of which the pianist is always reminded, no matter
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how great he may be. The very fact that one finger
is weaker than another makes one consider it, and
there, too, is the old verity that nothing is more
difficult than to put the thumb under the finger.
Mechanism is a necessary evil; you cannot do away
either with the idea or thought of it in playing.

fingers, will have to work hours to accomplish a
stretch that in the first-named case is a birthright.
If I had a hand built to play the piano, a born
not bother so much about
; the greatest difference, after all,
r small, is the degree of energy and
a of the possessor. A man with a hand
; of Liszt, one that could stretch
n C to G,—twelve notes,—has a great advantage.
But take, for instance, the hands of many other
great pianists, whom it is needless to name for the
fact that they are familiar to you, and the pos¬
sessors of a well-nigh faultless mechanism, and what
do you find? That they have hands comparatively
small. And how have they gained that finished
mechanism? By work directed by constant thought
and by intelligence. If a thing cannot be done in
one way, it must be done in another. Very well;
study out the way your hand can do it best. The
very necessity of having to study out the ‘how’ to
do things makes every subsequent effort easier.
“Of necessity, and by a fortunate provision as
well, early youth is the time of intense application
to the study of mechanism—fortunate because of the
fact that in youth, before the mind is developed,
such study is less irksome.
ACQUISITION OF MECHANISM.

Edouard Zeldenrust.
“But persons go too far in the pursuit of mechan¬
ism in playing. The man to be blamed most for
this is Liszt. This genius, who did so many beautiful
things, indirectly inspired other people to be ma¬
chines.
SHAPE OF THE HAND.
“In the matter of acquiring technic the shape of
the hand is the first consideration. A man born with
a large hand with long fingers,—a piano-hand,—has
already much in his favor: for the man lesa fortn-

“But later, in the case of the developed artist, it
stunts the mind to give so much time to mechanism.
I well recall a conversation that I had with Carl
Heyman, a man whose success was unrivaled, and
who was regarded as one of the greatest of pianists,
not only in my own opinion, but that of other virtu¬
osi. For twenty years his brilliant career has been
cut short, and he has been an inmate of an insaneasylum in Holland. Then in the fulness of his
powers, I went to ask his advice in Cologne. In
answer to the question about practice to get mechan¬
ism, he said:
‘“All that the artist has to practice every day in
this direction is a few scales: play scales for an hour;
that is all that is required. But he should not do
any more mechanical work than that.’
“How many of those men who devote hours and
hours a day to mechanism can be accounted for
when the hour for artistic demonstration arrives!
They disappear. Without heart people come to noth¬
ing. Life has a good deal to do with it; education
makes the artist to a great extent. The struggles
of life, as well, help make the artist and form his
character. You have to struggle and to suffer in
order to develop.
“As to education, I have read a good deal, but it
has been more observation and experience. I have
lived in different countries and studied the people,
and that is the best education, after all.
Development of the Musculab System.
“The frequent tendency of pianists is to place too
great stress on the muscular development of the
arms. Every morning I use a Sandow apparatus:
in a way it is good, but it has a tendency to stiffen
the fingers, although H is splendid for the arms. 1
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do not think it nt nil necessary for pianist* to hare
such tlnreloped biceps, but I do think it i* necessary,
and far wore important, to develop the triceps and
principally the under portion of the lower arm. I
invented some special exercises on this apparatus for
the arm and wrist; but, as 1 am not going to devote
my whole life to mechanism, I gave thorn up. All
the muscle will not do what nervous force will, and
that comes from the mind. Muscle may be a help,
and I dare say it is; but it will never equal the force
of the mind that gives impulse in playing.
“Artiste go too far in developing all their muscles.
Liosl had no muscles at all, so to speak. So far as
I know, Itubinstein never exercised his muscles ex¬
cept on the piano, nor have I heard that Tausig
ever practiced with dumb-bells or exerciser. Of
course. In one way I fully approve of the use of the
exerciser where health is concerned, but not to
overdo it for the sake of the piano.

thusiasm.

“I am skeptical about press-notices. By no means
do I despise them; I am glad to get good ones, and
equally so to get bad ones if they are deserved. To
get a bad notice that one does not deserve is an in¬
justice; but there is, also, no satisfaction in receiv¬
ing a good notice when one does not deserve it. The
greatest gratification to me is the satisfaction of my
audience.
“1 respect the press,—it is the queen of civiliza¬
tion,—but it is impossible for any critic to ruin one’s
career with a scratch of his pen. He may be right,
and I think that a sincere critic is always right from
his own point of view. An artist may do himself
justice at one time and not at another; in such
event, and even if the adverse criticism is deserved,
it cannot destroy his prospects. If I have played
badly one night I strive to make up for it the next.
Real, true criticism is not of the kind that knocks
a man down in one evening. When asked my own
opinion, I give it with reserve; for I know how diffi¬
cult it is to play the piano, and I know what it re¬
quires to do it.”
William Armstrong.

MUSIC-EDUCATION: ITS
AND NEEDS.

PROBLEMS

.. * *****
to your quei
turns, in the last Etude, about the “Problems an
Neds in Music-Education.” It seems to be the sem
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What with lesson-giving, the practice of one’s ins rument, the keeping up of a more or less extended
correspondence, now and then writing for the press,
e social demand upon one’s time, and the necessary
en ion given to one’s business, the well-established
a° er may often feel so driven for time as to
rce y take pains to be polite and courteous. Perps our country has had few harder workers than
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others ”
wbo avo‘ds wounding the dignity of
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Guiding Thoughts for 1902 from Leading Musicians.
[We append a number of sentiments for the New Year specially prepared for The Etude by leading
musicians of this country. They embody the reflections of wide experience and heartfelt convictions,
and every one is worthy of being taken as a motto for thought and work during 1902. A number of
others were published in The Etude for January.—Editor.]
HORACE P. DIBBLE.
As there are twelve months in the year, so are
there twelve semitones in our scale. Eor our keynote
let us take sincerity of purpose; for our dominant,
fidelity to the cause of music. Forgetting our petty
ambitions and desire for personal aggrandizement, let
us be sincerely true and faithful to our art.
HOMER NORRIS.
If the American composer would do something
worthy America and her great ideal of democracy,
he should not confine himself to art-theories which
have been passed to him from monarchial Europe.
When wiU there arise one who will do for American
music what Walt Whitman has done for poetry!
WILSON G. SMITH.
The influence of The Etude as a factor in musical
education amongst young teachers and students has
been most pronounced. It is my wish that its record
during the coming year may see that influence con¬
tinued and materially extended.
If the profession and students can be made to
realize the value and necessity of a liberal education,
not only on professional lines, but in literature,
science, and the kindred arts, the intellectual stand¬
ard of the profession wiH be so enhanced that jour¬
nals like The Etude will always prove a welcome
and thoroughly-appreciated visitor.
ALBERT A. STANLEY.
As “a stream cannot rise higher than its source,”
and as “a corrupt tree cannot bring forth good fruit,”
the true teacher will not rest content until he has—
by study, by reflection, and by hard work—so de¬
veloped his whole nature that he shall be in the best
sense an inspiration to everyone who comes under
his influence.
CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG.
The loneliness, which is the fate of great tran¬
scendent minds, is spared to their disciples and fol¬
lowers. Teachers, therefore, as well as students,
should be gregarious, sociable; they should meet
privately and frequently, exchange their views, learn
from each other and stimulate each other mutually.
This wiU also tend to raise their social status by
effectively counteracting the wide-spread notion that
musicians are a jealous lot. Let us aU be friends.
EVERETT E. TRIJETTE.
Legitimate organ-music performed in a legitimate
and artistic manner, both in church and concert, is
the only means of creating a greater respect, from
the public at large, for the organ as a solo instru¬
ment. Let every organist put his shoulder to the
wheel and help, even if only a little, in the worthy

Edward D. Hale.

COURTESY.
BY CHARLES W. LANDOW.
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other disgr.ee.
artist. It m.v be a elt
for financial success, but it i, dep.d^tio.

There is no more than room for one other thing:
the Public, that animal of huge pretension and
inertia. We must do what we can for its enlighten¬
ment, not forgetting that there is foundation for
some of its suspicions. And, as the hope of all edu¬
cation lies with the new generation, the musician
should exert all the influence he can bring to bear
that music in the public schools shall become more
than the superficial teaching of singing and reading
it is now. The substance of the art should be pre¬
sented there.

For the general culture, then, there are
upon my table a few of tfc
*
alway
others, a Tennvson *
i
’ JUSt now’ amon
Odyssev,” “William Tell
“T °f Emerson> “Th
lish essays A ShTt
’ & Volurae
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thev uk
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m Americanism is getting into
too. People are more restless than they used to be
they are lese phlegmatic and less quiet*

I have by me, particularly during hours of practice
and teaching, a note-book, into which goes every idea
or suggestion that has any promise of usefulness.
Upon pedagogy I read, note book in hand, everything
I can lay hands upon, from the Republic to the last
Pedagogical Seminary.
I have been thus frankly particular because I my¬
self would rather hear about a teacher’s routine than
any of his theories.

Sha“ “k 70Ur forbearance whil

Mrsic n» Holland.
”1 want to point out that the Hollanders ar
making gr*.' stride, in music. I can sav, I think

™

I find the most rigid economy necessary that the
technical business shall not encroach upon the artstudy. They must have the technic—there is no
aye, yes, or no about that; the single problem is:
how they may get it at the least cost to industry
and time. To this end I am on the lookout for all
the short-cuts. I use gymnastics (hand-culture);
concentrated exercises gathered from all the winds
that blow; no etudes except for very special pur¬
poses. I insist that clear, analytical thinking pre¬
cede all practical effort in study. I make a player
at the earliest possible moment, if the repertoire
contain no more than the first number of the “Jugend
Album.” I will have no accumulation of unavailable
knowledge.

[IVe are glad to hear from one of our contributors
in regard to the symposium on the above subject,
published in The Etude for January. Mr. Hale
comes straight to the point when he says he wants
to know what other teachers are doing. The Etude
aims to get from its contributors ideas that have
been tried and found good, and it wants to get
teachers to try these same ideas. Let 1902 be a year
of advance in scientific methods of music-teaching
—Editor.]

DsvKi.orMKNT or Taste.
For the development of mind and expression tl
hearing of good choral and orchestral concerts
absolutely necessary; for the hearing merely of o
chest rsi music is not sufficient; one needs to hei
both. Here, again, is another reason why I advii
Germany rather than France aa a place for stud

infftL.
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less, but oftener leaving them just as they have
come from th# composer. When I have mastered
and assimilated these I find, with always fresh sur¬
prise and delight, that they have drawn the rest of
the piece with them; once they are easy, nothing
else is hard.
In my teaching I stand by two words: Economy
and Musicianship. It is my business to make, not
pianists, but musicians; musician first and player
afterward, is my motto; and not musicians merely,
but artists,—that is, true, noble, beautiful persons
who can do. I should approach my goal oftener if
I could make up to my pupils what is left undone
at home and in the schools! However, I make musicstudy a mental discipline for them, a training in
quick, accurate observation, in concentration and
steady, clear thinking, and, incidentally, of the mem¬
ory, for all this work is done in their heads, not
outside of them.
By my own attitude toward the art (by no preach¬
ing) I endeavor to inspire a reverence for its beauty
and significance. And when the lesson is over I want
to be no longer musician, but older brother to my
pupil.

performer upon any instrument.
“Every pianist has a circle of friends that uphold
him and make a god of him; but they are very
necessary to his courage, his struggle, and his en¬

Gkmiam asi) French Schools or Playing.
“Now to the (mints of contrast and comparison
between the German and the French schools of piano¬
playing. In my residence in different countries I
have found the French the most sympathetic among
continental uations; America I do not yet know.
I have been told that the French are superficial;
I have good reason to believe them the opposite.
After separation I have found them unchanged.
What people think while one is away from them
after all matters little, for it is difficult to tell what
they think even when one is present. In order to
judge of the comparative merits of the German and
French schools of piano-playing I studied in both, for
six year* in Germany and for one in Paris, at the
conservatory. 80 far as breadth and musicianship
are concerned, the German school is ahead. The
French school is noted for an elegance, charm, and
neatness that the German does not possess in equal
degree.
"There are some people who have no charm and no
breadth to develop, and by such no school can be
jodge.1; for they might as well study in the Chinese
school, so far a* any impression upon them is con¬
cerned. 1 have beard many German players pound
the piano; but, notwithstanding that, I think there
Is more depth in the German after all.

I" *’*/**’ “ lB
York’ you have t0 pay moi
for these musical opportunities, and in Paris th
distance* are great and surroundings antimusica
There is not the same desire to go to hear music th.
»a Germany U second nature, and a desire th«
earriea one away. The hearing of fine orchestri
concerts affords one an idea of the greatness of mi
swal art that solo performances will never give
“Ensemble playing u one of the pianist's pros tea
(deasures. and of utmost importance from the mi
Mriaoly point of view. a. soon as the student i
capable he ebould enter upon it. But plav wit
some on* who plays better than you.

etude

“Faddism demoralises the pianist, as it does the

EDITH L. WINN.
Thebe is a technic of life as well as of art. My
pupil feels my moral as weU as my musical pulse.
Personality counts as high as musical genius, and I
am not sure but that conscious power comes from
conscious superiority of musicianship and of charac¬
ter.
E. W. WODELL.
Holding that The Etude exerts a powerful in¬
fluence for good upon the music-life of the country
generally, I therefore wish for it increasing pros¬
perity.
May music-teachers and students alike find in the
new year enlarged opportunities for the development
of the higher self, and for bringing the joy and up¬
lift of good music into the Hves of those hitherto
ignorant of it.
ROBERT BRAINE.
In teaching resolve to make haste slowly. A
single sandwich thoroughly digested will make more
healthy blood, and give more strength, than a meal
of rich, indigestible viands, if the digestion is not

strong enough to cope with them. A simple exercise
in music perfectly learned will make a pupil stronger
than a difficult piece which is hopelessly above his
capacity.
HERMAN P. CHELIUS.
If you wish a long and useful life, make up your
mind that you cannot do the work of three men.
Learn wisdom from the experience of others, and do
one man’s work. Abide by this principle, and in
years to come you will appreciate the suggestion that
will lead you steadily and progressively onward.
W. FRANCIS GATES.
The personal equation is the most important fac¬
tor in all forms of human activity. Modest knowl¬
edge may fail, while enthusiastic ignorance succeeds.
Personal force or enthusiasm wins whether it is dis¬
played by a genius or a quack; it is generally the
quack’s total capital, and he succeeds on it. Is it
not well to take a hint, even from a quack, now and
then!
CHARLES W. LANDON.
Make your pupil feel that he has worthy capa¬
bilities by requiring great tilings of him in the way
of accurate and refined work, especially in touch and
expression, playing for music’s sake, no’t for tech¬
nical display.
J. S. VAN CLEVE.
Whatever you do with music, be it little or be it
much, be it occasional or be it perpetual, do your
work with frank, honest, open-minded enthusiasm,
and sincerity as clear as that mystic river which
Dante saw in the terrestrial paradise. If, however,
you intend to be a musician,—that is, a professor
and exponent of the art,—then make your music a
part of yourself, and yourself a part of your music.
It must not be your clothing, but your flesh.
JAROSLAW DE ZIELINSKI.
Thorough musical education reveals to us the
best thoughts of musical writers; a musical smatter¬
ing does not make one a “line musician,” even if one’s
circle of admirers says so.
WILLIAM H. SHERWOOD.
With the present epoch of American achievement
and success in every department of material things,
development of the country, invention, literature,
art, and science, it would seem as if our musicians
and music-institutions might venture upon a greater
degree of confidence and self-reliance. To judge from
the continued feverish excitement of the American
public, which still exists for musical novelties and
sensations from abroad, there is a suspicion that we
do not judge well for ourselves, nor have that pride
and disposition to support our own best workers in
this field on a scale comparable with the merits of
the case. The wealthy corporations and talented
press-agents who furnish the money and mold public
opinion regarding such matters are often introducing
great things for our pleasure and benefit. But, if
an equal amount of money were invested with talent
displayed in exploiting and encouraging some of our
own developments in artistic merit in the field for
concert and opera, musical composition and teaching
methods, our public would fall in line more rapidly,
as accords to the merits in the case. Shall we, be
backward as leaders in the modern musical world,
as compared to the universally recognized pre¬
eminence of our country and its citizens in almost
every other line?
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY.
For the Student. First, Resolved: That during
the coining year I will talk and think more about
music and less about my music; realizing that music
was a divine art in its own right before I was bom,
and will he equally so after I am dead and gone; that
I have no mortgage on any part of it, but merely an
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opportunity to serve it more or less worthily in my
day and generation.
Second, Resolved: That this year I will try to be
as much interested in hearing others play as in hav¬
ing them hear me play, which has never been true
hitherto; realizing that turn about is fair play, and
that, if music is worth making at all, it is worth
listening to.
Third, Resolved: That this year I will spend half
as much on opportunities to hear good music, if they
present themselves, as I do on confectionery, which
I never have done before, realizing that my artistic
taste has rights as well as my stomach, and is almost
as important.
Fourth, Resolved: That I will this year study
music more for its real beauty and less for its
chances for display; realizing that it is an art, not a
“parlor trick,” and that vanity is an unworthy
motive for a true student of any art.
Fifth, Resolved: That I will not say every time I
go to my teacher, as has been my habit, that I have
not practiced and have a poor lesson, and don’t like
the pieces he gives me, and can’t possibly play them
right now or ever, and that I could play my lesson
very much better at home on my own piano than I
can at the studio on his piano; realizing that the
teacher has difficulties as well as the pupil, that he
gets tired hearing the same old story over and over
all day long from each student, and tired of forever
boosting on a dead weight, and that he ought not
to be expected to furnish courage, patience, perse¬
verance, and capacity, as well as instruction, for the
price of his tuition.
Resolutions for Teachers.
First, Resolved:
That during the coming year I will strive more ear¬
nestly to train the taste of my pupils as well as their
fingers, to arouse their intellects and imaginations
in the interests of the best music, as well as their
spirit of competition along technical lines; to give
them some intelligent ideas and artistic standards of
musical judgment and criticism, so that they may be
able to distinguish between a real pianist and an
animated pianola, between real playing and mere
execution; realizing that the teacher has a mission
in this country beyond that of making players, a
musical culture to create, if he wants it to exist.
Second, Resolved: That this year I will lay more
stress upon tone-quality, finish of detail, and soulful
interpretation, and less upon brilliancy, show, and
the size of the composition studied; realizing that
true art-work depends upon quality, not quantity;
that a thing need not be large to he great; that we
do not measure painting by the yard nor statuary by
the cubic foot.
Third, Resolved: That this year I will not expect
or demand the impossible from my pupils, either as
regards technic or taste, nor crush their self-confi¬
dence by continual censure and needless fault-finding;
realizing that the road to musical proficiency is long
and steep and rough for young feet; that what most
students need is stimulus, interest, encouragement,
rather than criticism; and that I am paid for in¬
struction, not for abuse.
Fourth, Resolved: That during the new year I will
not depreciate every other musician who is mentioned
in my hearing, or strive to build myself up by pulling
others down; realizing that whatever injures its
members injures the profession, and so indirectly
hurts me; also that most people are fully aware of
the motives of small, mean jealousy that actuate me
in such attempts, and think the less of me for them,
rather than of my supposed rival.
Fifth, Resolved, above all things: That I will so
live and act among men as to command their sincere
respect, not only for myself, but for my profession,
that they may come to feel and say, not: “He is
only a musician, hence a crank or a freak, or a fel¬
low of phenomenal ears, but unreliable financially
and morally, not to he met as an equal,” hut, “He is
a true musician,—that is, a gentleman,—a man of
lofty ideals, clean habits, and firm principles; of in¬
telligence and culture; a worthy and desired member
of any society.”

THE etude
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REFLECTIONS FOR TEACHERS AND
STUDENTS.
BY LOUIS AKTIIU8 RUSSELL.

The Old a.yd the New Wats.

as a real fabric; ’with structural symmetry and
^In speech, the delivery of a phrase or sentence calls
into play two important elements of expression for
a complete announcement of the meaning to be con¬
veyed, namely: accent, or stress, and inflection.
This, of course, implies that correct pronunciation of
the words
' i is assured. Varying the position of the
accented word« •_
in it.
the —i—~
sentence, or vrorTnria
varying the
the characcharacter of the inflection, alters the effect greatly. Stress,
or accent, is also a vital principle as an element of
expression in music.
Inflections are more subtle and less clearly defined
in music than in speech; for their delivery depends
upon most delicate shading of power and quality of
tone or touch. The musical phrase may close with
ascending or descending tone-sequence, but in either
case the phrase may have a similar dynamic inflection to mark the close of the musical statement.
What we know as the harmonic cadence has much
significance in phrase inflections, hut several harmonic cadences or inflections may be passed in one
melodic phrase, and, therefore, their special expressive significance is largely sacrificed to the correct delivery of the melodic statement.
We are then brought to the requirement of a speciai means
oi manung the
me expressive
cial
means^of^msrking
expressive contents
contents of
of a
a
melody, and this element in the art is broadly known
"
‘"J **■'■ *'
‘ ““
" ’
*
as phrasing.
The three prime thoughts in a musical phrase are:
Krst, a direct commencement with proper accent.
Second, a joining of the following tones in legatotouch, so as to coherently express the unit of
m
«*- tl»
of
Ilf
__a

Thebe have been wonderful advances within the
of musical instruction,
last faw year* In tha_
much vi
of jimtuwiw
practical
wnt) hopes
nupvs to
iu irealize iuucii
and one who
result will need to look far beyond the old instruc¬
tion-books which have so long held sway over the
average teacher's mind. People of refinement now
demand a very different grade of music than they
desired fifteen or twenty years ago. The whole plane
of teaching is therefore gradually rising; for instead
of the meaningless platitudes which once satisfied
the parents and friends of students there is a con¬
stantly growing demand for real expressive music.
This growth of a finer taste in music makes sterner
demands upon both teacher and student. The mind
is to be cultivated alongside of finger and voice
exercises, and an appreciation of character or quality
is now made neeeaaary for all who expect to com¬
mand even a little attention in parlor or concertroom by their performance. This improvement of
taste bss also developed a beautiful range of simple
vocal and pianoforte literature, which makes the
cultivated performances of even the youngest stu¬
dents of real musical interosL
lbs oU system of pianoforts study which demsnded of the student nothing higher in ideal than
the mere rapid striking of the keys, regardless of
quality of tone or manner of performance, has now
psssed away, and a new era is firmly established,
with all who can lay claim to public attention as
teachers. The old way asked: How much? how
rapidly? how strictly in time? one played. The
- - >
monsis—upon attention;
new way asks: How beautifully! how expressively!
and this particularizes the melodic structure, makes
how truthfully? one plays.
it definitely expressive of the true contents of the
composition.
The Intellectual Side or Pianovorte Study.

*

The piano student is therefore confronted at once
hi. early studies with problem, of artistic import.
Mere exercising of fingers, etc., is insufficient. The
various movements of
hand, ,nd ,rm
mad* to serve definite results, not alone of power
and celerity, but of musical quality a. well. This
%her thought m elementary pianoforte instruction
lifts the student out of the realm of digital drudgerv,
and at one place, him on a path of musical delight.
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^ mUinljr d0W not relieve him

nof t^i mel0diC Wea °f a musical comP°sition be
an ^ “pressed, the reading loses all coherence,
and the listener receives only an emotional impresharmon'
7 ^ varyin8 dynamic impulses and
harmonic progressions, both of which pertain more
to the sensuous quality of music. The mirnl ™
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apply a musical phrase, wherein similar conditions
of accent will obtain as those above; and it will also
be readily appreciated that a correct closing of the
sentences above would not call for accent on the
final word “it,” but rather would the word be spoken
with an inflection and a diminishing force, which
would clearly mark it as the end of an intrinsic
thought within a story; and, if a second thought
occurred, it would be well marked with an accent,
and more or less abrupt opening, clearly marking it
as a new thought; thus: “It was the boy who did
it, not the girl”; while, if improperly punctuated, it
might read thus: “It was the boy who did it not,
the girl.” Here the most important accents are correct, but the truth is sacrificed by imperfect closing
of the first phrase, as is readily discovered,
Much of our piano-playing by amateurs is very
like the sentence above, and the mischief in it U
with the fact that neither player nor auditor knows
why the music is without effect. Singers, perhaps,
fare better> for the text usually carries with it some
idea of the phrasing required; still even here we
hear some rioting with words whose secondary syllables are thrown out with reckless force, and conse¬
quent destruction of sense.
m. rtud, of m» Musical Phrase- the,

[In The Etude for March Mr. Russell will consider
the question of “Varieties of Touch.”]

THE TEACHER’S PREPARATION OF THE
PUPIL’S LESSON.
by pbeston ware okem.
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Progressive and thoughtful teachers
have long since realized that something more is needed than the mere
assignments to the pupil, in greater
amn j
°r le8s *nstalments, of a certain pre¬
^ra8Sd ,C0Urse of instruction. The individual is to
in „ .
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ing, hand-shaping, table-work, etc., must be varied to
suit individual needs. What one pupil can accom¬
plish almost at demand may take another weeks to
acquire. In the matter of relaxation alone some
pupils seem to grasp the principle instinctively, while
others are so rigid as to appear almost hopeless,
though none really are such.
Every teacher should adopt as wide and catholic
a curriculum of studies as possible, not attempting
to use all of said curriculum, with every pupil, but
selecting from it such studies as the necessities of
each individual may seem to require.
In the assignment of pieces the
Selection and
keenest discrimination is necessary,
assignment
It is by no means sufficient to select
of pieces.
a more or less pleasing composition
of the required grade of difficulty.
The technical, rhythmic, melodic, and inner musical
value of every piece used should be critically weighed
and considered in its bearings upon the previous per¬
formances and present requirements of the pupil.
The whole aim should be to give the pupil a wellrounded musical education, not neglecting the emo¬
tional side in the endeavor to develop the technical,
not insisting upon one school or style of composition
to the exclusion of all others, but, rather, striving
to cultivate and lead the taste toward a just appre¬
ciation of all really good music, of whatever style
or whatever age.

THE TERM “SONATA.”
BY FREDERIC NIECES.

l
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In this higher method of elementary teaching (and

an important accent, although it will announce itself
directly and positively.
We will express this thought in a series of sen¬
tences, thus: “The boy did it.” “It was he who did
it.” “It was the boy who did it”; instead of “This
is the boy who did it.”
A very slight musical imagination will be able to

th6 Cla8S’ The as8ignment of new
6 beacber should embody the results of

exactly alike in
^ le88’ No two pupil8 are
talitv- e
81Ze’ strepgth, constitution, or menonsequently the preliminary physical train-

Unless we know the time and other circumstances
of the application, the term “sonata” tells us no
more than that the thing signified is an instrumental
composition (sonata, from sonare, to sound, in the
sense of “to play on an instrument”). It leaves un¬
told what are the formal and substantial characteris¬
tics of the composition, and whether the latter is
intended for one, two, several, or many instruments.
Already in the sixteenth century the two Gabrielis
wrote sonatas varying in form and for varying num¬
bers of bow and wind instruments, most of which
may be styled orchestral compositions. For intro¬
ductory, intermediary, and concluding instrumental
pieces and strains in vocal works, the word “sonata”
was used synonymously with “sinfonia,” not only in
early times, but still in the eighteenth century.
The sonata of several movements and for several
bow instruments, or for a solo violin and a thorough¬
bass accompaniment, began to be developed in the
seventeenth century, and attained its full bloom in
the eighteenth, Corelli and Tartini being the most
famous names called up in this connection. Johann
Kuhnau, J. S. Bach’s predecessor at Leipzig, trans¬
planted, toward the end of the seventeenth century,
the sonata for violins to the clavier. “Why should
not such things,” the author asked, “be attempted
on the clavier, as well as on other instruments?”
The cultivation of the clavier and violin sonata,
which must be distinguished from that of the violin
sonata with a mere thorough-bass executed on the
clavier, may be dated from J. S. Bach. The modern
clavier sonata came into existence about the middle
of the eighteenth century, and with it, soon after,
the modern clavier and violin sonata. Among the
most prominent of those who took part in the slow
and complicated development of the modern sonata
form, Domenico Scarlatti, with his one-movement
sonatas, and C. P. E. Bach, with his sonatas of more
movements, deserve more especially to be mentioned.
A summary description of the modern sonata since
the Haydn-Mozart period might be worded as fol¬
lows: A composition for the pianoforte, or for the
pianoforte and one other instrument, oftenest con¬
sisting of three movements, sometimes of four, and
now and then of two, at least one of them in what
has been called first-movement sonata form.
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Che Clwict of technic for a Composition.
By WILLIAM H. SHERWOOD.
[The following rather comprehensive query was
referred by the editor to Mr. Sherwood. His reply
contains much suggestive thought as to the training
in higher musicianship such as leads to independence
on the part of the player. It indicates a course of
training which will make it possible to discover in
a composition itself certain clear indications as to
interpretation and the choice of technical means to
express that interpretation. The best educators in
music recognize that the player who will interpret a
work of art must learn the principles of art-con¬
struction. The student of * piano-music should also
study composition, not to compose, but to help him
to interpret.—Editor.]
“Will you kindly express jour views on the fol¬
lowing questions: An artist takes a composition
that he has never seen before and prepares it for a
recital. In doing so, he. naturally gives it an inter¬
pretation; this interpretation is dependent upon a
number of things which are only in part indicated by
the so-called ‘expression-marks’ as suggested by the
composer. Our query is: What is it that guides an
artist in his choice of different touches, or in his selec¬
tion of certain effects that demand certain touches in
order to realize them? There must be some system
upon which he works, something that gives reason for
his selection of legato in one place, staccato in an¬
other, portamento, arm-stroke, wrist-stroke, or fingeraction, and in the possible varieties of touch and
rhythm and of tempo. There must be something in
the music, in its apparent character, which suggests
certain styles of execution.”
The reply to this amounts to almost an entire
musical education, and can be answered by an en¬
lightened and highly-trained teacher in modern
methods of music-study and analysis, and technic,
by giving a long course of lessons to an intelligent
pupil. There are so many sides involved in such
study that the average teacher scarcely covers them
all. He may be great in a few things and unfortu¬
nately deficient in others necessary to form a wellbalanced, artistic whole. I am reminded of one of
my visits to Liszt by this question.
A young woman, I regret to say an American lady
from New York, was playing the “Soir&e de Vienne”
to the great master, or, rather, she was playing at it.
She had an abundance of strength, and while bring¬
ing out all the themes for the right hand, generally
with much more energy than taste or artistic feeling,
she was spoiling the entire composition with slovenly
and undeveloped accompaniment with the left hand.
Liszt sat down to the piano (after he had consider¬
ably amused those present with various shrugs of
the shoulders and sarcastic remarks behind the
young lady’s back) and played the part written for
the left hand through some two pages. His grouping
of bases (generally consisting of one note each meas¬
ure) into phrases, making thereof expressive melo¬
dies, and his touch, piquancy, and blending of the
harmonic parts played in chords by the left hand,
was such a thing of beauty and artistic interpreta¬
tion in itself that an ideal musical performance was
the result. The master’s imagination and musical
feeling were shown in this performance to such a
degree that no one missed the principal parts of the
composition as written for the other hand.
And herein lies a great secret. The music-student
who would really interpret music well must study
the rhythm and accent, the harmony and phrasing,
the melodic designs, the relative values and propor¬
tions of all parts of the composition to be rendered.
Many music-students of my acquaintance have taken
diplomas in the study of harmony at various musical
institutions both at home and abroad. These same
students appear to be unable or unwilling to investi¬

gate the harmony and other theoretical elements as
used by the composers of the music they would per¬
form. They do not stop to think how this kind of
analysis, properly developed, helps the student to
construct and to outline the composition he plays,
as if created by himself; how that, in finding out
the processes, the symmetry and methods generally
of the composer, he first understands the true out¬
line of expression; he learns what to accent and
how to accent; he helps his memory amazingly and
develops an inner consciousness of the art-elements
in their true nature in the work before him.
This kind of study, leading, as it does, to a real
awakening of one’s musical nature, is the best guide
to that “will-of-the-wisp,” TECHNIC 1 Such musicstudy, more than anything else, has enabled me to ■
distinguish between the employment of different
methods of action and varieties of touch.
The various modern uses of the arm, wrist, hand,
and knuckle-control, as related to the use of the
fingers, involve a dozen opportunities where the old
methods would yield one. The analysis of interpre¬
tative elements in music, as shown by such theoret¬
ical works as those by A. J. Goodrich and “Pianistic
Expression,” by Adolph Christiani, are very practical
and useful works in this most necessary line of study.
The two hundred canons by Kunz, in the Schirmer
edition, with a long preface, containing theoretical
explanations, can be recommended to every genuine
music-student who would know the truth.
I have endeavored, in editing the following list
of publications ’ (Theodor Kullak, “Seven Octave
Studies,” Op. 48; Henselt, “If I were a Bird”;
Chopin “Etudes,” Op. 25, No. 1 and No. 9; Moszkowski, “Musical Moment,” Op. 7, No. 2; A. Hollaender,
“March in D-flat,” Op. 39; Grieg, “Ase’s Death” and
“Anitra’s Dance” from “Peer Gynt,” Op. 40; W. H.
Sherwood, “Coy Maiden,” Op. 10; “Gipsy Dance,”
Op. 11; “Medea,” Op. 13; “Buy a Broom,” “Ethelinda,” “Exhilaration,” “Caudle Lecture”; “Christ¬
mas Dance,” Op. 14; -“Allegro Patetico,” Op. 12;
“Autumn,” Op. 15; Rheinberger, “Fugue in Gminor”), to throw some light upon interpretative
technic, etc., with a view to helping out in this line.
The suggestions, particularly in the “Octave Studies”
and the use of the damper pedal, will probably be
objected to by those who only half-understand them,
or who do not give them a fair trial.
My own course of instruction, with the aid of as¬
sistant teachers, is permanently outlined to cover
such theoretical and analytical points, comprising
the analysis of music in its simplest elementary form
and continuing through a course of harmony as re¬
lated to expression in the performance of the stu¬
dent’s pieces; continuing through the different kinds
of analysis as suggested above, and including inter¬
pretation and recital classes in addition to private
lessons in piano-playing. Such a course is calculated
to look after the student’s musical advancement from
a sufficient number of sides to avoid narrowness and
the pitfalls of the average music-student. A pupil
working on such lines ought to be able to tell at all
times what key he is playing in, what harmony he
is reading, which notes belong to that harmony, and
otherwise. He ought to train the ear through the
habit of listening to his own work, coupled with such
intelligent analysis as would enable him to remem¬
ber the accidentals throughout the measure, on ac¬
count of their sound and natural relation to the de¬
sign of the composer. He should actually be able to
correct wrong notes, if he finds them in print; to
know where to accent and in what proportion; to
manage the damper pedal rightly, and select appro¬
priate movements of the hand and qualities of touch.
This subject admits of unending remark and study.
It is as broad and many-sided as music itself—its
resources almost infinite.

the
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ROUTINE IN PIANO-PLAYING.
BY MANY I. IIAI.I.OCK.

u.
FARLOH-PLAYIKO.
IXAniimi as the must concentrative of all minds
are inclined to wander without warning, one can
never be quite sure what portion*, measure*, or even
individual note* of a composition are known, by
routine, rather than by a wideawake effort of the
intellect. Thinking of the note* consciously known,
a* white sheep, and those subconsciously known (by
routine) a* black sheep, nothing under the sun will
separate the flock so quickly a* a semipublic or
public performance. At the least disturbance of the
nervous system the latter are inclined to show up as
blank spot* in the brain, while the former, unless all
natural functions become temporarily paralyzed, re¬
main proudly seated in the intellect. Needless to
say. knowledge which is not conscious is a delusion
an,I a snare, .ml may, indeed moat surelv, become an
enemy when trying circumstances surround the playlag of a piece.
There is no better test for judging
As a test.
of the solidity with which a composi¬
tion has been memorized than playing
it many times and on different occasions before
friend*. It will be wondered: "Why many times,
and on different occasions?” Because, not all the
weak spots will show up at one playing; indeed,
there la something ghoulish in the way a phrase
not clearly graven on the brain-tissue will hide itself,
only to become
w«ma apparent at some particularly tinharrs-uing moment. 1 km of M batter thnile to
represent the varying llxedness
fixedness with which different
notes ran l>« lodged in the memory than one that
may be furnished
any
ished by a linen table-cover, or anv
cloth of strong and equal weave. Fresh from the
loom the threads seem quite even in texture, of an
enduring quality, apparently spread with no varia¬
tion over the entire surface. With wear, however,
the weakest threads, spots, or perhaps even goodsized areas will grow thin ana then turn into holes.
Just so it is with the mental image one has of a com¬
position; under ordinary circumstances we seem to
know It all equally well without discrimination, but
“*■ ..
-r-u. ut
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momentary distraction must be directed to the
music-page frequently during a half-hour’s practice,
Tut the attention must be of good quality so ong
as it lasts. To walk up and down the room or look
out of the window between every thought applied
to the music will mean time not wasted, but gained.
Let us imagine what happens, then, when the fingers
“keep on” while the eyes as well as the acutest think¬
ing powers have a compelling desire to point else¬
where. The fingers will, of course, be beyond criti¬
cism, but their mental backing will be proportionately
poor. This is the point of points: if the fingers have
not the proper mental backing, they will eventually,
sooner or later, fail.
Routine in parlor-playing may be
Two kinds
considered in two ways: routine in
of routine.
playing the dislocated piece, and rou¬
tine of playing the piece entire. To
play one’s pieces many times and on every possible
occasion before friends furnishes a training which it
is more than probable many candidates for the con¬
-1
, '
,,
....
cert-stage regret not having thoroughly utilized.
cert'9tage "*">» ,not hara,« th°™UShly Utl1'
The stron«edt Prod to accurate Self-°ntlClsm “
Presence of one or many before whom we wlah t(
«lorif-v our works-

THE VALUE OF NUANCE.

Lowell wrote a poem entitled “L’Envoi,” in which
he moralizes awhile upon the illusory character of
beauty, personified as The Muse. Finally he dis¬
covers that this wonderful goddess of beauty is to
t>e found
lound in our very innermost lives, in our dail
be
daily
haunts, at our hearth-stones. We music-students
thou
may certainly apply this same thought
to our work.
Many of the very highest beauties
e those which
are
riirlit at hanH.
-- right
hand.
Thus, the matter of nuance-that is, shading—is
80 ?reat importance that it is transcended by
nothing in the whole art of the piano. It reveals
itself in the very name of the instrument, ‘'‘Piano
forte." You may not be an Italian scholar, but
surely you know enough of that language to be
aware that these two words signify “80ft” and
• loud," or “gent
loud or “gentle” and “strong.” So, then, the notion of changes in the intensHo VI
? T‘

mu “
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by heart take comfort at the thought of the manv
Pit falls which lay innocently hidden in the way of
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But by nuance we include far more than accent
alone. Thus, there are five degrees of intensity
usually talked about, viz., pp, p, wip or mf (prac¬
tically the same), f, and If. To these we must add
ppp and ftf. Thus there may be said to be seven
usual degrees of sound in constant use and demanded
by composers. But it is easy for a pianist with
strong or moderately strong fingers to subdivide
these seven into two or even three minuter degrees
each. From the tasteful application of all these
gradations what endless charms arise! Soft melo¬
dies, fiery melodies, massive accompaniments, tender
accompaniment*, light pulse-beats of living accent,
fierce “Thor-liammer” blows of passionate accent,
thunder-storms, wild agitation and painful passion;
broad, liquid calms of unspeakable peace and rest;
gay ripples, arch-whispers, caressing lullabies, eager
war-songs. What a throng! And these are not all.
Into all these, and into a hundred special varieties
of music, the element of nuance, or dynamic shading,
enters as so essential, that you might as well have
a sermon delivered from the pulpit by a phonograph
and not by a living preacher as to turn out these
wonderful things in a blank, obtuse way, unregardful
of the wondrous palpitations of emotion hiding be¬
neath your finger-tips. It is little less than a crime
against music for a student to attempt to play any
composition until the dynamic marks have been thor¬
oughly fixed in the mind.

PRIZE-ESSAY ANNOUNCEMENT.
Fob a number of years the Annual Prize-Essay
Contest has been a feature of the work of Tine
Etude, bringing into notice writers before unknown
to the musical public and affording a medium for the
thinking teacher and musician to present to others
the fruits of his own careful work and investigation.
The element of competition has been a stimulus to
all to prepare a careful, practical statement of their
newest, authoritative ideas on music-teaching and
study. Our aim, this year, is to create a special in¬
terest along the lines of discussion with which The
Etude is identified, and we invite all who have at
heart the cause of a true music-education to send
us their views on some subject of helpful, practical
advantage to our readers.
For the best three essays submitted according to
the conditions below mentioned we will pay:
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WOMEN AND ORIGINALITY.
BY ALEXANDER MCARTHUR.
Originality, the haU-mark of genius, is born of
confidence. As a rule, women, as artists, lack con¬
fidence. They are copyists rather than creators,
content to follow in the beaten path, to imitate, to
be led rather than to lead.
This lack of confidence has
been largely augmented by
criticism.
In fact, women
have had much to contend with as regards their
critics. “Up to the present,” say these latter, “no
woman has written a symphony equal to Beethoven;
ergo, no woman can write symphonies.” The same
is said of every other domain in music in which
women have yet to make their mark. Critics have
become so used to berating the efforts of feminine
composers that a hearing, if given at all, is biased.
Should the composition happen to be fairly good, it
is received with that faint praise so damning in
itself. Should the work be mediocre, with derision;
its faults particularly emphasized, its good qualities
overlooked, left uncommented on, or sneered at.
Pessimism in criticism has killed many a fruitful
germ, and it is to be regretted that its application
has been so persistent in woman’s work.
Harsh criticism.

In a sense, however, women
have invited this. They have
Mnsic waits
accepted form in music as
for the
they have found it, have writ¬
creative spirit in
ten after a pattern not in¬
woman.
vented by themselves, which
probably explains their comparative failure.
Sappho of Mytilene enriched poetry by a lyric
measure of the most harmonious character, called,
after her, the Sapphic measure, a measure copied in
the Latin tongue by Catullus and Horace. Those
fortunate enough to include Greek in their accom¬
plishments can bear witness to the strength, the
power, and beauty of the Sappho fragments that are
known to us to-day.
Rosa Bonheur followed no genre in painting. Like
Sappho, she created one, and in remarking this it is
well to remember that the success of these two
women is beyond all cavil, above all suspicion.
In music we still await the advent of a Sappho
or a Rosa Bonheur, and, unlike Rubinstein, we do
not despair of such an event. Up to the present there
is no doubt that in music women are intellectually
the inferior of men. But this means nothing so long
as men and women are born and art lives. Women
students should ignore the contumely cast on their
efforts by the opposite sex. Above all, they should
not start out with the idea that, because they are
women, they cannot reach the heights. A woman
with ability can do all that man has done, and more.
The paths are open to all, the choosing of the goal
alone is the chief difficulty. It is here that confidence
comes in, and, if women only had confidence in them¬
selves, they could remove mountains of prejudice and
myth as to their lack of ability.
Very many question woman’s
domain in music. Is it to write
symphonies and cradle-songs, or
is it to inspire the writing of
these in those whom they love and are loved by?
The latter is certainly the lot of the greater number,
and, it may be added, the happier. The woman who
chooses to inspire rather than to write has chosen
the better part. It has often been said that, were
there no women, there would be no art. And, taking
even the most pessimistic view as to the ability of
the sex, women can well rest content in their powers
-if inspiration. One has but to glance over the
Biographies of Wagner, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Schu¬
mann, and, in fact, all of the composers, with very
few exceptions, to realize what an influence the
women loved by them have exercised in their art. In
this lespect George Sand has probably done as much
for music as for literature, for it was during the
What is woman’s
sphere in music?
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period of her love friendship with Chopin that the
music of the latter was greatest and grandest.
The lack of sustained effort
more than anything else ex¬
plains woman’s want of rank in
music.
From their childhood
men are impressed with the idea that they must look
out for themselves, must bring out the best that is
in them, must fight to conquer that they may live.
It is different with women. They are taught to await
the coming of one who will assume all these responsi¬
bilities for them.
No art requires greater pertinacity, endurance, and
industry in its mastery than music. It is precisely
these attributes that are left out in the education
of women, whereas they are the basis upon which
the whole training of young men is built. It will
always be an interesting question how much the
sordid instincts of life—mere bread-winning—have
to do with success. Possibly it ha.s more to do than
we think, and poverty may have done more for art
than we give it credit for. Poverty creates effort,
sustains it, increases it; and no art requires effort
so absolutely as music. Men have had no doubt of
this in the past, and their success lias been conse¬
quent. Women have still to learn this lesson.
Sustained effort
necessary.

It is somewhat disheartening to read Rubinstein’s dieturn on women in music. But,
the quicker some woman takes
it to heart, the better. “I know,” writes the great
Russian musician, “no love-duet composed by a
woman and no cradle-song; I do not say that there
are none in existence, but that none composed by a
woman has had sufficient artistic value to be stamped
as a type.” There is this, however, to be said in
woman’s defense: It is only of late that she has
given really serious attention to the art, has made
it a means of livelihood, and she is doing so now
amid very adverse criticism.
When Augusta Holmfis’ last opera was given at
the opera-house in Paris, its advent, long before a
hearing was possible, was hailed with jest and scoff¬
ing by the French critics. On the night of the first
performance, when hurrying through the Cafi de
Paris to be in time, 1 passed one of the most emi¬
nent critics leisurely sipping his petit verve and smok¬
ing.
“You will be late! Come along,” I said.
“Ma foi, no,” he replied. “1 shall let you have
that pleasure. I shall sit here and think. I know
what the Holmes music is like, and later the others
will tell me.”
Next day his criticism appeared without his hav¬
ing heard a note of the music; and needless to add
it was adverse.
Unsympathetic
attitude of critics.

Women students, however.
should not be deterred from
trying by this attitude of dis¬
dain toward their work. Nor should they be dis¬
couraged by the harsh judgment of a musician like
Rubinstein as to their powers. Rubinstein was not
infallible in his judgment,—as witness his opinion of
Wagner and Brahms, and it must be remembered that
no dictum is infallible, no matter from whom it ema¬
nates. Women should cultivate confidence in them¬
selves and hope. Above all, they should cultivate
effort.
It is to the energetic women of this country that
the victory of conquering the adverse opinion of their
efforts as composers will doubtless belong. This
victory will come when women determine to give up
being copyists and have the courage of forging ahead
for themselves, after their own fashion and in thenown way; in a word, of being original.
No need for doubt.

A youthful aspirant for musical honors asked
Mozart to tell him “how to compose.” Mozart re¬
plied that the querist was too young. “But,” ob¬
jected he, “you composed when yon were much
younger.” “Quite so,” responded the master, “but
I did not ask how!”

CHARACTER IN PRACTICE.
BY EMILIE FRANCES BAUER.
In an uptown New York apartment lives a young
woman who is musical. At least the superb way in
which she practices would lead anyone who hears
her to make this comment. “Oh no she is not” say
her neighbors; “not at all; in fact, it is perfectly
ridiculous the length of time that she has been work¬
ing on those four pieces. Why, really this is the
third year! I should think she would give up music.”
And then arise discussions as to what they would
or would not permit their children to do; and here
is another clue to the thousands of miserable failures
that music counts as hers.
The length of time which should be spent upon
learning a thing thoroughly is something that it is
not possible to make a layman understand; it is
hardly possible to make a pupil understand, and not
always possible to make a teacher understand. With¬
out spending years there is no possibility of playing
a piece with the ease that can only come of un¬
limited confidence, and unlimited confidence can only
exist when a thing lias become as much a part of
oneself as is the alphabet or one’s own name. It is
all very well for people to marvel that music requires
such slavish attention, but if put to the same test
in any other branch it would be utterly impossible
to show any better, if as good, results.
The playing of a piece of music involves an unfail¬
ing knowledge of the text, the dynamics, the pedal¬
ing, and the phrasings; it requires eternal care of
the technical side, which in itself is a life-study. Few
students have the pluck, energy, and courage to prac¬
tice to this extent.
Even in the event that the desire be present, the
consciousness of disturbing others utterly destroys
that calm and concentration without which music
must fall by the wayside. Few are strong enough
to face the antagonism of neighbors and even of one’s
family. Dollars upon dollars are spent in lessons,
in music, in concerts, in everything, and when it
comes to the most vital point the student fails—be¬
cause of what? Interference with the only sort of
practice that wiU make a great artist instead of a
mediocrity. This is a serious consideration; more
so, indeed, than one who is not supersensitive (as
are most musicians) can imagine. One who aims
to greatness must be prepared to meet all obstacles
calmly, but decidedly. He must not be put out of
his course, if he has to sacrifice friends, pleasures,
comforts, and self-indulgences of all sorts. This de¬
votion to art would be great and magnificent disci¬
pline, if human nature were less weak. But, alas!
after one has forced everything into the background
for the sake of art, the faculty of so doing becomes
so abnormally developed that our musician forgets to
differentiate between self and his art, and the conse¬
quence is that he has become the archetype of self¬
ishness. He has transferred the glory from the
music to himself and now demands that deference
for himself which he so nobly demanded for his art.
In the early days it is not selfishness to bend all
to conform to one’s practice; that is singleness of
purpose, it is determination to succeed, it is abne¬
gation of self in the pursuit of a magnificent ideal,
and it is the only way to attain mastery of it. But
why master art if it mean the loss of self? A man
can only be greater than his art if to him there
exists only the art, and he remain but a man among
men. If he forget this he is but a weakling too
small to meet the art, and it is a poor superficial
excuse that he has to offer instead of a noble and
beautiful art.

To recognize opportunity when it comes, to make
the highest use of it when it is not to be recognized
at the moment, involves constant enrichment and
education of the whole nature.—Hamilton IF. Mable.
Most people would succeed in small things if they
were not troubled with great ambitions.—Longfellow.
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Conduoted BY GEORGE LEHMANN.
Mbmui. Balfour A Co.,
A HUNDREDof 11, Rood Lane, London,
mot SAND-DOLLAR England, modestly style
KIDDLE.
themselves in their advertisements, “Violin Experts.”
We have not the slightest doubt that, in doing so,
they neither overestimate nor misrepresent their
knowledge and their qualifications in all matters
ng to the art of making fiddles. At any
rate, the conclusions at which they have arrived
respecting their abilities, and the concise expression
which they have adopted in order to impress these
abilities upon the minds of unthinking fiddle-lovers,
has aroused no protest, up to the present day, on
either aide of the Atlantio. All things considered,
however, we are seriously inclined to believe that
Meaar*. Balfour A Co., of 11, Rood Lane, London,
England, are British humorists who find it more
profitable to be known as violin experts than as pro¬
vokers of laughter. At last they have been betrayed
into giving us an exhibition of their true talents.
Messrs. Balfour A Co. are the proud possessors of
a Guarneriue (del Jem) fiddle. Their love of the
great Joseph ran only be described as an intense,
almoel superhuman, passion, while their worship of
the Italian master's instruments is nothing short of
idolatry. But despite all this, Messrs. Balfour A Co.
are. sad to relate, violin experts and dealers. As
experts, they take natural pride in pointing out and
dwelling upon the many physical and tonal beauties
*>f their “Joseph"; hut, as dealers, they realize that
it is their duty to the public to relinquish their be¬
loved fiddle. As experts, they "dare to value this
exceptional ‘gem’ at the modest sum of *100,000.”
As dealers, they are unable to suppress their gener¬
ous impulses and philanthropic tendencies, and stand
ready to part with their fiddle for the iusignificant
sum of *3000.
Mews. Balfour A Co. ask, in heavy, black type,
"Why not *100,000 for an old fiddle!” And we
answer, perhaps with child like simplicity, “because.”
Three are many reasons why it would be foolish to
demand * 100.1)00 for nny fiddle. Of all reasons, how¬
ever, the first we have in mind is. we believe, all<uir..-i,nt: that is, no sane purchaser could be found
for it. A purchaser would have to be sought among
a limited number of fiddle mad individuals; and even
then the obstacles in the way of a sale would be
great, or U» fiddle mad are not always possessed
of great wealth, and. when they are, it has been dis¬
covered that their lucid and cunning moments are in^riahly satiated with the purchase-price of .

By careful study of the books on this subject, and
through personal lessons from a graduate o
Hochschule, I had supposed myself to have a
insight into this bowing, and 1 have been, for a
g
time, most anxious to get the other side of the ease.
I have heard numerous teachers quoted as being
radically opposed to this method, but I have never
been able to get the exact grounds for their opposi¬
tion. It may be asking too much, yet I cannot help
thinking there may be others of your readers who
equally interested and who might get great help
from an article by you giving something of an anal¬
ysis of the Berlin bowing, and perhaps one or two
other methods with it for comparison and critical
comment.
At the risk of going into superfluous details, I am
going to give here my understanding of the Berlin
bowing, as well as I may be able.
I am told that this school makes a somewhat
radical distinction between those motions that di¬
rectly produce tone and those that change the bow
from one string to another. The tone-producing
motions come from the hand (wrist), forearm
(elbow), upper arm (shoulder), or from two or all
three of these members at a time, according to the
demands of the length, quality, style, or power of
tone to be made. The string-changing motions come
from the wrist and shoulder, according to the dis¬
tance to be changed. Control of the bow, in general,
being centered on the wrist, the hand must be held
in such relation to the bow that, at all times, a
sidewise swing from the wrist may be applied as the
tone-producing motion, and an up-and-down motion
at this joint will make the smaller changes of string
Systematic drills for the purpose of differentiating
and controlling the two hand- or wrist- motions form
the foundation-exercises for all how-work.
As a theory, all this looks most convincing It is
th<lt V8''6 86t f°rth
theory that are good and worthy of
out bringing up the features that
nsatisfactory and objectionable.
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present one. Hampered by the restrictions of space,
we must content ourselves with the effort to explain
the process in vogue at the Hochschule for the de¬
velopment of the right arm, its merits and demerits,
and, above all, its results.
It is my firm belief that, of the many violinists
who have been trained at the Hochschule during the
past twenty years or more, few, indeed, have so clear
a conception of the principles aimed at by the Hoch¬
schule pedagogues that they themselves could be con¬
sidered capable of faithfully propagating these prin¬
ciples. This is not reckless assumption nor the
result of deep-seated prejudice. It is simply a belief
based upon facts not easily misconstrued by any
intelligent observer, but widely ignored among those
for whom this question should have peculiar interest.
Indeed, it is next to an impossibility that any
violinist, trained at the Hochschule, should be able
firmly to grasp those principles on which is supposed
to be constructed what is known as the “Joachim
Bowing.” The whole history of this “Joachim Bow¬
ing” is a reflection on the intelligence and abilities
of its advocates.
If I have never said so before, I wish now most
emphatically to assert that Joachim is not primarily
responsible for the “system” of bowing now in vogue
at the Hochschule. It is quite true that he has en¬
couraged others in foolish speculations, and has made
no effort to dissuade his disciples from their illogical
views. It is even true that his encouragement of the
“Joachim Bowing” would seem to indicate his belief
in its merits, and that nowadays, at least, he sees
no good reason for receding from a position which,
originally, he doubtless did not intend to take.
For the benefit of all those who may not be
familiar with the history of the “Joachim Bowing,”
it must be said that, in the earliest days of the
Hochschule, nothing was known of this widely-dis¬
cussed bowing. Had Joachim previously entertained
the views which are now attributed to him, he would
certainly have been the prime mover in the estab¬
lishment of the new “system” of bowing. As it is,
it is equally certain, from all the facts in the case,
that he was a mere looker-on, in later years, when
others sought in his art of bowing the principles of
a new “school.” It was surely no difficult matter to
discover in Joachim’s bowing many admirable feat¬
ures which could be utilized, in some definite form,
as part of a system of violin-pedagogics. Nor was
it a difficult matter, under the conditions which
existed, and stiff exist, at the Hochschule, firmly
to establish a new method which promised mastery
of the technics of the bow.
But the ideas embodied in this new method were
not the ideas of Joseph Joachim. They were the
ideas of overzealous men of whose achievements the
world knows nothing. They were the ideas of men
w o fancied they saw in everything Joachim did
efinite principles which needed only scientific reduc¬
tion and application to enable the gifted student
to achieve what Joachim had achieved. They were
the ideas of men who will never occupy the least
respectable niche in violin-history.
I have a distinct recollection of a conversation
with Sauret, during which that admirable violinist
quizzically requested me to reveal to him some of
the mysteries of the so-called “Joachim Bowing.” I
remem er mow heartily we both laughed when I had
o eon ess that there were no mysteries at all, and
J, ,W ab Joachim’s assistants were trying to grasp
; . ...eac was Perfectly clear to every gifted and
elligent player of other “schools.” Without enterg mto unnecessary details, I wish simply to say
®very capable teacher recognizes the necessity
ness art!”? tbe Wrist to ^e utmost degree of supple. ,18 the mmm emPloyed by teachers of the
iZ f 7/ t0 attain thi8 end’ rath®r than the central
has h Se ’ tbat 1,88 myst*fied 80 many players and
artist11 *°”denmed by the majority of broad-minded
» 8’.
ni,ciples that, in themselves, are exceedromui 8*rap|® and easily understood, have been surschulr* W,lth mystery and difficulties by the HochhUie Pogues.
But this is not the worst.

These teachers, peculiarly Teutonic in their admira¬
tion of all things German and disdain for what is
foreign, first misconceive the underlying principles of
Joachim’s own bowing, and then sternly devote them¬
selves to a process of development which finds no
justification in the training and achievements of the
greatest violinists of the world. That is, the ma¬
terial which they utilize for training purposes is,
in the main, unviolinistic. It is not the material
which enabled Joachim himself to acquire mastery of
violin-technics. It is not the material with which
Laub, Wieniawski, Vieuxtemps, Sarasate, Ysaye, and
other artists have built their instrumental achieve¬
ments.
It will thus be seen that the Hochschule peda¬
gogue’s gravest error is his refusal to recognize the
virtue of those methods of training which musical
history has pronounced to be the best. He glories
in Bach and Beethoven, and so do we all, I hope; but
the music of Bach and Beethoven was never calcu¬
lated to develop instrumental ability. He scorns the
compositions that were written by able artists who
had a keen appreciation of the young violinist’s
needs. He cannot understand that musical develop¬
ment and intellectual strength are things apart from
purely-violin training, and he consequently ignores
the very process of instrumental development to
which even the classical violinist, Joachim, owes his
greatness as a performer.
And what are the results? What have been the
results during the past twenty years? Hundreds of
gifted violinists have gone to Berlin in the last two
decades, many of exceptional endowments and pos¬
sessing the attributes of greatness. Where are these
men to-day ? How many have fulfilled the promise of
their youth?
It should always be remembered, in connection
with this question of “Joachim Bowing,” that
Joachim never teaches, never has taught, its prin¬
ciples. Every student that enters the Hochschule,
however great his abilities, is placed in the hands of
an assistant of Joachim for an indefinite period.
Joachim’s assistants are men who, too frequently,
are ridiculously inferior to the students whom they
are supposed efficiently to “prepare” for Joachim’s
class. The principle adopted at the Hochschule is
that every student, however capable in a general
way, requires thorough training in the "Joachim
Bowing” before he can be admitted to Joachim’s
class. Theoretically, such a plan seems just and
good; but when it is taken into consideration that
the majority of Joachim’s assistants have always
been violinists of no recognized merit, the system
must be pronounced cruel and inartistic.
Thebe appeared in these columns,
some time ago, an article on the manufacture of strings which seems to have
given some readers a desire to learn
something in connection with the kinds
of strings one should use, how to select good strings,
etc.
The Italian strings are unquestionably the best
for quality, though German strings are very popular,
owing to their great durability. Of the Italian
strings, the Roman and Padua have always been in
favor, and, of these two, the latter are by many
given the preference. The Padua strings, as a rule,
wear better than the Roman, but I have always
preferred the Roman strings, particularly in cold
weather.
Every player should be provided with a stringgauge, for without one it is quite impossible to select
strings of the requisite thickness. Amateurs, and
even professionals, often choose thin strings, believ¬
ing that these enable them to produce a better and
more brilliant tone. This, of course, is a serious mis¬
take, as the diameter of a string should always
be in accordance with the principles which determine
the relations between the strings and the body of
the violin.
Mr. Align has this to say in connection with violin
A WORD
ABOUT
STRINGS.

strings:
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“When you have found a diameter of strings which
suits your fiddle, keep to it, and do not experiment
with new thicknesses, for it is as deleterious to
change one’s style of strings as to be constantly
changing the position of the sound-post. The strings
must be in proper relative proportion with one an¬
other; 1 mean, you must not use a thick E, a thin
A, or a medium D. The strings must be relatively
thick, thin, or medium.
“A string, as seen in the coil or bundle at a shop,
ought to be transparent, without spots or blemishes
throughout its entire length. It should be pliant and
elastic, returning to its former shape (like a watchspring) without breaking, when pressed or pulled out.
It should not be too white, for this betokens im¬
proper materials or excessive bleaching, both of
which render a string brittle and false. A good
string must not loose its transparency and become
cloudy and yellow when bent.”

HOW TO POSTER A TASTE FOR THE BEST
MUSIC IN PIANO-PUPILS.
BY FREDERIC 8. LAW.
Pupils often shrink from the study of classical
music under the idea that it is dull and tedious, and
the teacher often needs to exercise not a little tact
to bring them to an appreciation of what is really
elevated in musical art. Like all other development,
that of the appreciation begins with what is simple
and easily understood, and progresses through inter¬
mediate stages to that which is more complex. Very
few of the works of the great classical or romantic
composers are suitable for the average pupil in the
earlier grades of advancement. Even those apparently
simple generally contain difficulties of thought or
rhythm which make them ungrateful to youthful
players. It is far better for the immature pupil to
take pleasure in his music, even if it be comparatively
trivial in character, than to gratify the ambition of the
teacher by playing works beyond his mental and tech¬
nical ability, and which, therefore, he can neither
enjoy nor comprehend.
To the child “Twinkle, twinkle, little star” may
be a step toward an appreciation of Shakespeare or
Milton: the first step of a ladder which may reach to
the skies. A Strauss waltz well played is a better
augury for the future than a Beethoven sonata
bungled, and forms, too, a better foundation for an
even, symmetrical development. Generally speaking,
it is a mistake to study classical works for technical
advancement. Some one has well said: “Do not play
Bach and Beethoven to improve your technic; rather
improve your technic to play Bach and Beethoven.”
Experience shows that the classical forms depending
upon thematic development, such as the fugue, the
invention, and the sonata, are best approached in the
reverse order of their historical appearance—namely,
through the later romantic composers, Mendelssohn,
Schubert, Schumann, Weber, and others. It is not
difficult to take a pupil from salon music of the better
order to Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without Words.”
These charming compositions form an excellent intro¬
duction to music of the higher class. Their number
and variety give scope to a large choice for almost
all possible tastes, while their underlying poetical
suggestiveness can hardly fail to awaken the imagina¬
tion of the most prosaic. Schubert can follow, or
even precede, Mendelssohn. His piano-music, strangely
unknown for many years after his death, is full of
the tenderest inspiration. A number of the “Im¬
promptus” and “Moments Musicales” are well fitted
by their beauty and comparative ease of execution
to attract the youthful player. Then some of Schu¬
mann’s shorter pieces may be introduced. The irregu¬
lar rhythms and syncopations which characterize his
music make it more difficult than often appears at first
glance. The “Kinderscenen,” for example, though
ostensibly written for children, can only be played
well by those able to play apparently much more diffi¬
cult music.

Some pupils object strongly to studying a sonata.
They think the term synonymous with tedium and
dullness. Their unspoken question seems to be the
same as Diderot’s famous “Sonate, que me veux-tul”
For this reason the Haydn sonata, not deep in content,
but general in melody and clear in structure, is the
best to introduce this misunderstood form. An ex¬
planation of the sonata form, illustrated by the sonata
chosen for study, aids immensely in gaining the at¬
tention and appreciation of the student. Mozart and
the earlier Beethoven sonatas can follow. Weber’s
undeniably brilliant, if somewhat superficial, piano
compositions can be used with good effect in the fore¬
going scheme. They further technical facility to a
marked degree, while their underlying romanticism
gives them undoubted value in arousing sentiment, if
not of a particularly deep nature.
Circumstances will decide when the study of Bach
can be begun with advantage; also as to which com¬
positions should be used. In case the pupil does not
take kindly to those of the strict style, his interest
may be challenged by the dance-forms of the suites
and partitas. There are in these, for example, a
number of gavottes which can hardly fail in con¬
vincing him that Bach is by no means without melodic
beauty. Some of the little preludes are equally
melodious, but are contrapuntal in structure, and exact
the independence of hands and fingers which is such
a stumbling-block to the novice in Bach.
The average pupil, subject to no especial musical in¬
fluences outside of his lessons, needs some such con¬
sideration as outlined above if he is to advance in
musical taste and appreciation. The immature mind
does not respond at once to what is highest in any art.
Cultivation of taste is a progressive work, and is best
effected when enjoyment is awakened at each suc¬
cessive step. Outside influences are often more power¬
ful than those of the studio. Theodore Thomas says
that popular music is merely another name for familiar
music: i.e., if Beethoven’s symphonies were heard as
often as Sousa’s marches or Strauss’s waltzes they
would be just as popular. That is putting it rather
strongly, but certain it is that familiarity with the
best music is the first step toward gaining apprecia¬
tion of it. All that the teacher can do for the im¬
provement of the public taste will react favorably on
his pupils, and vice verst.

A POINT IN PIANO-TUNING.
BY H. G. PATTON.
A few months ago I was invited to the home of
an old man. He was a gunsmith by trade, and an
all-round tinker, with a love for a good fiddle and
the well-tempered clavichord. In his beautifully fur¬
nished parlor stood an upright piano, but when I saw
it my heart sank, for it was of a make that I knew
to be inferior. However I touched the keys to hear
its quality, and was astonished to find it excellent
and entirely out of keeping with others I had ex¬
amined of the same manufacture. By judicious
questioning I elicited the following facts:
Mine host, in addition to the proper placing of his
piano, had kept it religiously tuned to one pitch,
using a tuning-fork as a standard. I believe such
a procedure will improve the tonal quality of any
instrument; just as in case of old yiolins, which
have a better tone when tuned down from the
modern pitches to the old one to which they have
been accustomed.
A distinguished violinist has a Cremona which he
prizes too highly to take on his travels. Yet he hires
a musician to play upon it daily and keep it strung
to a certain pitch. What is true of a violin is true
of the sounding-board of a piano. Too many of these
instruments are tuned to the average pitch of the
keyboard, instead of a certain accepted standard.
Two different readings of the same work are often
good. The original one is generally the best—Schu¬
mann.

THE
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Thomas Tapper.
The Editor ha* received many
letter*, especially from teachers, expressing the desire that readers of
The Children’* I'aoe take up the
idea of a club. 8ome correspondents
make valuable suggestions which we are glad to
carry out.
On* writer says: "Why not print in The Etude
a course of home-atudy from 'First Studies in Music
Biography,' and outline a program for a monthly
meeting? I am sure there are teachers all over the
country who would be glad to do thia, and just
think how musicianly it would make the children!
I have more than a dozen pupils under sixteen whom
I would organise at once.”
Another writer says: "The children of our school
are delighted with the prospect of being able to have
a Clubpage in The Etude, and suggest that it be a
well organized club, with officers and an appropriate
name. A small initiation fee could be charged, and
the treasurer of the club might supply the children
with badge* and use the remaining fundB for prizes
to encourage the children to write essays.”
So many thousand* of children are studying music
with private teachers, and so many, many more thou*an*l# of children are studying music in the public
school* that it would seem very tasy indeed, not only
to form dub«, but to give children the opportunity
of doing infinite good in music. Every child may be¬
come the renter of a local musical interest which can
accomplish a great amount of good. One has but
to think of the fact that a few years hence the
children of to-day will be the editor* and writer*
and teacher*. If they begin now to spread an in¬
terest m music and to encourage the habit of study¬
ing it among others we shall surely come much nearer
being a musical nation than we do to-day.
THE
CHILDREN’S
CLUE

It would bo impossible for the Editor
to print all the essays, received in competition, in the Children's Page. In¬
variably the work of our young readers
u excellent; particularly in writing out biographical
matter For example, many sent in a sketch of the
life of Mozart, and it was difficult to decide which
was the best. Not a few excellent ones were received
too late for notice in the Mozart issue of The Etude.
But, whether received and noticed or not, every
young writer may feel assured that nothing can ex
rv*d in value the "having done it.” To have studied
Mozart’s biography; to have reviewed that study;
then to have written it out with careful attention
not only to the facte, but to their natural order; and
with attention to paragraphing, sentence formation,
EDITOR'S
NOTK.

Before our Club may be thoroughly
WHO WILL established we need to have arrived at
HELP?
a mutual understanding. America is a
very large country. Music-students in
one section need help unlike what is required by
those elsewhere. One who lives in a great city en¬
joys many advantages that are denied another who
lives in a remote place. Our desire is to make the
Children’s Club as valuable to all as we can.
Hence: Will those interested suggest:
1. An appropriate name for the Club.
2. A plan of monthly (or perhaps more frequent)
meeting.
3. A plan of organization (officers, attendance,
etc.).
4. A list of study-subjects.
These are a few of the many necessary details. As
to subjects, the Editor plans to include in the outline
of lessons to be presented in this department, hence¬
forth every month:
1. A short lesson in music-theory.
2. A short lesson in music-biography.
3. Something about a composer “for the month”;
that is, a composer whose birthday comes in the
month in question.
4. A music-picture, either a portrait or a group of
portraits or a picture of a music-subject.
5. Music-history lessons (to follow those in musicbiography).
There will be presented, every month, letters from
club-members, full lists of those who participate in
the Children’s Page competition, reports of clubmeetings, and such other items of general interest as
are received.
Inasmuch as the study-department will undoubt¬
edly bring up many questions on which information
may be desired, we shall have to have a "Question
and Answer Department” of our own. All this may
assist in further suggestions. Who will send in the
first list of suggestions and report the first club?

THfphii nov™

lne al)0ve. the readei

P4GE
°f U,iS PRge WiH be Prepare
AGE FOR MARCH, to find in the March Etud
for hnmo ..a
J / deflnite plan of 8h°rt lessor
for home-study and for club-meetings; the list ,
items will he about as follows:
i-1' t lesson in Intervals, continued from that give
in the January Etude, page 16
**

“* “•
u ■■ —«
furthermore: this is a form of composition wh

uuioag ***■ne

rvr

«

poattion » not infrequently a failure with childr
because it* subject is not one with which they i
acquainted. The moment a child-or a grown
person either-.* interested in a subject he can .»
of ail good writing.

8- A talk by the Editor about all
n
Pages thus far printed in The Etude.
mLI>REN’

interesting club. It will move easily if all assist by
following the same plan and order of procedure.
Let it be agreed that everyone who has a suggestion
for the Children’s Page will write it at once and
send it in. By delaying it, one may fail to do it
later; and by one failing, all lose.
Observe the rules frequently given here about
writing, whether letters, articles, or questions:
1. Write plainly. 2. On one side of the sheet. 3.
Never roll the manuscript. 4. Write name and ad¬
dress at the top of the first sheet. 5. Keep a copy,
as no manuscript can be returned. 6. Be sure the
proper amount of postage is added. 7. Address as
follows: Editor of the Children’s Page, care of The
Etude, 1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

It is not always weU to be
too economical. Two old maiden
ladies in Germany recently had a
visit from a musical critic, whose
interest in the venerable spinsters chiefly arose from
the fact that their brother, who had died recently,
had been one of Wagner’s most intimate friends.
The old ladies had just got through their annual jam¬
making, and with pardonable pride invited tlieir
visitor to inspect the noble collection of well-filled
pots in the store-room. The observant eye of the
journalist remarked that the paper with which the
jam-pots were covered looked like sheets of MS., and,
curiosity prompting a closer inspection, lie discovered
that the economical old ladies, to avoid buying parch¬
ment, had used the whole of Wagner’s correspondence
with their brother, little dreaming of the commercial
value of such autographs. Whether the journalist
informed the good ladies of the real value of their
jam-pot covers or kept the secret to himself I have
not heard.—From The Tatter.
WAGNER ON
JAM-POTS.

Do you apply kindergarten
methods to piano-pupils of
larger growth? If not, try it.
Any teacher accustomed to
beginners fresh from the musical kindergarten classes
feels hampered by the necessity of teaching rudi¬
ments to the pupil not so prepared for battle.
All the charm and fascination of imbibing knowl¬
edge, as the air we breath, at once a pleasure and a
necessity, in the manner of games, verse, and songs,
is lost, and the crusty facts are at once a feat of
will and memory.
APPLIED
KINDERGARTEN.

I have found it quite possible to apply kindergarten
touches, here and there, which lightened the task
wonderfully.
The Note” and “Rest” games common to almost
any kindergarten system are invaluable. So, too, are
e colored clefs and detached notes for reading, the
blocks and letter games for little ones.
“Musical Dominoes" are at once an attractive and
engrossing medium for note-values, and for rapid
combinations in the vexed world of time.
For studies in rhythm there are Margaret Mar*
® damty "Melody Pictures” and Mrs. Orth’s
Mother-Goose Songs Without Words.”
6 k^er» ^though a little more difficult, appeal
to pnpds more strongly, for several reasons: The
maker*! °7he b°°k b6ing the veT height of the
... ar ’ aSa*n, the words are already only too
and the musie follows them with such a

«• That very fact is at the U
the child4* the rhythm k inevitable in the mind of

tUt Wh,ch “ Ukewise
the Us» of good writing: Knowledge of the subje
Wl.de interest in the subject is something, it
he supported by that industry which i, willing
Ubor. And there is a third fact: The intTr^a

L

Tl bV*presW with th* «me inter,
and labor shown in the langu^tructure „ o
has for the subject about which the writing is.

WRITING TO

r.

re n

areKi7rren 8ong8’ valuable as they are in class,
stories Celly Practicable with solitary pupils; but the
recitals

^

* USed’ Particularly at periodical class

speLld
ingenUity t0 invent new stories inter¬
notes
Charactera> 8Uch as sharps, flats,
;h ;rn f 7 !,ke; but “ » a great help As to
eellenc
T° ^ PUdding” 1 can vouch
it8 «*
I believe • .avf applied musical kindergarten and
believe in ,t my.-Florence u

T(iE
METHODS OF INTERESTING CHILDREN
IN MUSIC-STUDY.
BY KATHARINE BUBROWES.

L
There is usually a period in the musical life of
a child during which she loses interest in her studies.
Generally it comes three or four years after she has
begun, and it taxes all our ingenuity to keep her
from giving up lessons altogether. “Mamma” is so
very likely to do just what her little daughter wishes,
especially if the little daughter has to be urged to
practice. Upon such pupils we teachers spend all our
energy and enthusiasm, until it seems as though we
must leave ourselves empty and dry, and yet the
result is wholly inadequate. They have lost inThen there are other children (and how we
teachers love and bless them!) who always retain
their interest. Every new piece is an intense pleas¬
ure; they are never tired of the old ones. A hard
study is something to be fought and conquered, not
grumbled over, and even finger-exercises are not so
bad when they know their raison d’etre. If all our
pupils were of this order, life would probably be too
blissful to he good for us. But they are not; so
the next thing to do is to try to find a cure for the
trouble, or rather to find the ounce of prevention
which is better than the pound of cure.
The very first effort should be to
Make music
make the little ones love their
agreeable.
music, to make the lesson agreeable,
to play pretty pieces for them, so
that they will not think “music” consists entirely of
their own small efforts. Make the practice-hour as
short as possible, and let them play each piece or
study a certain number of times, instead of a certain
length of time. It goes without saying that the
pieces must be selected with great care to suit the
individual taste, and that technical studies should
not be given to children who dislike them.
There are many beautiful sets of studies written
and compiled for children now “just like pieces,” and
I would always select some of those rather than
those written avowedly for technical purposes. Give
little finger- and muscle- exercises for the formation
of tone and development of finger-dexterity, and do
not worry about technic for the first few years. If
you lay the foundation of a correct position, a firm
touch, and a singing tone, the technic wiU come aU
right later, when it is needed.
The second suggestion is some sysA system of
tern of competition. I will describe
competition.
one that has proven effective. A
blackboard hangs on one of the'
walls of my studio upon which is written the name
of each pupil. For every correct answer, no matter
how trifling, a chalk mark is placed against the
name of the answerer. At the end of the lesson
these marks are counted, and the pupil who has the
greatest number is given a chalk star, which remains
against her name, while the other marks are erased.
At the end of the week the pupil who has the most
chalk stars gets a gold star, which is gummed on a
large colored card bearing the names of the whole
class. This card hangs in a conspicuous position, so
that the record is always in evidence. At Christmas,
Easter, and Midsummer whoever has most gold stars
gets a trifling prize, and besides this at midsummer
I give a silver medal to the pupil who passes the best
written examination.
In the intermediate grade practice-books take the
place of the blackboard’ marks, and there are two
silver medals which we use in this way. The pupil
who has the best record (in her book) at the end
of the month is allowed to wear one medal for the
foUowing month, and at the end of the year the one
who has had the medal the oftenest keeps it perma¬
nently. The second medal is the reward for the best
written examination at the end of the year.
I have also tried the plan of sending reports to the
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parents as they do in the schools, but this involves
the expenditure of a good deal of time, and does
not seem to work so well as the reward system.
There is no doubt that the enthusiasm aroused by
competition influences many pupils who' would other¬
wise be duU and apathetic, and sometimes makes
good students of children who would otherwise fall
by the wayside. I have known people to object to
it on the score that it arouses jealousy, but that
has not been my experience. The degree of jealousy
which induces emulation is certainly there, but in
that quantity it does good, not harm; and I may
safely say that I have found few things so helpful
in arousing and retaining a pupil’s interest as the
plan I have outlined above.

RESULTS.
BY MAY CRAWFOBD.
You all expect results; do you work for them?
You are dissatisfied because your playing is no better
than last year; but did you try systematically to
improve it or did you wander around helplessly, un¬
doing one day what you had done the day before?
We must keep what we did yesterday, adding a little
more to it to-day, in strength, in velocity, in smooth¬
ness of scale-playing, in interpretation and memo¬
rizing.
Set out deliberately to strengthen your
muscles. Some of you have stronger fingers, some of
you have more power in the muscles of your arms.
Concentrate your thoughts on the weak point until
it is no longer a weak point. Perhaps octaves are
a bugbear; then sandwich octaves in between every¬
thing else practiced. Keeping at them too long
weakens, but come back to them again and again
during the day.
Your scales are jerky. Listen, listen, listen, play¬
ing softly and slowly until there is never a break.
If it is weakness of any one finger, causing a bumpy
sound, overcome that weakness. Treat arpeggios in
the same way, and be sure you know what notes you
are playing. That sounds simple, but by watching
you will find that you often expect the fingers to find
keys when the mind has a very indistinct, blurred
idea as to what they are.
Then for velocity. Keep at least a weekly record
of the two-finger exercises, scales, and diminished
chords. Increase your speed, not hurriedly, but
surely, healthily. Perhaps you will find the reason
you could not play that last piece up to time was
because you cannot play anything at that rate.
As to interpretation, you feel your playing lacks
something. Have you tried to see anything besides
notes? Have you looked for the composer’s mean¬
ing? Do you listen to the birds? do you love flowers?
do you wander through the woods? and do you read
books filled with beautiful thoughts? Do all these
besides studying the composers’ lives, and music will
mean immeasurably more to you, if you want it to.
Perhaps it is not easy for you to memorize; yet
you do long for a few pieces so truly a part of
yourself that you are able to play them at a mo¬
ment’s notice, without being haunted by a fear of
breaking down. Instead of wishing you knew those
six pieces you like best, make up your mind that
you will know them. Then memorize thoroughly, one
by one, instead of trying to get the whole six at
once, which would mean you could never do any one
satisfactorily. The pleasure derived from being able
to play the first one will make the memorizing of
the second far easier.
Did you ever stop to think what it amounts to in
the course of a year—this working with the mind
made up to have something to show for all the time
and energy spent? If you have been working blindly,
hoping all will come right in the end, change your
tactics to-morrow and by working methodically be
assured of satisfactory results.
One injudicious parent can set at naught the finest
teaching in the world.

SEE THE BRIGHT SIDE.
BY CLARA A. KORN.
We hear much of the drudgery of music-teaching,
of its wear on the nerves, etc., but rarely do we hear
of the merry side of it. Yet there are many amusing
incidents, if one will only be good humored, instead
of losing one’s temper. When I first entered the
music-profession, an hour’s teaching made me as tired
as six hours do at the present time, and all because
in former times I was impatient and irritable, instead
of preserving a calmness of disposition. If you hear
that a man is a prolific worker, that he is a marvel
of non-fatigue, you may depend upon it that he is
a man of cheerfulness, however energetic he may
be. Self-control strengthens the nerves and the
vitality of the individual; yielding to weaknesses
causes physical, as weU as mental, degeneration.
Most pupils are naturally wanting in musical feel¬
ing, in precision, in accuracy of ear, in conception of
rhythm. Only the few talented ones prove excep¬
tions. Therefore it is the teacher’s duty to supply
.the deficiency made by nature. Everyone, except the
abnormally stupid, can be taught expression, correct
reading, and a reasonable amount of technical execu¬
tion. But no one, except the abnormally devoted,
can be taught these things by means of a spitfire of
a teacher. It is all very well for silly music-students
to “glorify” themselves to thejr companions, by nar¬
ration of the “crankiness” and "terribleness” of their
masters, but none of these have ever been known
to demonstrate that they had learned anything of
music.
In my childhood days I heard a great deal of a
local music-teacher whose chief claim to distinction
lay in the fact that, in giving a lesson, he was wont
to perambulate up and down the room tearing his
hair and shrieking. In his presence the pupils quiv¬
ered; behind his back they tittered; none of them
learned anything except that they hated music with
all their hearts; his wife died in a madhouse, and
he himself in poverty; yet the man knew very much
ot music,—and, had he but cultivated self-control in
his youth, might have accomplished satisfactory re¬
sults.
In this generation only the true ladies and gentle¬
men of our profession succeed; the ill-mannered
ones remain at the foot of the ladder. On the other
hand, there are those who have acquired the requisite
outward show of self-possession, but who wear out
their souls in internal vexation. These do themselves
great wrong; for, although they maintain an ap¬
parent grace of manner, they are ruining their own
constitutions. Anger excites, tires, upsets the di¬
gestion, irritates the nerves, causes prostration, and
incapacitates for enduring exertion. It also be¬
numbs the intellect, and draws the teacher’s atten¬
tion from the main point at issue. The teacher who
wastes his time getting angry has no time left for
instruction, thereby depriving his pupil of the proper
correction which is his due.
Impatience and irritability wiU never do; the
teacher suffers, the pupil suffers; the former dis¬
courages the latter, the latter leaves the former;
the teacher forfeits his revenue, the pupil loses his
interest in the most beautiful of caUings; and both
sides are hurt. Everything in life is co-operative;
do the right thing by others, and the benefit thereof
will fall back upon yourself; respect the feelings of
others, and the absence of friction in your dealings
with your fellows will be ample reward for any effort,
as it wiU leave you free to think of better things and
to carry them out. And this latter item is by far
one of the most important obligations that the
teacher takes upon himself when he enters the pro¬
fession.
Your ability to admire wisely is a sure test of
your musicianship: a single year of admiring the
best in music and knowing why you admire it wiU
set you far on the road to true culture. Cultivate
the habit of just admiration!—Elizabeth 0. Northup.
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THE TENDENCIES OF MUSIC.
BY HARVEY WICKHAM.
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taste demands the same perfection of finish in
publicc t---I
iv masters
it —
does in
interpretations of the new
masters which
wmeu «.
interpretations of the old, it may be showni that
that .. Y/;f«ACTTONS
there has, indeed, been an evolution toward actually
J

THOUGHTS

‘1 here has been throughout all the ages of animal
and vegetable existence a gradual extermination of increased difficulty in musical compositions. At pres¬
certain forms of life; and a survival, according to Dar¬ ent modern works are not familiar to many, and an
audience which would detect flaws in the playing of
win, of the fittest. The evolution of musical instru¬
ments reveals a similar phenomenon, the law of the a classic miirht lose sight of similar faults in a brill¬
iant impressionment of a novelty. The greater com“survival of the loudest” being plainly in evidence.
plexity of the latter would contribute to this.
Since the earliest times there has been a growth
If I were to say that there had been a drift in
from works which, when produced according to their
author’s intentions, were thin and transparent, taste from short pieces to long my readers might cry,
acoustically speaking, to those that are sonorous “You have put the cart before the horse.” It is easy,
to a marked degree. Every new composer of the first for the piano-teacher especially, to fall into the error
rank is accused by his contemporary critics of being of supposing that composers write more briefly than
a producer of mere noise. Yet, in a few years, his formerly. This is on account of the remarkable imsymphonies seem delicate talon pieces compared with provement of the short piece which has been made:
what a later genius turns out. What thunderous an improvement dating from the time of Chopin. But
symphonic poems the future has in store only pos¬ great works are still long works, as a general thing.
terity will know. Deethoven has certainly arrived at The grand style never dies out, it only languishes in
that pass where moat of his pieces are regarded as some ages. It cannot even be said to languish now.
truly popular music in the large cities, and well
And when we cons.der that passages, connecting
adapted for small halls. Wagner is still in the van
passages I mean have been relegated by an enhghtso far as ponderosity is concerned, but that he will ened taste into limbo, it will be seen that, so far as
be overtaken none need doubt. The piano of to-day
significant measures are concerned, modern works
is to the harpsichord of yore as wine unto water:
of the first rank contain them in greater number than
incomparably stronger. The organ in a modern church work, of the old schools. It is not now sufficient that
is as compared to 1'an‘s scrannel pipes as Niagara unto a passage performs a useful function in rounding out
Tennyson's “brook." Inventive genius will some day
some predetermined “form.” H it do nothing but
put a great orchestra under the control of the virtu¬
that blue-pencil it It must mean something of Leif;
oso’s fingers.
and stand on its own legs, so to speak. This sudden
Another tendency of music is from harmony to dis¬
determination—and sudden it was, and we owe it
cord. Mr. S. P. Warren, the veteran organist, once
again mainly to Chopin, or perhaps to Chopin and
told me that there seemed to be an amazing love for Schumann—this determination, I say, to do away with
the harsh abroad in the land. He did not express
..y
all -“packing,” all “filling,”
all “leading” (to use a
himself as being hostile to it, nor altogether in sym¬
printer’s phrase), had of itself a tendency to shorten
pathy with it; he merely noted the result of his
the number of measures which a given theme was
observations.
likely to be developed into.
Harmony, as we now understand it, is a relative
We cannot say that the tendency of our art has
term. Must terms are used relatively as the world
always been in a direction toward greater and greater
grow s w iser. Once, science spoke of living and of dead
complexity without limiting the statement somewhat
organisms. Now, they say "alive” and “more alive,”
Of contrapuntal complexity the Belgians made the
sinew nothing is perfectly animated and nothing en¬
rcductio ad absurdim, and in form it would seem
tirely inert. Perfect harmony is the unison of two
considering the matter superficially, that the move¬
tones, each pure and devoid of harmonics or over¬
ment has been in the opposite direction. But be not
tones. Such harmony is only theoretically possible.
too hasty in making such assumption. True, the com¬
In such identical sounds the waves would accurately
correspond and reinforce each other. The octave poser >s no longer bound to the strict contrapuntal
formulas laid down by
Cherubini, nor to the sonata
“t '■“■wuuim,
conics next, in which interval the waves coincide one
and allied rondo forms of Haydn and Mozart; but
Ums la two, as everybody knows In the fifth the
he
must
satisfy
a
higher
necessity than tradition, and
eouKidcnce i, once in three; in the third, once in
five; the intermediate harmony, once in four, beiner
supplied by the double octave. Simple relations such
as these are easily comprehended by the untutored
ear and constitute what early musicians called con-
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CRITICISING OF FORMER TEACHERS,
preston ware okem.
In vjew 0f the fact that there is always more or
jes8 0f a change on the part of pupils from one
teacher to another, it seems necessary that teachers
formu]ate for themselves some definite line of action
and conduct suited to the premises. It is not our
purpoge to enter into the many and various causes
for these changes. The problem is: how to meet
them when made In the case Qf a te(u.her Jo •
pupilj the matter geenlg not gQ difficuU
A * •
known musician and educator has thus aptly oara
phrased an old quotation; «VVelcome the coming
speed the departin pupiI» No onCj of cou
,ikeg’
to lose a pupil.
^ ^
™
dence and esteem between teacher and
„ no £
faetory work can be done
P P
4
Tn
__-i
matter8 “ J ! P P
t6acher
maev and deHcll 77 °
^
, S°me dipl°‘
/ ,
A”? *7
**
at
2 » 7 °f ,meth°ds and S-V8tc,ns in
teacher will acennl>robable Uiat any
n *v * 1 ® pt wlthout addition or amendment
ww Tt TV 7™ accomPlished bT a previous
” toke lt for granted that the musical educatl0n of the
complete up to the
— pupil is absolutely uumpieie
fiTade to
to which
whinh he
ha may
mar have
-_advanced.
1_v Nevertheless
-V. .
pade
it is bad taste, poor policy, and bad professional
ethics to openly condemn, in whole or in part, the
work previously done. Yet it is a habit that seems
too prevalent. It may be taken for granted that
no work which is honestly done, however faulty it
may be, is totally lost. It must also be remembered
that an apparent lack in the pupil is, more often than
no , not the fault of the previous teacher, but of
pupd himself. The proper plan of procedure
seems to be without undue or discouraging criticism
6 pUpi1 hiimself fnd with no disparagement of
7°* Z- th<S previous teacher, to make the best
17, attain,lnent3 already gained, courteously and
7? eXplanation eliminating faulty habits, and
a89lnulat“g the knowledge and work of
7 7
M°ds- Mail-V a Promising studenthasbeendiSc°uraged and perhaps lost to the
£
LwT
lute
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NARROW criticism.
J. S. TAN CLEVE.
elation areGworPseeSthanS ^ .Critieism and of aPPri
with we Amor’
, n useless. It is an instint
everything. Tm”'W’that aluayS f°r th® beSt *
ment of life doe. u
■ , bat 18 best in every depari
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e^ it-

t0 U8’ an<1 we soone
Nevertheless there is a dange:

ous fallacy in alw’ays asking who is the best com¬
poser, who is the best poet, who is the best painter;
for, in strict reality, there is no such person. The
present writer once heard Mr. Theodore Thomas re¬
buke this spirit with his notable conciseness and
force. When Mi-. Thomas wishes to hit a nail solidly
and squarely on the head he knows how.
A young amateur was praising in a circle of friends
about the dinner-table the talent and skill of his
organ-teacher. Young Mr. X. said: “I tell you,
gentlemen. Prof. Y is the greatest organist in the
United States!” Air. Thomas said: “Have you heard
all the organists in the United States?” A great
silence fell and the topic was changed.
AVOID ECCENTRICITY.
THEODORE STEARNS.
Keep the keyboard of your piano clean. There is
no inspiration in dirty instruments be they what they
may. Because Beethoven was slovenly it is no proof
that you have genius when you affect slovenly man¬
ners. The world to-day dislikes long hair, independ¬
ence that approaches charlatanism, or eccentricity
that sometimes fails to be “eccentric.”
I have seen music-rooms in picturesque disorder,
but I never knew an honest, business-like pupil or
patron to be favorably impressed by it. Many a
musician drinks, talks agnosticism with a knowing
air, and wears his clothes carelessly, but you will no¬
tice his friends are few. Be sure of one tiling: you
can get more pupils and keep them longer by dressing
neatly than by affecting to despise conventionalities
and going around with your shoes out at the heel.
Button up your coat and look at people with a feel¬
ing that you are one of them; don’t try to be a curi¬
osity. You live in a crisp, up-to-date present, not in
the twilight of a speculative past.
It is not the seedy lawyer, the careless physician,
or the slovenly tailor that gets the business. Neither
will the seedy, careless, or slovenly musician make a
success. It is not necessary to place your profession
“on ’change,” but it is essential that you display your
goods, which are you, yourself, to the best advantage.
If you don’t some one else will, and get the pupils,
too.
NOISY PEDALING.
F. A. FRANKLIN.
A noisy release of the damper pedal is a very
common fault with piano-pupils (and, indeed, with
some professional pianists). The pedal can, and
should, be used quietly; when one wishes to dampen
the tone, the pedal should be allowed to come up only
far enough to allow the dampers to touch the strings.
Anyone can easily find out by experiment how far is
necessary. If allowed to come up farther than that
a very perceptible “thump” will result, which is espe¬
cially noticeable in pianissimo passages in the upper
register. Frequently the effect of a beautiful solo will
be entirely spoiled by the “thump,” “thump,” “thump”
of the pedal. For instance, take something like
Rubinstein’s “Kamennoi Ostrow,” or Liszt’s transcrip¬
tion of Wagner’s “Evening Star.” If the pedal is not
used very quietly the beautiful song-like melody will
be spoiled.
This is a point that is completely ignored by a great
many teachers who should know better. I have found
that many advanced pupils who have an excellent
ear for music and good judgment in other particulars
will overlook this important matter unless constantly
reminded of it. It seems that in the incessant striv¬
ing after mere technic really musical effects are lost
sight of.
An artistic use of the pedal is a very rare accom¬
plishment, and can only be acquired by giving it care¬
ful attention from the very beginning.
I remember of hearing, several years ago, a pianist
of national reputation. I heard him first in a large
hall with orchestra, and thought his playing superb;
but on afterward hearing him in a smaller room no¬
ticed that every movement of the pedal was entirely
audible, completely spoiling the effect of the solo to
one of refined taste.
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QUESTIONS ASKED BY MY PUPILS.
F. C. BOBINBON.
My juvenile pupils meet with me about once a
month for little talks on musical subjects, and we
have very enjoyable little times together. A season
or two ago I told the children a few interesting facts
concerning Bach, Handel, Haydn, and Mozart, ask¬
ing them to impress the names upon their minds in
order that they might be able to tell me, at our
next meeting, who the musicians were. When we
met again I reminded them of this and said: “Who
remembers the name of the first musician I spoke
of last time ?” and two or three of the children called
out “Bach!” “Who was the next one?” I inquired.
One little boy called out, excitedly, “I know! Mr.
Knob”! ! It transpired that he had tried to impress
Handel’s name on his mind by thinking of door¬
handle (door-knob).
No one enjoyed the laugh
against himself more than the little fellow did.
A “ROCKING-CHAIR” TEACHER.
EVA H. MARSH.
I repeat this little conversation to show how
much penetration pupils show, unknown to us often¬
times.
Should we not watch our actions more
closely? This was a new pupil, and I was to give her
her first lesson at her home.
“Do you want a straight-back chair or a rockingchair?” she asked, as we prepared for the lesson.
“Not a rocking-chair!” I exclaimed. “I want to
easily reach the keys.”
“Miss -, my other teacher, always wanted a
rocking-chair,” she explained. “And she would sit
and rock and rock while I played my lesson. Or she
would go to the glass and fix her hair or hat.
“She never corrected me, either. I know I don’t
play everything right, but she seemed to think I
played perfectly. She ought to have corrected me
more. That’s why I changed teachers.”
Needless to say that I resolved to give my very
best to this wise young girl; to be strict and par¬
ticular about each point in the lesson. It was with
relief that I realized that much correction would not
discourage her, and that she would herself live up
to the standard of what she expected of me. How
little we guess how our pupils gauge us! I was glad
I was never a “rocking-chair teacher.”
“I DON’T LIKE MINOR.”
J. S. VAN CLEVE.
A young lady came to me to take a course of
training in the artistic use of the voice. She was
a very religious girl, spent much time in the services
of her denomination, was always quick at the call
of duty, was ready to play the piano at Sundayschool, lead the singing at the young people’s meet¬
ings, or join the choir at the first call for volunteers.
At first I began to soften and mellow her voice,
and all went well until we began to sing vocalises
with piano accompaniments. In order to know what
she was doing at home, I required her to recite her
accompaniment. The second exercise was in G-minor,
and both the notes and the rhythm were woful. She
soon added, with a touch of petulance in her voice:
“I never did like minor, anyhow!”
Here was a flash-light as to one deep-seated
trouble with our American music-study. Fully half
the beautiful music in the world is in minor keys,
yet our little musical babies do not like this bitter¬
tasting minor mode; so they will not work at it.
I have often been pained to notice the drivel sung

in our Sunday-schools, and even in the public wor¬
ship of God, and here is a light on it.
In my teaching I have from the first insisted upon
a careful study of the minor keys and scales, and,
despite the fact that they are more-irregular, more
varied, and more difficult to harmonize, I compel
every student to practice them till they are just as
familiar as their major relatives. How shall we
acquire this familiarity? Why just as we do any
other element of music, by close thought and patient
repetition.
TAKING LESSONS.
WILLIAM C. WRIGHT.
Miss A. B. (we will call her) came as a pupil. To
my sorrow, I found that she had “burned over” a
good deal of ground with a total neglect of the
essential principles of technic. I showed her what
she must attend to if she would succeed. There was
no “unpleasantness,” but she wished to postpone the
next lesson for ten days. On the morning for the
second lesson she requested its postponement for
one week. When that time had expired, her sister
came and requested further postponement until they
should send me word, etc.
Now, Mrs. C. D. says to me: “You are giving les¬
sons to Miss A. B., are you not?”
“No.”
“Well, you have given her lessons haven’t you?”
“No, I have not given her lessons” (plural).
“Why, I thought—”
“Oh Madame, I will tell you. She was ‘exposed’
to one of my lessons for over an hour, but I have no
idea that she ‘took it.’ ”
STERN MEASURES.
EUGENE E. SIMPSON.
The pupil’s name was Archer; his age, twelve; and
a violin the cause of the trouble. Trouble is the
right word. Archer had taken lessons from several
teachers and had learned to like his violin less.
Archer had other individualities of such type that
his father deemed it advisable to take him down to
the basement for correction at least once each day.
One may wonder why a teacher should attempt to
get results in music with such an unpromising boy,
but the parents openly avowed their willingness to
“throw good money after the bad.” The lessons
should continue.
The teacher was taken into the home and thirty
minutes per day was spent with the boy’s instruc¬
tion and practice. More was not required of him.
Since the pupil showed no perception of pitch,
Schradieck’s first technical book was used principally.
All went well for a few weeks until the boy sulked.
He put his fingers on wrong tones purposely. The
mother was notified, and she properly placed the en¬
tire responsibility upon the teacher and bade him
proceed with whatever coercion might seem advisable.
Accordingly a day came when practice was effectu¬
ally blocked by insubordination; then Archer was
quietly requested to put down his instrument. He
was given a very vigorous shaking and the lesson
proceeded. The remedy was effective, and within a
few months Archer appeared in duet with his
teacher at a public entertainment, and much real
praise was showered upon him.
The game was worth the powder. The plan was
in keeping with the doctrine of a teacher of my ac¬
quaintance, who says that “children must be made
to do some things.”
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Til* organization* ol music-teachers, such as State
aad local associations, keep certain aims before them,
yet it is seldom that papers and discussions bring
to the surface the question of competition. Cer¬
tain organisations oi workingmen, particularly the
Trades l nions, of England, have endeavored to limit
competition in the matter of workers, by restrict¬
ing the number of apprentices. Manifestly musicteacbere cannot and will not refuse pupils for fear
of developing a possible rival. Each one wants as
many pupils as he can instruct, and he will not draw
tba limit. His physical endurance does that for him.
Tba best possible remedy is to raise the standard
to raise the quality of the work expected of the’
teacher, by himself, his pupils, and the public, and
thus bring the question ot competition under the
fore* of tbe rule of ability to teach and to instruct
to secure result*, not only in the fingers, but in the’
character and the mind of a pupil. A higher grade
of teaching, a more acientibc system of instruction,
a better and more thorough preparation, a broader
musicianship sad culture,-these are the factors that,
tf accepted a* standard, if demonstrated as such to
tha public, will enable a teacher to shrug hU
uTcwT ** lb* COmp®tilion of ch«*P. half-trained
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Musicians are often accused of vanity, but
wrongly. They are not more vain than other men;
they are simply more excitable and more trans¬
parent. What they feel, they feel keenly, and they
show plainly. But the one great thing for a mu¬
sician to strive after is such a deep and reverent
sense of the grandeur, power, and permanence of his
art that he will at first feel humiliated at the
thought of his own insignificance; then made to feel
proud at the thought that of this wonderful art he
is a servant, a part. Poetry has been a power since
the days of Homer and earlier, and there is no doubt
that there was a potent art of music in ancient times,
despite our limited and vague knowledge as to what
it was, and no one can question that in our day
music stands in the very forefront of things human
and universal.
Do not permit your mind to grow one-sided.
Nothing is easier. We not only are “pendulums betwuct a smile and tear,” as a great poet has de¬
clared but we have, as human beings, a singular pen¬
chant for extravagance and partiality of feeling and
judgment
Children easily sicken themselves with
Thif ,af Pa8tries> anu “dulls easily acquire the
habit of feeding upon the thoughts and feelings which
most please us until various mental diseases are en
Thackeray, in his novel, “The Newcomes - amus
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article describing a day in a railroad president's
office, an artid* particularly interesting as a study
ta omrtm capacity and of getting things done
One element brought out was the habit of Snsider
ing-not every day, of cotirse,-in turn everv fee.
of the great business, of looking into it so as to
twmine if greater efficiency could be secured. I„
hX, XiT"7 dep*rtment

k*P‘ k*.ved up to a
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We wonder how many teachers keep up their writ¬
ing. Nothing is more wholesome for the musician,
whatever be his specialty. Musicianship is available
if one is teaching the banjo! And writing makes
musicianship as nothing else can. Belles-lettres is not
the only field in which writing maketh an exact man.
All-around musical accomplishment is not so common
but that the teacher possessing it is at a premium.
There is even a commercial value in the ability to
step competently outside one’s own beat.
Practically, one is often bothered to find just the
thing to give a pupil. A ready writer could often
make good the lack out of his own brain, to the real
advantage—and perhaps astonishment—of the pupil,
and to his own advantage in all ways. For another
thing, one never knows when a rare tune may befall
him, which, if he but have the technic in hand to
develop properly, may add a good thing to his ex¬
clusive repertoire, or, published, increase his reputa¬
tion.
Very likely the reader protests that he has no time.
Let him try this: Keep music-paper within reach, and
let no day pass but he writes a period, or half a dozen
measures of canon, or a counterpoint to a canto. We
can assure him that within a week, if he has any
gumption, he will look forward daily 10 that pleasure!
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!fbcal®epartmei\t
Conducted by

H . W. GR.6 €NG
The subject of opera is
now an absorbing one, for
the American public is at
present enjoying its annual winter plunge in that
form of musical dissipation. A few notes in regard
to the books on the noted operatic singers may there¬
fore be welcome to the numerous readers of The
Etude, who are devotees of the charms of the musicdrama. The interest shown by the public in the
personality of great men and women is a natural one,
and, if not carried to excess, a worthy and commend¬
able trait. It is right that we should wish to know
about the struggles, the disappointments, and the
triumphs of those who have dazzled the world by
their achievements, and this is not the less true in
the world of song, than in other fields of endeavor.
The story of the world’s great singers is withal a
bright and attractive one, full of incident, story, and
contrast.
OPERATIC SINGERS,

The Opeba as a School fob Singees.
Since music attained its growth, or, rather, its
prominence, as an art, this is the first century to
make its beginning almost with a clean page as to
great composers. Two centuries ago Bach and Han¬
del, to say nothing of the Italians, Corelli and Scar¬
latti, and Rameau in France, were the great musi¬
cians with which the century opened. A hundred
years ago a score of the greatest musicians of his¬
tory were alive: Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert, Ros¬
sini, Clementi, Cherubini, Spohr, and so on. But at
the opening of the twentieth century how is it?
During the last twenty years we have seen the pass¬
ing away of Liszt, Wagner, Brahms, Franz, Rubin¬
stein, Tschaikowsky, Gounod, Thomas, Biilow, Gade,
and, more recently, Verdi. Who are left of the great
composers on which to begin the century of com¬
position? Can we find a Mozart, a Mendelssohn, a
unopin, even a Meyerbeer or a Rossini, to say noth¬
ing of greater lights?
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satisfaction. There are numberless details in the
work of the studio, and perhaps every one can be
made at least a little more efficient. It is worth
doing not merely for the better results secured in a
business way, but also because of the influence on
the teacher.' The head of a large business looks after
every detail. Tbe teacher must be as diligent, as
careful, as thorough, and as economical of his busi¬
ness as the commonly denominated business man.
Pity the teacher who has not the spirit of the busy
man I Slipshod business methods make, perhaps not
poor teaching, but teaching below the real possibil¬
ities of the teacher.
The Etude wants to help teachers in every way
that the standard of work may be raised. Perhaps
we can bring to them ideas; but the working out,
the application of the ideas depends on the teacher.
For once, if you have not done so, go over the de¬
tails of your work with pupils, with patrons, with
your community, with your own higher nature, and
then improve every single factor, if only a little.

It is an undoubted fact that the opera has been
for over one hundred and fifty years the school
which has trained and formed the greatest singers
the world has seen. Great as have been the tri¬
umphs of vocalists in oratorio, in ballads and
songs, on concert-platforms and in church-choirs,
the history of the art of singing would be wofully
lacking if the pages devoted to operatic performers
were blotted out. “Illogical and superficial” as the
opera has often been termed by severe students of
music, the strong hold it has obtained on the musical
public has never been relaxed, and much of the finest
music in existence has been written for this form.
Who does not recall, with the mention of operatic
singing, the long list of magnificent arias and solos,
the bewitching duets and trios, not to speak of the
superb choruses with which the composers of opera
have enriched the literature of music? And this
grand music has always found interpreters worthy
of its beauty and charm. Without opera, these
singers would never have had the opportunity to
display their talents, and their beautiful voices would,
to a large extent at least, have been lost to the world.
The opera gave them a profession, an income, and an
assured position, which no other form of music could
have done, and the roll of its great names is a long
and inspiring one.
SlNGEBS OF THE PAST.
We find a rich source of delight in reading the
records of the great singers whose voices have long
been silent, but who still live in the glorious mem¬
ories and traditions which they have left behind.
What would “we modems” not give to have the
privilege of going back in the centuries, by some
mysterious and undiscovered art, to the earlier years
when the world worshiped at the feet of a goldentoned songstress, a Billington, a Catalani, a Sontag, a Malibran, or some other famous person¬
age ? How absorbingly interesting would be the
comparisons we could not help making between
their voices, their style, their charm, with those of
the singers of our own day! It is perhaps a sorry
substitute for this to study the records of their lives
and successes as revealed in books and memoirs, but
as it is the best we can do, let us make the most of it.
Febbis on Gbeat Sengebs.
A handy work which has given pleasure to thou¬
sands of musical people is “Great Singers,” by George
T. Ferris, in two volumes. It is a masterpiece of
skilful compilation, the author having frankly ac¬

knowledged that he has taken his material from
every available source; and yet so cleverly and
deftly has he woven the various strands into one
fabric, and so readable and attractive is the story
as he tells it, that we cannot fail to be grateful to
him. Here we may read glowing accounts of the
greatest singers, beginning with Faustina Bordoni,
and continuing with Gabrielli, Sophie Arnould,
Billington, Pasta, Sontag, Malibran, Grisi, Pauline
Viardot, Persiani, Alboni, Jenny Lind, and many
others. These volumes commend themselves espe¬
cially to those of scanty leisure and limited purse,
as they are inexpensive in form, and not too
voluminous in size.
Clayton’s “Queens of Song.”
An earlier work than Ferris’ “Great Singers” is
“Queens of Song,” by Ellen C. Clayton, which has
long been a standard volume on the operatic stage;
but, coming down only to the year 1865, it is perforce
lacking in any notices of the large number of noted
artists who have appeared since that date. Its more
detailed treatment of the earliest singers is, however,
its most valuable feature, as it goes back to the
year 1703, and deals at considerable length with no
less than forty-two performers, not mentioning
others who receive a passing notice. Miss Clayton
has treated her subject with contagious enthusiasm,
and her pages abound with the most interesting in¬
cidents and romantic occurrences—one can hardly
open it anywhere without coming upon some passage
which strikes the attention and impels one to read
on and on. It is, indeed, a fascinating record, which
scarcely needs any further emphasis.
“The Pbima Donna,” by H. Suthebland
Edwabds.
Mr. H. Sutherland Edwards, one of the most in¬
dustrious and best known of the English musical
writers, has devoted two large octavo volumes to the
exploitation of that “spoiled darling of fortune” in
all ages, the prima-donna, in which he discourses
about her history and surroundings from the seven¬
teenth to the nineteenth century. Mr. Edwards
discusses many of the singers who are described in
the other books we have already mentioned; but,
as he is an independent, well-informed, and capable
student of musical history, his sketches have a dis¬
tinct value of their own. His second volume also
contains critical accounts of Patti, Pauline Lucca,
and Christine Nilsson; thus coming down nearly to
the present time. There are also some original and
suggestive chapters on operatic conventionalities and
the prima-donna as a type. Altogether this scientific
study of the prima-donna written by a thoroughly
trained specialist in operatic affairs is well worth
perusal, and the writer’s careful and discriminating
diagnosis of her characteristics, her failings, and her
virtues, occupies a distinct niche by itself among the
books devoted to the topic.
“Famous Singees,” by H. C. Lahee.
The preceding volumes having been largely con¬
cerned with the singers of past generations, it is a
pleasure to chronicle a recent work which tells us
much about the great vocalists of our own day. Mr.
H. C. Lahee, of Boston, in his book, “Famous Singers
of To-day and Yesterday,” besides sketching the
careers of the classic vocalists, gives considerable
space to such contemporary artists as Nordica, Calve,
Melba, Eames, the de Reszkes, Alvary, Scalchi, Pol
Plantjon, and many others. His chapters therefore
supplement admirably the earlier works in this field,
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for it is proverbially difficult to get reliable informa¬
tion about living artists in ordinary works of refer¬
ence; and as many readers are deeply interested in
those singers who are now before the public, they
will find Mr. Lahee’s interesting particulars and ac¬
counts of them a real boon. A number of attractive
portraits of artists in character add to the value
of the book.
“Stabs of the Opeba,” by Wagnalls.
A book of similar character to Mr. Lahee’s volume,
but devoted entirely to singers of the present time,
is called “Stars of the Opera,” by Mabel Wagnalls.
This is a description of twelve operas and a series
of personal sketches, with interviews, of Marcella
Sembrieh, Emma Eames, Emma Calve, Lillian Nor¬
dica, Lilli Lehmann, and Nellie Melba. Among the
operas analyzed are “Faust,” “Lohengrin,” “Alda,”
“Huguenots,” “Carmen,” “Lakme,” etc.
The ac¬
counts of the great singers are written with sym¬
pathy and intelligence, and, as the author was
successful in obtaining interviews and conversing
with some of the most famous stars, her book has
the advantage of being a study at first hand in these
cases. Numerous personal details and touches are
revealed in these interviews, and the great artists
are brought before us in a vivid and picturesque way.
This account of the books on the great singers
is by no means exhaustive, but we think that the
reader’s appetite for the literature of the subject
will be at least whetted by the glimpse afforded of
the feast of good things awaiting him, if he wishes
to follow up his opportunities.—Frank E. Marling.
[The following article from
the Ten of Karleton Hackett,
and published in The Musical
Leader, of Chicago, is a most valuable and timely
contribution to current vocal literature. I hope
every student of singing who sees The Etude will
read it carefully. It presents squarely a principle
which is too often overlooked, especially when selec¬
tions from the oratorios are in hand. One sees here
how clearly impossible it is to allow ballad pro¬
clivities to obtain when engaged upon repertory that
was written for an orchestral accompaniment.—
Vocal Ed.]
ORATORIO STYLE,

The most important work of the American singer
in these days is in oratorio; therefore the most
serious study of the earnest singer is to acquire that
illusive essence known as the “oratorio style.” What
is the fundamental requisite? What is the dis¬
tinguishing characteristic of the successful oratorio
singer? It is a matter worth considering, whether
it be some natural trait, or a something having a
definite artistic basis that may be acquired by
thought and study. Taking for granted that the in¬
dividual has a good voice, well trained, knows some¬
thing of music, and has heard good singing, how must
he direct his energies to fit himself to sing oratorio
with breadth and authority?
He must acquire the habit of strict accuracy and
strong rhythmic accent. This is the basis of oratorio
singing, and, simple as it sounds, can be mastered
only by a long, thorough routine. To understand the
force of this, one must consider the natural course
of training for the singer. The first things that the
student sings are of necessity simple songs, passing
on, in course of time, to the more difficult; but it
is not until the voice is well developed and a con¬
siderable degree of technical skill has been reached
that it is advisable to take up the oratorio. Mean¬
while the student’s artistic growth has all been along
the line of song-singing, with its innumerable shades
of feeling and the almost imperceptible variations
of time and accent, which are the essential character¬
istics of good song-singing.
Difference of Conditions.
When he is ready for oratorio study he faces con¬
ditions different, not merely in degree, but to some
extent in kind from those to which he has grown
accustomed. Here, then, is the difficulty. If with a
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sympathetic accompaniment anti an innate feeling
for the text, he approaches an oratorio aria from the
him stand point aa a aong, he ia building an edittce
which will be a aource of dire disaster Utter, for now
comes in the nueetion of the orchestra. The most
sympathetic orchestral accompaniment ever played
is totally dillerent from the accompaniment on a
piano or organ—far more so than any realize without
actual experience. Those unconscious ritenuti and
attrierandi, those delicate shades and variations of
time, which are the very life of a song, are simply
disastrous with an orchestra. The effects must be
based on a different system, another set of rules
must be mastered, or one more successful singer of
song* will prove an oratorio failure.
This matter is of the utmost importance, and its
meaning must be thoroughly grasped, though, like
almost everything else, it is primarily a question of
good teaching, for the teacher should know these
facts and impress them on each pupil in such a
manner that they become unconscious habits. How¬
ever, in a vast number of instances this is not true,
and the results are always unfortunate. To mention
one case in point:
A young singer with a fine voice, who had studied
long and well, was engaged to sing one of the bestknown oratorio* at a prominent festival. The ora¬
torio she knew thoroughly, and had sung the prin¬
cipal aria many times in church and in concert, but
she had never sung with an orchestra, nor did she
know what it meant. When the rehearsal time came
the began her aria, but it toon appeared that some¬
thing was wrong: the singer and orchestra could not
be kept together. The fault seemed with the singer,
since she took such liberties with the tune that the
orchestra could not follow her at all. It began to
dawn on her where the trouble lay, and as she was
a good musician, she faced the leader, followed his
beat and did tha best she could, but under these con¬
ditions all the effects that she was accustomed to
make were impossible, and she felt so hampered and
constrained that she could not sing with any freedom
or confidence, and, in short, the performance was a
distinct failure. Moreover, sueh had been the singer’s
confusion that the management believed that she did
not know her music, when, in point of fact, she not
only knew It well, but had sung most of it many
times—but never with an orchestra. This is but one
tale selected from innumerable instances.
The foundation of an oratorio style is here: that
the moment the first beginning is made of oratorio
study the student must understand that this is to
be sung with an orchestra and must be approached
from the orchestral stand point. Whether the par¬
ticular pupil is likely ever to sing with an orchestra
makes no difference, oratorio should alwavs be
studied in this manner, and if the pupil cannot or
will not go through the necessarv routine let him
stick to English ballads.
Tire Oratorio Routine.
If the pupil has been well taught in the essentials
of music, if he knows that rhythm ia the soul of
music, that two eighth notes equal a quarter,
whereas a half note is twice aa long, then the quesUon. comparatively speaking, is simple. If, on the
other hand..the pupil has been led to believe that to
sing in tune is to show lack of temperament, and that
to demonstrate one’s "feeling” it is necessary to so
diaturb the rhythm that the song become, a monstroaity, then the teacher may well tear his hair. But
assuming that the pupil ha. been well taught, there
still remains enough. To sing with an orchestra
means primarily to sing in strict time; this is the
Difficult enough it is at first, as there are so ms
places where one would like to make an effect; l
the arm of the conductor is moving like that of
automaton and th* effect that depends on • h.
or a retard must be omitted. When the strict ti
is mastered, only the beginning has been made. I
one may sing in strict time and vet miss the mush
character altogether. Time is, indeed, the body, h
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rhythm-strong, free, rhythmic accent-is the soul
of music. But one can never acquire this until he
ml time.—until he can, if need be, sing an

When a singer stands up with an orchestra lie has
become a part of a great complex machine whose
movements are in accord with certain strict laws.
If he has been carefully trained in the observance
of these laws, then the conditions have no terrors
for him; if not, then the case runs all the way from
ineffectiveness to complete break-down. In every
aria there are several places—from one to four
where there is opportunity for variation of tempo;
otherwise the time once taken must be adhered to,
and, if the number is to be convincing, the singer
must feel perfectly at home in this tempo, and his
effects must be made inside the time. Then his train¬
ing begins to show its value, and, according to the
kind he has received, the orchestra becomes a sup¬
port of irrepressible power or an overwhelming force
that crushes the music out of him.
The freedom and confidence that come from the
mastery of rhythm cannot be learned on the stage
with the orchestra, mainly because the conductor
will not waste valuable time teaching singers the
rudiments of their profession. Quite the contrary,
the conductor makes pointed remarks, and many a
time an unfortunate singer has been relieved of his
burden on the spot and sent away to learn his trade.
This is the business of the studio, this is the routine
which he must master before he is to be considered
in any sense a singer. It begins with the first simple
song lie studies, and so he grows in steady progres¬
sion till he is ready to take up the oratorio in the
studio and at last sing it with the orchestra. If his
training has been proper, when he reaches the final
stage, he is prepared, and, while every singer’s first
performance with orchestra is a test, he shows that
he knows his profession. Then he can begin to sing
with authority, to let his voice out, to rest on the
support of the orchestra, which carries him on with
an irresistible movement elsewhere unknown. When
his beat comes he is ready, on the accented note his
voice stands out, the conductor breathes a sigh of
relief, the sarcastic smiles on the lips of the players
lose their scorn, and a new man is launched on a
career.
These fused into habit form the basis of the ore
torn style. Without them great natural gifts c
voice and temperament are well-nigh valueless; wit
them even mediocre voices have been made th
medium of great success. Let the student look to i
that they are his goal, or the great performance
with the orchestra are not for him. -Karleto
Harkett.

THE TRILL.
elder, published a 7oT on
trill which contains an inter
mg preface^ After quoting opinions from a nun
o he celebrated masters of singing upon the pc
bihty of acquiring a trill, he concludes with his ,
opinion, which ,s that only those who are gifted v
a natm-ai shake can acquire it, and that all otl
should even abstain from trying to acquire it

says that without the natural shake in the voice the
only thing that can be acquired is the executive trill,
—a shake of agility,—which Malibran and other
artists acquired by hard study. Well, if Malibran
and other celebrated artists could acquire an execu¬
tive shake, perhaps the ordinary singer can put up
with something less than the “natural shake” also.
If the voices of these artists were not made tremu¬
lous and their throats paralytic by its acquirement,
why should anyone whose studies are properly di¬
rected fall into these defects? It seems to me that
he retracts his own words, and not only does not
prove that the study of the trill is injurious, hut
even gives some evidence on the other side.
However that may be, I have no hesitation in
placing myself squarely on the side of favoring the
study of the trill for women students in general. I
do this for the same reason that I still teach the
arias of Bellini, Rossini, and Donizetti to every stu¬
dent who studies for a professional career, for I find
nothing which equals them for properly developing
and posing the voice.
Careful Teaching Necessary.
But the trill must be taught wisely, and if it has
a tendency to make the voice tremulous it must
be discontinued, at least temporarily. But I find
the effort to acquire it a great help in fixing the
voice accurately, because the voice will not “shake”
when there is throat tension. And, furthermore, I
have seen pupils acquire their first accurate knowl¬
edge of the placing of the head-voice by trying to
do the “shake.” The reason for this is that in
presenting the subject to a student I have insisted
upon the accurate pose of the upper note of the slow
trill as an absolutely necessary preparation for the
“shake” which is to follow. If this upper note is
not well produced, the shake will not come readily.
For this purpose I use an exercise somewhat as
follows:

Sometimes it is advisable to omit a part of this e
ercise and to make a “dash” for the shake, as it were.
This is on the principle which Dr. William Mason uses
in his “Touch and Technic,” of acquiring agility by
‘spurts.” It can be done in this exercise by using
only the first six notes and then making a dash for
the shake.
We must understand that the “shake” is entirely
different from any other action in the voice. It ap¬
pears to be an oscillation of the whole larynx, and
not merely a succession of one tone and another.
We notice, however, that, if the attack is not very
clear and entirely without slurring, the shake does
not come readily. In order to attain this clearness
and accuracy of attack an exercise like the following
is very useful:
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does “shake” a little. The student will notice the
new sensation of the oscillation of the larynx in
the place of the slower trill. The feeling is very
elusive, however, and hours of practice may not bring
again that same free feeling of the real shake. This
must not discourage the student, however, for when
the shake has been attained once—be it ever so little
—it will come again. Finally it comes frequently,
and then at last whenever it is desired.—Perley Dunn
Aldrich.
It may be interesting to
students of singing to take
a look at the views of
recognized authorities on
the subject of breathing,
the corner-stone of successful vocalization. It is not
in a spirit of criticism that I shall review them, but
with the intention of showing whatever there may
be of inharmony or contradiction in these statements
from various sources.
Lamperti advocated breathing in as large a quan¬
tity of air as the lungs can contain. According to
Griffith, his pupil, he taught that the diaphragmatic
and abdominal methods were correct, following the
old Italian school of Caccini (sixteenth century) and
his pupils Farinelli, Porpora, and Crescentini. Ac¬
cording to Roeder, a pupil and close friend of Lamperti’s, he taught “diaphragmatic breathing (as op¬
posed to clavicular, or chest-breathing) and perfect
control of the breath by means of the abdominal
muscles.” Lamperti concludes: “As singing is a
development of speaking, so is abdominal respiration
a development of natural breathing.”
Shakespeare, also a pupil of Lamperti, says that
he accepted the theories of Mandl, of Paris, as to
breathing, which, according to Dr. Holbrook Curtis,
an American writer, were purely abdominal; the
diaphragmatic movement being to a certain extent
passive, this method, Shakespeare says, is generally
condemned by more recent writers. Dr. Curtis, how¬
ever, declares that Lamperti has been wrongly rep¬
resented as an advocate of the abdominal method,
because, having treated many of Lamperti’s pupils
and questioned them carefully, he believes that the
master was a strong advocate of the lower costal
respiration, always arguing that the abdominal wall
should remain quiet, or be slightly drawn in during
respiration. He quotes Campanini, Jean de Reszke,
and Clara Heyen in support of it. On the other hand,
Shakespeare urges that after Lamperti became ac¬
quainted with the writings of Mandl he accepted the
theories of the French physiologist as to breathing.
Mengozzi says: “In speaking the abdomen is ex¬
tended in inspiration and recedes in expiration;
while in singing the abdomen must be drawn in
during inspiration, returning slowly to its natural
state as the chest contracts in expiration, thus re¬
taining as a negative force the air which has been
introduced into the lungs. Commenting on this, Dr.
Curtis remarks that Mandl opposed this method on
anatomical grounds, maintaining that the descent of
the diaphragm was facilitated by allowing the ab¬
dominal walls to be flaccid and pushed out as far
as possible. Mandl’s method, briefly here referred to,
was generally adopted at one time and became a
fact; Massini in Italy adopted it, as did Obih and
Faure.
Dr. Holbrook Curtis, in his “Voice-Building and
Tone-Plaeing,” sums up the subject of respiration as
follows: “To-day practically all authorities—for we
must consider that our greatest singers are authori¬
ties—recommend drawing in of the abdominal wall
in inspiration, since it fixes the movable viscera, and
so makes a point of vantage for the action of the
diaphragm. The extent to which the abdominal wall
should be retracted, however, is a debated question.”
Manuel Garcia says: “In the first attempt to emit
sound the diaphragm flattens itself and the stomach
slightly protrudes. During this partial inspiration,
which is called abdominal, the ribs do not move, nor
are the lungs filled to their full capacity, to obtain
which the diaphragm must and does contract (flatten
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itself) completely. Then and then only are the ribs
raised, while the stomach is drawn in.” There is
nothing uncertain about this. An American writer
declares, regarding Garcia’s method: “Under no cir¬
cumstances do I think that the chest should be raised
and the stomach drawn in, in inspiration, as Signor
Garcia once advocated. I think in later years he
did not advocate that method; he certainly did not
teach me to do it when I studied with him.”
Shakespeare’s method is a “vast extension of the
ordinary breath-taking,” involving the contraction
of the diaphragm, abdominal expansion, and raising
the ribs. Mr. Shakespeare says: “On inspiration the
diaphragm contracts itself, and gradually alters its
shape rather to that of an inverted plate; descend¬
ing upon the parts underneath (the liver and vis¬
cera.), it presses them out of the way; so that con¬
siderable abdominal expansion is felt below the
waist.” When the lungs fill, they descend with the
diaphragm, although they are not attached to it,
and we feel that we have breathed deeply. But there
is not enough for the singer; he must use the rib¬
breathing also, and while doing so considerable
pressure and expansion should be felt at the soft
place immediately under the breast-bone, and below
this he should be slightly drawn in.
Leo Kofler’s opinion is that the system which en¬
ables us to take the greatest amount of air into the
lungs with the least effort must be declared the best;
also: “I wish to emphasize particularly that I do
not see any objection against the expansion of the
upper chest for taking breath in singing; on the
contrary, I think it is a very important and neces¬
sary thing.” Mr. Kofler advocates breathing with
combined breathing-muscles, extending the dia¬
phragm and abdomen, depressing the lower ribs, lift¬
ing and expanding the upper ribs and chest.
Browne and Behnke: In “Voice, Song, and Speech”
we find the following printed in italics: “The cri¬
terion of correct inspiration is an increase in the
size of the abdomen and of the lower part of the
chest. Whoever draws in the abdomen and raises
the upper part of the chest breathes wrongly.” Also
the following: “The combined forms of midriff (dia¬
phragmatic) and rib breathing constitute the right
way”; again: “In full abdominal inspiration the
chest is pushed forward, but not raised; the midriff
is pulled down and the abdomen enlarged. This is
the correct manner of breathing.”
Madame Seiler says that, according to the old
Italian method, the pupil should breathe at first
naturally, as in speaking, and later should fill his
lungs more and more; only the sides of the body
were to expand, and breathing with raised chest was
allowed only in exceptional cases. Madame Seiler
considered the practice of filling the lungs as full
as possible, raising the chest, etc., as rude and negli¬
gent.
Madame Marchesi advocates diaphragmatic breath¬
ing “involving the upper or the lower ribs,” rejecting
unconditionally clavicular and lateral breathing.
Oscar Guttmann advocates diaphragmatic and ab¬
dominal breathing for singers, but his gymnastics
cover the whole field of the respiratory muscles. Mr.
Guttmann says: “We must urge that singers and
orators should make habitual use of this side and
especially abdominal respiration, and shoulder res¬
piration only when the temporary position of the
body does not permit of the other two.”
Ferdinand Sieber taught that “the chest should
gradually rise and enlarge during inspiration, press¬
ing against the ribs in front and at the sides,” the
diaphragm contracting to give space below the lungs
for expansion. Sieber made use of the following as
a maxim for all of his pupils: “To attain the greatest
possible power of tone with the least possible amount
of breath.”
Panofka had little to say of breathing, except that
it should be done noiselessly. However, Panofka and
Lamperti agreed upon all essential points of respira¬
tion.
Nava makes no special detailed reference to a
method of breath-taking, apparently taking it for
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granted that the pupil understands he is required
to use an extension of his speaking method in sing¬
ing.
Having discussed the methods of filling the lungs,
let us find out the various ways of emptying them.
Testimonies favoring different methods are easily to
be found, although few authorities give details re¬
garding it.
Kofler goes into the subject carefully, and shows
how the muscles should be relaxed during singing,
and says: “The abdominal walls are gradually
pushed inward, and the diaphragm forced upward as
far as is necessary to relax the lungs completely.”
Browne and Behnke advise that “expiration may
be practiced in silen^ with glottis open, so that the
breathing-muscles may be exclusively called into
play: keeping the midriff down and the chest-walls
extended.”
Curtis believes that “the control of the air in ex¬
piration is assisted by the fixed high chest, and by
the position of the diaphragm and abdominal mus¬
cles in inferior costal respiration.” Also: “As soon
as the muscles which have raised the ribs and the
sternum relax, they tend to return to their natural,
unconstrained position of rest. By this means the
chest-cavity is restored to its original capacity, and
the air expelled from the lungs rather by means of
the contractility of the parts, which were stretched
in inspiration, than by any special expiratory mus¬
cles.” Also: “In forced expiration the contracted
abdominal muscles press the walls of the abdominal
cavity against the viscera, and the pressure upward
is transmitted to the diaphragm, assisting to dimin¬
ish the vertical diameter of the chest.”
Shakespeare says: “The descent of the diaphragm
having pushed downward and forward the viscera
underneath it, so that the abdomen is distended out¬
ward, powerful sets of abdominal muscles can now
contract, and by their inward pressure against the
displaced viscera force the diaphragm up again to
resume its inverted-basin shape, the air being thus
expelled.”
Sieber directed that breathing must be done with
great care and without noise, that as the air passed
out of the lungs the chest should gradually settle in
the same manner that it has expanded, and that it
should not be permitted to collapse suddenly.
Authorities differ as to the proper taking in of
the breath and the proper exhaling of it. I have
quoted freely from reliable authorities, ranging from
the old Italian master to the modern professor, with¬
out expressing a personal opinion or leaning toward
either one side or the other. Yet I have felt that
if the statement is true that the demands of modern
music are greater on the vocal organs than were
those of two centuries, or even one century, ago,
are we not justified in-the belief that science should,
if it has not already done so, provide for the exten¬
sion of vocal requirements? Does not modern music
demand modern methods of voice-training, and espe¬
cially of the fundamental principle of voice-produc¬
tion, respiration? Is there a method of breathing
that will fit all pupils? Are not the vocal organs in
some people more delicate than in others, and do not
these require a less robust method of breathing? Are
cast-iron rules for breathing expected to meet with
approval when similar rules for training voices are
condemned? If, as has been stated, we have no
record of the old Italian method of singing, we do
have a record of the principles of breathing of that
school back as far as the sixteenth century, which
covers all that period when the Italian school was
at its height—if we can rely upon the statements
handed down from teacher to pupil.
Leo Kofler devotes much space in his book, “The
Old Italian School of Singing,” to tracing it back in a
complete and logical manner to Porpora, 1686. The
Italian school, he says, was in its most flourishing
condition about 1750, and its greatest masters have
not been dead much over one hundred years; their
best pupils sang and taught well into the century
just passed, and were the teachers of some of our
present instructors.—Albert J. Wilkins.
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originally for the organ have less and less occasion—
or, I might say, excuse—for appearing on the recital

Edited by EVERETT E. TRUETTE.
The mechanical arrangemcnU for supplying organs
with themeccssary wind have,
on the whole, fairly kept pace
with the improvements effected in other departments
of organ-construction.
Nearly all the old treatises upon the organ state
that the first pipe-organ of which there is any record
in this country (England) was erected in Winchester
Cathedral (circa a.d. 950). This organ, it is averred,
possessed only forty "keys,” but needed seventy
blowers. Considering that for some centuries after
the date named the "keys” were rude beams of tim¬
ber padded so as to admit of being struck with both
fiats, and that consequently only one tea* used at a
lime, the blowing arrangements must have been
singularly defective. But when modern improvement
introduced heavier wind-pressure, and especially since
wind came to be used expansively (as steam) to move
heavy swell-shutters, to draw stops, couplers and
composition movement, absolutely new methods of
blowing became necessary.

to be fully available, it can only be when pulling
horizontally, as in rowing, and then he must have
firm back- and foot- rests. But if the resistance in
pounds to be overcome is less than the weight of his
body, utilizing his weight upon a treadmill action has
been over and over again proved to be the method
by which a man can exert the most power for the
longest time, besides commanding the advantages of
perfect steadiness. Whatever be the motive power,
and whatever the action, handles, treadmill, or crank¬
shaft, the all-important consideration is to determine
the size and shape of the feeders suited to the par¬
ticular instance.—J. Tf. Hinton.

MKTUODS OK
ORGAN-BLOWING,

ith a view to obviate the disadvantages inherent
to bellows with folds, cases working like gasometers,
with elaborate counterpoises, have been tried, but
apparently without much success.
To overcome the friction of feeder actions,—always
a prominent cause of wasted power,—numberless con¬
trivances have been introduced, none perhaps more
ingenious than the variety known as "centrifugal
feelers,” the weight attached to each feeder supply¬
ing the force both to drive out the wind and to open
the bellows ready for work.
From a glance at the rough diagram illustrating
the principle of this discovery, it wiU be seen if the
four bellows are made to revolve on the center, A,
that as each successive bellows comes to B the weight
will cause it to discharge, and as it comes up toward
»• the same weight will draw it open. To work such
asystem of feeders, a heavy fly-wheel is obviously

The effort of the American Guild of Organists to
bring about the adoption
of a universal pedal key¬
board, as well as greater uniformity in the arrange¬
ment of the console, should command the attention
and support of every organist. With regard to the
above subject, the Guild sent circulars to many or¬
ganists and organ-builders requesting the personal
preference of each one. In the replies from the
organists over 20 favored the parallel and straight
pedals, 7 preferred the concave pedal-board, 3 pre¬
ferred radiating pedals, and 1 advocated the com¬
bined radiating and concave pedals.
In December the Guild called a meeting of its
members at the studio of Dr. Gerrit Smith, to which
were invited all the organ-builders, for the purpose
of discussing the subject and obtaining a more defi¬
nite idea of the views of the members and their
reasons for such views. The entire meeting was given
up to the discussion of the pedal-board, and the ma¬
jority ot those present were in favor of straight and
parallel pedals. Another meeting will be held soon
in which the matter will be again discussed and plans
formulated for the adoption of a standard. Every
member of the Guild who lives near enough should
attend these meetings, as the matter is of the great¬
est importance to all organists, and only by a gen¬
eral interchange of views can a plan which will be
satisfactory to the majority be adopted. If those
who live at too great a distance to attend the meet¬
ings will send their views in writing to the secretary,
Mr. Abram Ray Tyler, 82 Kingston Avenue, Brooklvn, the opinions will receive proper attention as well
as those of the members who are present.
UN IFOR MIT Y
OF ORGAN-PEDALS,

ORGAN-PROGRAMS.

almost an*0*1 ^
the09 an."V DU™ber of Sood organ-concerts, and a
the same time allow due consideration for constantl
changing conditions in organs, audiences etc
,

Of more practical service are the different form
of French double-acting feeders, which undoubted!
bend themselves best to the requirements of high
pressure organs. No absolute rules can be laid dovi
as to the best system of planning organ-bellows am
blowing-methods. All depends upon the si*, of th
orjpsn, the wind-pressure, and the special feature
and circumstances of each particular case
Human power, as applied by the means of the ordi
nary bellows-handle, is used under conditions singu
larly wasteful. If the muscular power of a ma/i

to-day

.t W*8 ** Ve7 ma"y Jears ago when the organfc

18 to day what might be termed the tradiri™
organ-program, which is a medley of good and h
and in which many of our plavers-JT
? ba<
serve the public better-still indulge. ArranLL”0,
of overtures, movements from
i, • ° men
fugues, or any compositions other than'tSTirrfS

program.
We would not bar the transcription absolutely,
for a good arrangement of certain classics is better
than many an original composition, and, again, occa¬
sionally compositions are written for other instru¬
ments which lose none of their effect and sometimes
even score a distinct gain by being played upon the
organ. However great discretion should be shown
in making selections of this description. No program
should contain, even in extreme cases, more than
two transcriptions, and, from a purely artistic stand¬
point, undoubtedly none would be better.
That type of music represented by Batiste and
Wely has become almost obsolete, and it is a good
sign that the works of Guilmant, Franck, Widor,
Tombelle, and others of this class have so completely
crowded it out, for there is much that is beautiful,
original, and serious in design in the works of these
later writers, while the former, though in a certain
way effective, and sometimes original, could scarcely
claim the attributes of beauty or seriousness.
What we have termed the traditional program will
in time become a tradition only. Let us who have
influence help to hasten the day. We have better
organs, better organists, and better, or at least more
intelligent, audiences than ever before, and with our
abundant repertoire of true organ-music from which
to draw, should be able to rapidly create a new and
brilliant era for organ-music. If we are not making
such progress as we should in this direction it is
not for lack of organists nor organs, but from faulty
program-making.—Henry M. Dunham.
It is not to be wondered at that “Special
Musical Services,” par¬
ticularly church-cantatas, are becoming very popular
with our churches. To the regular church-goer the
cantata enlarges and emphasizes the idea of the text
which is taken from the Scriptures, and to those who
rarely attend church the cantata appeals in a man¬
ner that is at once salutary. Many incidents of the
Bible have been indelibly fastened in the minds of
those who have heard a cantata, which, heretofore,
were entirely forgotten soon after hearing them re¬
peated in the pulpit. It is, therefore, not to be won¬
dered at that our churches and ministers are led
to adopt this method of teaching the Scriptures.
A score or more of years ago a form of the cantata
was somewhat popular, but as most of the music,
while simple in character and within the grasp of
the choirs of the day, was more or less inane and
devoid of interest to the average musician, the popu¬
larity of these cantatas was of short duration. Since
that time the attention of choirs has been turned to
the substantial cantatas of the English composers
and other similar works, so that nowadays a large
number of the prominent churches of the larger cities
give one or more cantatas each season, and many of
the churches give a series of a half-dozen or more
prominent works during the season,
For short works, requiring only fifteen or twenty
minutes for their performance, Gounod’s Gallia, for
soprano solo and chorus, containing the well-known
solo “Jerusalem, 0 Turn Thee”; Parker’s Redemption
ymn, for contralto solo and chorus; Mendelssohn’s
ear My Prayer, for soprano solo and chorus; Gade’s
Christmas Eve, for contralto solo and chorus; and
ounod s Out of Darkness, for quartet and chorus,
are among the most popular. For longer works, reqmnng about forty-five minutes we suggest Stainer’s
vghter of Jairus, for soprano, tenor, and bass
solos, with chorus; Stainer’s Crucifixion, with solo
parts for tenor and bass; West’s Story of Bethlehem,
quartet and chorus; Saint-Saens’ Christmas
Oratorio, with solo parts for all four voices; BarnCHURCH-CANTATAS.

W‘th S0l°9 f°r 80Prano> tenor, and bass
and Dubo,8
Dub T,,eSeven
Lord Lagt
™ Kin0, for quartet
and chorus;
and
Q
tenor, bass, and chorus.
Still longer works and somewhat more difficult

for example, “The Church’s One Foundation,’ ‘Sun of
My Soul,’ ‘Onward, Christian Soldiers,’ etc. The
compass should be moderate; even F-sharp re¬
quires a strain, and should not occur on the weak
beat. The melody of Dykes’ popular tune for ‘Lead,
Kindly Light’ lies entirely within the compass of six
notes. Awkward intervals prevent the success of a
tune, and chromatic intervals should be avoided, as
they result in ‘dragging.’”

The choir-boy, who has
evidently come to stay; has
ceased to be a distinguish¬
ing mark of any particular
school of churchmanship. At the longest his life in
the choir is eight years; generally it is less.
How do choir-duties affect his general life? They
make the boy self-reliant. His powers of observation
and concentration are developed. A certain action
must be performed at a certain time in a certain
way. It may not be done a little before or a little
after, but it must be done at exactly the right
moment; otherwise it is wrong, and the boy im¬
mediately realizes by the results that it is wrong.
A careless boy can thus be permanently benefited.
To very many boys the choir represents a school of
manners. The reverence and formality required in
the service are a revelation. Boys who enter a choir
with an air of general untidiness soon conform in
appearance and manner to their surroundings.
Courage, presence of mind, self-control, and a clear
head—in fact, all the qualities which go to make up
a successful man—are demanded.
During this period the boy is provided for socially
by clubs, and, in some instances, by summer camps.
The greater the individual effort the boy is permitted
to put into his club and its administration, the
greater the ultimate and permanent success. Unless
it is absolutely wrong, the boy should be encouraged
to use his own judgment in his club, even if it does
not always seem to be the best judgment of an adult
mind. The club and camp can be made the agencies
of much good.
During his entire life in the choir the boy is very
greatly influenced by the personality of his choir¬
master. Both musically and morally many a boy
has been made or marred by the training of his
choirmaster. Do choirmasters appreciate this fact
as much as they should? What effect has his choirlife upon him as a man? The theory of music and
the benefits derived from its performance, together
with the various forms of music made familiar to
the boy, remain with the man. Every man is a
better music-listener, is more appreciative of music
for having been a choir-boy. The personality of the
rector and of the choirmaster determines largely the
benefits coming to the man from having been a choir¬
boy. Every chureh should consider it a part of its
Christian work to see that the training received by
the boy is such as will best fit him for his life-work
as well as for his brief career as a boy-singer.—A. A.
Cole, in Musical Record and Review.

With his monumental series
of twenty organ-sonatas (the
last only published a few weeks
ago) Rheinberger enriched or¬
gan-literature to an incalculable
extent. The predominating characteristics of his
sonatas are a happy blending of the modern romantic
spirit with masterly counterpoint and a noble and
dignified organ-style; and, as examples of perfect
form, these organ-sonatas are unrivaled. Movements
of wonderful beauty and lofty inspiration are to be
found in each one of them, and it is a real joy to
the earnest and conscientious organist to study and
assimilate these fine examples of musical art.
All Rheinberger’s pupils stood in profound awe of
him; respect mingled with admiration was the pre¬
vailing sentiment he inspired.
Perfectly simple,
honest, and straightforward,—sparing not himself,—
he expected everyone to be the same, and any lack
of effort on the part of a student called forth his
severest censure. This was most noticeable in his
organ-class, which was very select, containing only
four students. He expected, and in fact demanded,
that a student should be technically perfect in an
organ-piece before playing it for him. Rheinberger’s
four organ-students—two Germans, an American,
and an Englishman (the writer)—had to work very
hard and conscientiously to satisfy the doctor. At
a technical blunder the professor would frown, and
if later in the lesson the same mistake occurred he
would expostulate. Once from nervousness or per¬
haps lack of sufficient preparation a student made
the same mistake three times during the playing of
a Rheinberger sonata; the result was that the lesson
came to a violent stop, and the unfortunate student
left the Conservatorium in a very unenviable state
of mind.
As one would expect, Rheinberger’s idea of the
greatest in organ-music is Bach, given with broad
and noble delivery. The many changes of manual
affected by some modern organists and arrangers of
Bach’s music he strongly deprecated. Once when
the present writer suggested changes of manual to
add variety to a performance of a Bach fugue, Rhein¬
berger said: “This fugue can be compared to a noble
and beautifully finished piece of architecture com¬
plete in itself, and unnecessary changes can only
have a weakening and degrading effect.” Rhein¬
berger had a great horror of the “ugly” in music;
any straining after effect he strongly condemned.
Another time the writer played a very modern pre¬
lude out of curiosity to see how the doctor would
take it. The effect upon him was curious; he kept
up an accompaniment of sighs and groans all through
the performance, and, when the music (?) had fin¬
ished, he turned and said: “That to me is like a
man delivering an elaborate oration in an unknown
tongue.” The primary consideration in music he
said “is that it shall be beautiful; music that does
not sound beautiful has no attraction for me.”—J. W.
Nicholl, in Musical Opinion.

ABOUT
THE CHOIR-BOY.

What are the points of a
popular hymn-tune? Rev. J. T.
Lawrence, MA, in a long ar¬
ticle on favorite hymn-tunes in
a recent number of the Musical Opinion, published
in London, calls attention to the following points as
essential in making a tune popular: Rhythm he con¬
siders of the first importance in the estimation of
the unlearned. “Melody is a matter of taste, and
what pleases one has no effect on another. It is
quite possible for any melody to become popular by
force of reiteration; that is to say, any succession
of notes within reasonable compass will, in course of
time, be tolerated, then liked, and eventually become
‘popular.’ Such tunes as ‘Hold the Fort’ certainly
depend entirely upon their rhythm, as the refrain is
but the common chord repeated eight times. This
same repetition of one chord is a prominent feature
of many popular tunes, especially in the first line;
POPULAR
HYMN-TUNES.

A PERSONAL
VIEW OF
RHEINBERGER.

At the sixteenth public service of
the American Guild of Organists,
held in St. Bartholomew’s Church,
New York City, in December, Mr. Clarence Eddy
played the prelude and Mr. Richard Henry Warren
played the service. The program included a Mag¬
nificat and Rune Dimittis (sung a capella) of Pales¬
trina; “How Lovely is Thy Dwelling Place,” from
“A German Requiem,” by Brahms; “God is My Song,”
of Beethoven; and the Toccata in F of Bach.
MIXTURES.
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are Mendelssohn’s Hymn of Praise, Gaul’s Holy City
and Ten Virgins, and Rossini’s Stahat Mater, all but
the first requiring four soloists, are frequently given.
It must not be understood that the above list of
works contains all the desirable cantatas, as it is
intended only as a partial list. There are many other
works by American and foreign composers which are
full of interest, and only the limits of this short
article preclude their mention.

Mr. Norman McLeod, for twenty-three years or¬
ganist of the First Baptist Chureh, Boston, died very
suddenly December 16th. He complained, at the
close of the morning service, of not feeling well, and
died about 4 o’clock.
Mons. Alexandre Guilmant, for so many years or¬
ganist of Trinity Church, Paris, has resigned. For
several years the relations between the Cur6 and
the organist have been strained, and at last ended
in the organist’s resigning. Mons. Ch. Quef has been
appointed to the position.
A dead frog was found in a church-organ in
Georgia. It is supposed that the creature was fright¬
ened to death by a choir-rehearsal.—Musical Record.
A short time since the Church of the Advent,
Boston, celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of Mr.
8. B. Whitney’s connection with the church as or¬
ganist and choirmaster. The music for both the
morning and evening services was selected from the
compositions of Mr. Whitney. Five years ago the
twenty-fifth anivers;iry was celebrated in a like man¬
ner, and the choir and clergy presented Mr. Whitney
with a silver loving-cup, and the corporation of the
church presented him with a silk purse containing
$500 in gold.
We understand that Mr. Edwin Lemare has ac¬
cepted the position of organist at Carnegie Hall,
Pittsburgh. As Mr. Lemare was giving a series of
organ concerts in this country at the time of the
death of Mr. Archer, the late organist of Carnegie
Hall, he was offered the position, and we understand
that he has accepted it.
Why are organists sometimes called tramps?
Answer.—Because they are ped(a)lers.
It is a well-known fact that cats are fond of pipeorgans. The writer well remembers a choir-rehearsal
in a certain church which has a two-manual organ
with tracker action. In the midst of the rehearsal
one of the pedal notes began to sound of its own
accord, and nothing that the organist could do would
stop it. As a last resort, he entered the organ to
investigate, when he found that a large black cat
had crawled under the pedal-trackers, had lain down,
and was quietly enjoying the music, utterly oblivious
of the annoyance to the organist. When the cat
was removed he purred, and quietly walked down the
aisle as if he were a pew-owner.
Some years ago a cat got into an organ in Staf¬
fordshire, England, and, not liking the style of the
music, tore around in a lively manner, broke a num¬
ber of trackers, and did other damage, besides getting
into such a position that part of the organ had to
be taken to pieces before his tomship could be ex¬
tricated. It cost the church several hundred dollars
to repair the damage.
Organists who think that they are underpaid for
their services may obtain a few crumbs of comfort
from the following list of duties of an organist and
choirmaster in a church in Birmingham, England:
He must conduct the musical part of the two serv¬
ices on Sundays.
Conduct a children’s service one Sunday each
month.
Service every Wednesday evening.
Two services on Christmas Day.
Extra services on Ash Wednesday, Good Friday
(two every day [except Saturday] in Holy Week),
and Ascension Day.
Two rehearsals each week, with the care of all
music, manuscripts, etc., used by the choir. Keep a
register of the attendance at all services and re¬
hearsals, and superintend the conduct of the boys
at all services.
The princely stipend for all this is $100 per year,
payable quarterly.
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To be able to do things is equal
in importance to the style of the
doing. Both the one and the other,
as the French express it, make the sentimental
lectures about art in general sink into a true posi¬
tion, not calling forth any respect, still less any
consideration from the earnest worker. To learn a
Beethoven aria is worth morfe to one’s culture than
to listen to forty lectures about Beethoven; to learn
by heart, for one’s very own, one great poem is
worth more than a volume of essays about the poet.
The musical clubs where the members are actual
workers in that they sing, who really studied for the
program, and give instrumental numbers on the same
lines, are the clubs that make for culture. And,
other things being equal,—that is, Christian charac¬
ter, all good living, all life’s duties well done,—cult¬
ure is the chief good—summum bonutn—of society,
the fine flavor that gives zest to all the rest.—Fanny
Grant.
“POSSUM.”
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Edited by FANNY MORRIS SMITH.

It la seldom that a girl
OPPORTUNITIES
goes to college in these days
FOR THE STUDY
without some knowledge
AND ENJOYMENT
of some branch of music.
OF MUSIC OFFERED There are few girls who
TO THE STUDENTS
hare sot in their youth
IN A TYPICAL
been subjected (too often
COLLEGE FOR
unwillingly) to some sort
WOMEN.
of musical training, whether
upon the piano, violin, or in
singing, and sometimes in regular attendance upon
certain series of concerts. But in the busy years de¬
voted to preparation for college, the student has time
for nothing but to study for the examinations ahead
of her, and it is then that her musical training is so
often neglected, much to her regret in after-years.
However, the little training that she did have helps
to enable her to appreciate the opportunities offered
during her college course.

ner and study-hours the students who play or sing
are very willing to do so, and the others are delighted
to sit, listen, and enjoy. Sunday afternoons, too, any
chance visitor is begged to perform, and everybody
who can do so plays and sings and gives her services
freely in the afternoon entertainments. Often on
Sunday evenings a large number of girls gather in
one of the larger houses on the campus. The meeting
is quite informal; sometimes it happens that the per¬
A musical club in Muskogee,
formance turns into a regular musicale—without a
CLUB-WORK IN
I. T., sends us, through Mrs.
program. The piano is always played, the violin and
INDIAN
Leda C. Steele, a most interestthe harp and guitar are favorite instruments, and
TERRITORY.
ing account of its organization.
singing is always enjoyed. The girls very often play
Mrs. Steele writes:
really difficult music. Quaint old airs may be intro¬
“The program of our music club for this season
duced, or some English ballads rendered, the newest
will give you some idea of the work that is being
songs are sung, some old favorites are invariably
done in the Indian Territory.
called for, and occasionally the girls will render their
“Last spring we had E. B. Perry and William H.
own compositions to a very appreciative audience.
Sherwood for recitals, and last evening a most pleas¬
The students also occasionally get up some musical
ing and enjoyable concert by Miss Electa Gifford
entertainments, little operettas, regular musicales,
and Mr. Sydney Lloyd Wrightson. Later in the
OppoRTirjrrrtrs ron 8tudt and Hearing.
where the girls take all the parts and are each en¬
season we expect to have Steindl, and others.
One of the representative colleges for women has
thusiastically applauded by their friends.
Our little band of workers is composed of ladies
connected with its academic department a school of
from all parts of the country who have made their
musk. A separate building is devoted to its use,
homes here, but who- have had splendid advantages
where there is a large music-hall, music-rooms for
There are also regular clubs which are organize
musically in all of our larger cities.
the professors, small practice-rooms for the students,
and run by the students. The glee club is the mot
“Muskogee is a town of about 5000 inhabitants,
and a reading-room wherein are kept the referenceprominent and popular; there are the banjo an
and in the heart of the Indian country. Until last
books and periodicals. Here a student may specialize
mandolin clubs, and once or twice a feeble orchestr
spring there had not been an artist-recital in the
in musk, enter by examination, take the regular
as been started; but that soon became discourage
whole territory. So you see we are doing missionarythree years’ course, and graduate with the musicand promptly disbanded. The other clubs wer
work, to a certain extent. Any mention you may
degree. Or. as is very frequently done, the students
organized early in the career of the college, and haw
see fit to make of our club-work in your magazine,
In the aeademk courses may elect courses in music
been earned on from class to class ever since
Instrumental or vocal, or she may take courses in the
or any favors in the way of suggestions, would be
most gratefully received.
History ot Musk." “Church-Music.” “Uvea of the
vmTr L r TV** *" ^ during the colleg,
ureat Composers and Their Work,” "Theory of Music ’’
If the 11
. 8re °fte“ a8ked t0 P,ay at som,
of the college entertainments. The students an
end so forth. Under the direction of the director of the
quite worthy of mention, and I am sure several of
always anxious to hear the glee club, and during th.
mwik-school department there is an “Analysis Class,”
our club members, some of whom are teachers in
spring term, in the delightful hour out-of-doors Ifte.
which u open to any member of the college. The
these colleges, take The Etude, and feel they could
year’s course U usually centered about the work of
not do without it.”
Z*L
th
UP°n the StepS °f Music Hal
•ome one composer or group of composers, although
The programs of this club are so excellent that
the work of the class is by no means limited to any
we publish them for the benefit of other program.jwoal subj^t. Recitals are held every week, for
*
,Thie pomts that are particularly valuable
wMeh programs are pasted on the college bulletin,
Drotrrn blfgh quallty of the music; (2) well-made
and the das. gather, to hear, first, a short talk, exsi
rc
p ograms from the point of recitals, enjoyable occaUnt' If the leader of the glee club has a
P?
pknatory of the program, or perhaps . new survey
J j W freshness ot topics for discussion; (4)
of the work of the principal composer, whose name
practicability for amateur players.
•Iways appears at least once on the program- per,^L~®nglifh: The Study of English Songs
2rMW COmp°*"’9 life; thin
Musical Sketche8>0p-io’Tke
^ sometime, a piano-recital;
^ without furthw
inte™prion.
sometimes
an
Scleof ? M’Stream> The fountain (Bennett).
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success. There is not
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girls themselves, and their work JZZT am°Dg the
Moth and thNjMPhc8 and Shepherds (Purcell). The
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“ real
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the concerts.
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(d) Motive, End of Song, Op. 12, No. 8 (Schumann).
Songs (Strauss).
No. 5. — German: Composers. Pensde Fugitive,
Idylle, Menuetto (Bargiel). Mandolin Trio. Mainacht, Meine Liebe is Griin (Brahms). La Fileuse
(Raff). Chorus, Hark, Hark, the Lark! (Schubert).
No. 6.—German: Topic, Materials of Musical Com¬
positions.
(a) Contrapuntal, Prelude and Fugue,
C-minor (Bach).
(6) Thematic, Fantasie, Op. 5
(Saran). (c) Lyric, Melodie in F (Rubinstein), (d)
Descriptive, Bird as Prophet (Schumann). Concerto
(Brahms).
No. 7.—German: Study of German Song (Schumann-Heink).
Spring Flowers, Violin Obligato
(Reinecke). Violin, Der Sobn der Haide (K61er
B61a). In a Year, Forsaken (Bohm). Toward Thy
Lips (Bemberg). Song (Brahms).
No. 8.—French: Study of French Song (Pol Plangon). Menuetto, Op. 65 (Saint-Saens). Waltz, Op.
26 (Godard). Sonata, Violin and Piano (Cesar
Franck). My Life Its Secret Hath, In the Woods
(Bizet).
No. 9. — French: The Great French Organists.
Rakoczy March, “Damnation of Faust” (Berlioz).
Valse Caprice, Op. 33 (Chaminade). Aria from “Le
Cid” (Massenet). Si Mes Vers Avaient des Ailes
(Hahn). Entr’acte Gavotte, “Mignon” (A. Thomas).
No. 10.—French: Discussion on French Music.
Violin Concerto, A-minor (Vieuxtemps). Duettino
(Delibes). Barcarolle (Faure). Open Thy Blue Eyes,
Good Night (Massenet). Cantabile (Widor).
No. 11.—Gypsies and Their Music. The Gypsies
(Brahms). Dance.of the Gypsies (Lack). La Zingara (Donizetti).
Rhapsodie Hongroise (Liszt).
Czardas, Op. 82, No. 2, Hongroise (Rubinstein).
Songs My Mother Taught Me (Dvorak).
No. 12.—Hungary: Hungarian Music and Musi¬
cians. Hungarian Dance (Behr). Fantaisie (Joa¬
chim). Leaves from My Diary (H. Hoffman). The
Loreley (Liszt). Lie best rdum (Liszt).
No. 13.—Italy: Italian Music and Musicians. Se¬
lections from “Alda” (Verdi). Funiculi, Funicula
(Denza). Mandolin Duet, Stella d’Amore (Bellenghi).
Canzone Lituane (Sgambati). Cavatina Bel Raggiolusinghier (Rossini). Cam pane da Festa Epitalamio (Sgambati).
No. 14.—Russian: Paper, The Russian School of
Music. Prelude in C-minor, Op. 3, No. 2 (Rach¬
maninoff). The Musical Snuff-Box, Op. 32 (Liadow).
Night, Etude in E (Glazounow). Thou Art Like Unto
a Flower (Rubinstein). Petite Mazurka (Sapellnikoff).
The Two Larks, Mazurka (Leschetizkv).
Etude Mignon (Ed. Schtitt). Farewell, ye Mountains,
“Jeanne d’Arc” (Tschaikowsky).
No. 15.—Scandinavian: The Scandinavian School.
Rustle of Spring, Op. 32, No. 3, Serenade (Sinding).
Sunshine Song (Grieg). Thine Eyes so Blue and
Tender (Lassen). Good Morning (Grieg). Herbststurm (Grieg). Sonata, Violin and Piano, Op. 8
(Grieg). Overture, No. 3 in C (Gade). Etude (Neupert). Humoresque (Neupert).
No. 16.—Polish: Study of Paderewski’s new opera,
“Manru.”
(Continued from January Number of The Etude.)
Lettres de forme are trim,
A LITTLE TALK
elegant, decorative; lettres de
ABOUT PROGRAMS, somme are apt to be coarse
and plebeian, especially the
capitals, and should be avoided. Fat letters are
difficult to work with. There is neither dignity nor
grace in round bodied forms as a rule.
It is bad form to indicate the Christian names of
the composers on a program by initials. J. S. Bach
and W. A. Mozart are irreverent, to say the least. It
is better either to write out the entire name, Johannes
Sebastian Bach, or Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, or else
to give up the Christian names altogether and simply
put down Bach, Mozart.
In trying to work two styles of type together, as in
the case of Old English and Roman, be cautious in the
employment of Gothic, or black letters. There is
an offensive lack of shadow in these styles that makes
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them very difficult to use in such delicate effects as
programs demand. Roman capitals or even Elzevir
make very good display indeed, and mix easily with
other fonts.
How to Choose Type.
In choosing the type for a program the total effect
of the opposite pages should be considered. The black
represents the “color” of the picture and the white
spacing between the letters introduces the neutral tints.
The distribution of the color, the balance of the masses
of black, is very important. The effect of the margin,
too, should be calculated. The lower margin should
always be the widest; but in the oblongs, in which the
width exceeds the length, the difference is much less
than when the usual relation of length exceeding
breadth is observed. A generous margin greatly adds
to the effect of a program. Narrow margins and large
type are always unhandsome.
About Sizes.
In choosing the type the old terms long primer, bour¬
geois, pica, agate, pearl, etc., distinguish type of differ¬
ent sizes; but the variations are extremely puzzling to
the amateur. Most type books now use another stan¬
dard of size; in which the pica em is the standard,
divided into twelve equal parts, each of which is known
as a point, and a 12-point letter would equal one pica
em in size. The pica was the ecclesiastical letter, large
and black, which was used in the Roman Catholic Ser¬
vice BoOk at the beginning of each order. The service
book itself was called “pye” from this letter; and to
this day a mass of unsorted printer’s type is known as
pie. Agate (5^-point) is the usual type used in news¬
paper advertisements. Brilliant (4-point) is the
smallest type in user In t'alking about type it is con¬
venient to know that the face of a letter is the part
which receives impression; the stem, the heavy part of
the letter; the hair line, the light line connecting the
stem or body marks; the serifs, the delicate lines which
finish the stems.
What are Leads?
Letters are usually separated by thin strips of metal,
known as leads. These make the type more open.
Without leads the type is said to be set solid. In dis¬
play it is often convenient to lead the type to bring the
proportions of the lettering into proper relations. Type
itself is also known as fat or lean, condensed or ex¬
panded, each of these terms representing width of let¬
ters otherwise similar. Some styles, however, do not
admit of all these varieties, which are rather the result
of commercial needs than the product of printing as an
art. In correcting proof, 1. c. stands for lower case or
roman (rom.) letters; cap. means capitals. One dash
beneath the word indicates italics, but two or more in¬
dicate larger or still larger capitals. Always correct in
the margin, never in the body of the proof.
About Dates and Quotations.
It is frequently thought advisable to enrich a pro¬
gram with the dates of birth and decease of each com¬
poser represented. In programs where the attention of
the listener should be attracted to the difference of
style in the compositions played arising from the differ¬
ent schools of the composers, not only dates, but mem¬
oranda of nationality, and even short notes, are most
helpful. Such programs should be printed in what may
be called literary as distinct from display type, with
wide margins for additional private notes, and on heavy
enough paper to permit of their being preserved. The
usual light amateur program, however, gains nothing
from these reminders of the mortality of the flesh. The
graveyard is more fitting than the program for an even¬
ing of pleasure for the perpetuation of such statistics.
The very dangerous practice of tacking little quota¬
tions from poets and musical writers upon every availa¬
ble topic of a club program is also far too common.
The trouble about quotations is that different people
see things differently. Several years ago a friend of
minp got out a book of “Quotations for Occasions.”
When the finest proofreader in New York came across
“ Enlarge him and make a friend of him” as appropriate
to paU de fois gras at a lunch party, he was with diffi¬
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culty saved from apoplexy. What seems the height of
mysterious eloquence to one is bathos to another,
though both may be able to enjoy the same music
equally well. Beware of poetry 1 H, however, poetry
is dangerous, wit is fatal. • No sane program-maker
would put anything amusing in a program. No dedi¬
cation, no notice couched in a facetious mood, is par¬
donable where an evening of art is concerned. A
“funny” introduction has killed many a lecturer, and
such an offense in cold type is almost unthinkable.
Sketches Desirable.
I would make one exception, however. A good pen¬
cil sketch, if it be clever, will carry many an idea which
would be unendurable in words. Where the illustrated
souvenir program is considered, most rules can be
broken. Such amateur art should be cultivated. Few
artists’ exhibitions are given in which more or less good
sketching does not appear. The musical club, if it pos¬
sesses members at all capable of such work, should urge
it upon them.
Programs may also be planned with kodac pictures,
or little art photographs ordered by the dozen from the
wholesale photographers. A little work on such occa¬
sional exhibitions of taste goes much further than coffee
and cake, or similar inducements to the inner man, in
keeping up the interest in a club.
The program as a matter of art is susceptible of much
adornment. Sometimes it is desirable to illustrate it
with pictures or diagrams. These may be produced in
several ways, and if the club possesses an artist who is
fond of drawing, it is possible to produce really artistic
effects with very little expense.
Methods of Reproduction.
The favorite method of reproducing illustrations is
what is known as the half-tone process. This is a sys¬
tem, based on photography, in which a glass screen en¬
graved with a mesh of very fine lines is interposed be¬
tween the original and the camera. The lines thus pro¬
duced in the copy afford a tone, and make it possible to
reproduce a drawing in water-color or other form of art
in which the outlines of the objects melt into each other
without a firm outline such as that given by pen and
ink. All illustrations which show this tone of mesh are
half-tones.
Drawings made with pen and ink, charcoal, or other
styles, possessing firm outlines and open surfaces, are
better reproduced by what is known as the “ direct ” or
“ line ” process. This is an exact reproduction without
tone. The copy is made absolutely perfect, and has the
additional advantage that it may be printed on un¬
glazed paper, whereas half-tones require polished sur¬
faces, or the prints are blurred. Half-tone work may
be obtained at from twenty cents to forty cents a square
inch. Good line work is worth ten. As both these
processes are photographic, the original may be reduced
to any dimensions required. The printing can be done
in a variety of colors also. Brown softens the effects,
and red clears and covers up defects which would be
apparent in black. Olive-greens print clear. Avoid
hard aniline blues, pinks, or purples. They mix with
nothing and are unsatisfactory.
A Very Pretty New Style.
Very pretty programs are now made by using an
eight-page folder of rough paper on which the field for
the illustration has been smoothed by pressure with a
die. This makes a little indentation for the cut and
thus provides a frame. The reverse of the surface
smoothed by the die is, of course, unfit for printing.
The program must come upon pages which have not
been smoothed, or else upon the same page as the cut.
The folding, however, provides for this, and the effects
obtained in this way are charming. Half-tones will
print on surfaces thus prepared, as well as line work.
Very small clubs do not need to resort to the printer
for their programs. Paper which can be cut into any
sizes can be obtained in large sheets as the wholesale
houses get it from the mills. The genius of the club can
then prepare the original exactly as it is to look, and the
whole can be reproduced in its entirety by a cheap pro¬
cess of photolithography. Or, better still, each pro¬
gram may be different—a work of art in itself.
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b Student Cite and ttlork.
Iw a book recently published
a writer directs attention to
two points of view which denote the attitude of persons
toward life. The first he calls
static, that is the attitude which views things as
they are at present, “that mountains will keep al¬
ways the same height, rivers the same length, na¬
tions the same character." The second is dramatic,
that secs things as “things that become."
The latter view lays stress, not on permanence,
but upon development and evolution. It is, therefore,
peculiarly the view that the student of music, who
wishes to do his duty to his work, should make his
own. lie has no right to feel aught else than that he
must advance if he is to lie worthy the position which
he occupies as a learner. He must recognize that he
is living amid constantly changing conditions. He is
not today what lie was yesterday, not what he will
be to-morrow. Man is acted upon by his environ¬
ment, and reacts upon it; so that he cannot remain
in a state of rest, particularly in this day of rush and
seething activity. He himself contributes to the
changing conditions. Growing out of this comes the
thought that the student is not to be mastered by cir¬
cumstances, must not yield unthinkingly to the im¬
pelling force of bis environment, but must make him¬
self master, must be a strong, directing force in his
own development. He is to make of himseif some¬
thing that he wants to be. It may take longer than
he had expected, but the end he has in view—we
assume it to be a worthy one—must be made to
come, and he must stick to it steadily. The course of
study lain out by his teachers, if well arranged and
properly considered, should advance him. That is
the reason courses are made and followed; that is
the tribute paid to experience and to knowledge.
Hut the student must not forget this one thing:
that, while much depends upon his course of study
and upon the work his teachers do for him and with
him. eti 1 every bit as much, if not more, depends
upon himself. He is working, after aU, not merely to
acquire knowledge, not merely to acquire technical
•kill, but is trying to advance himself, to bring out
what is in him. to make himself a force, to develop
a personality that shall be individual and inde¬
pendent. Ihere is a place in the world for him; the
size of that place depends much on himself.
Every student know, of the great teachers of to¬
day, many students are sitting at the feet of mas¬
ters in the art of instruction. Do they reflect that
lime is inexorable, and that perhaps before long these
teachers will lay down their work? Who is to take
it up if not their pupilsT Therefore the student, if
he intends to enter the profession as a teacher, is to
keep in mind that some day he may be called to take
up the work that his own teacher lays down. When
one views the teacher’s work in this way he loses the
rnpernm.1 «ens« 0f its responsibilities. He does not
think of himself as one who is to teach some day, but
a. one who is to take upon himself a distinct work,
hU ora lecher's work, to follow in the footsteps
which he can see plainly, and to measure up to a
standard already set clearly and unmistakably
This imposes two duties: First he must studv his
t-hers^nam, in the broadest, fullest wnse
of the word; his abilities, his knowledge, his general
equipment. Second, he must be content with nothmg lew; and. the more he can improve upon that
standard, the tetter he will be able to fill the position waiting for him.—W. J. Baltzell.
^
ONE POINT OF
VIEW FOK
TIIE STUDENT.
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only as incentives to nobler and tetter deeds.

The art of non-assimilation is
one which most of us, without
perhaps being aware of it, have at
our finger-ends. We practice it industriously every
day, and, that being the case, it can hardly be mat¬
ter for surprise that we become adepts at it long
before we have learned to excel in any other direc¬
tion. It might be otherwise if we lived a natural
existence; but that is precisely what few of us have
any opportunity of doing; we are flung into the
stream of city-life at an early stage, our parents say
that it is good experience for us, and we have to
accommodate ourselves to its whirl and rush as best
we may. We learn quickness, the quick lunch espe¬
cially in its many forms; by and by we come to
think that we prefer it to any other; time is too
precious, we dare not waste it by taking our food
with deliberation; we therefore encourage ourselves
to believe that we must, in our own interests, ac¬
quire the habit of rapid swallowing. As it is much
more easy to do this, under the nervous conditions
by which we are surrounded, than it would be to
acquire the habit of patience and deliberation, we
soon are masters of the art of how not to assimilate.
H questioned as to whether or not we considered
an overdose or a too rapid doseTif food to be bene¬
ficial to any living creature, we would probably be
ready with our answer. We smile when we see our
neighbor cramming. That is not the way to do,
we say; for we know that food when taken in such
a way can never be digested, and is much more likely
to produce unhealthy growth in the individual,
whether spiritually or physically, than to be in any
way a profit to him. If he were to hear our criti¬
cism and reply that we noticed his error the more
readily because of our own tendency in the same
direction, we should smile again, if indeed we did not
laugh outright. For, in spite of our earnest deter¬
mination to be modest, we are convinced at least
of one thing, that we know ourselves: our strength
our weakness, our good points, and our fadings!
We know what is good for us and what is not.
Above all, we know that we are no longer children
we have attained to man and womanhood, and there
is one thing in particular which we learned when
very young. That is, that food to be beneficial must
be eaten very slowly, and that, if we do not allow
sufficient time for digestion and assimilation, we
might as well not eat at all. It i8 one more of the
good old adages which we have heard so often that
EAT SLOWLY,
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for digestion and assimilation. It is only necessary
to listen to the conversation between the young
man and woman of Jo-day to realize this fully.
Heaven forbid that they should talk philosophy!
But something less inane and unworthy might surely
be forthcoming if their relationships were less
strained while seeming to be so free.
It is because students practice so constantly the
art of non-assimilation that they so seldom attain
to terms of real friendship, of real intimacy, with
their work. They coquette with it, toy with it, be¬
come impertinently familiar with it; but know it
and really care for it they do not. If they did they
would respect it, they would not so gladly set it
aside when their daily duty toward it was per¬
formed; they would not heave u sigh of relief and
say, thank goodness that is done, I have been really
busy to-day; now I can have a little pleasure for an
hour or two.—Wardie Crescent.
A very evident fact in the worldlife of to-day is the tendency toward
a development of the material re¬
sources of the country. The period
is one of commercial expansion; the spirit of the
age, one of intense activity. Men are at work
everywhere; let us hope that the drones are becom¬
ing fewer and fewer. But great as has been this
development, we know that we are standing on the
threshold of a much greater expansion.
Every
worker is needed and there is enough work of some
kind to keep everyone busy.
We are fast changing our minds on the subject
of work. We do not believe that it is a penance for
the sin of our common progenitor. The fact is that
work of some kind is the true basis of life. Without
it the man of sound body and sound mind cannot
retain health and strength. A distinguishing feature
of American life is the activity in commercial life
of men who in other countries would be among the
idlers.
THE SPIRIT
OF WORK.

If I didn’t have to work” we hear persons say.
And what then? Would life be a season of continual
happiness? No! The mind and character would be¬
ll only 1 didn’t have to work so hard for what I get”
says a music-student. But, after all, the getting is
the important thing. You get it, even if it be at
the expense of much application. It is that constant
activity that strengthens and hardens the powers to
steady and long endurance. But another thought
arises. Perhaps you have not learned to work eco¬
nomically. There is much in that idea. But you
may be sure of one thing: if you keep on working
things come more easily, and in the same time one
is able to do more work. The more easily we learn,
the more we are expected to acquire; even we our¬
selves expect that we shall do more.
The final measure of what one shall do, however,
w not quantity, but quality; and we shall not gain
that end without taking thought as to our methods
and our aims.—IP. J. Baltzell.
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A writer on the subject
of education says: “The
time is approaching when
the product of all schools will be regarded as im¬
properly educated and unfairly treated unless each
pupil is made acquainted with himself as well as the
contents of books. He will also expect to know how
to apply self-knowledge to every motive, thought,
and act which is encountered in after-life. The day
is not far distant when competent instructors will
be asked to explain the true relations of all func¬
tions of the mind and body and their bearing upon
health and happiness as well as prosperity.”
The quotation has a bearing upon the work of
the student as weU. He is not to be merely a re¬
ceptacle into which the teacher pours certain facts
and certain principles of thought and action that
the student shall need in after-life. No! The stu¬
dent must be ready to take all the help he can get
from his teachers, but he must understand every¬
thing and know the influence it can have on his de¬
velopment. His is an active, not a passive, part.
SELF-KNOWLEDGE.
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Doubtless many of the
A READING-COURSE
readers of The Etude are
FOR MUSIC-STUDENTS familiar with that repreAND MUSICIANS.
sentative modern institu¬
tion known as The Booklovers’ Library, which, organized in Philadelphia
about two years ago, now consists of branches in a
large number of the important cities of the United
States, with provision to supply many smaller towns
and rural communities with the best works in
standard literature.
The directors of the Library have lately inaugu¬
rated an educational feature of great interest and
value to the general public in arranging twenty-five
reading courses in subjects of special interest to all
classes. We are very glad to note among these
courses one in “Modekn Masters of Music,” which
is intended to offer advantages in the way of special
study for those who are interested in music.
We have, at various times, urged upon the readers
of The Etude the necessity of broader culture in
music; we have kept before them their obligation
to know what has been done by the great men in
music, and to know what are the great forces that
have been active in developing this great fact which
we caU “modern music.” This involves a study, first,
of the men themselves, the composers; second, of
history, which furnishes the facts and the movements
which show what has been accomplished, and the
bearing of these facts and movements upon the ulti¬
mate result; third, of authoritative criticism, which
brings to the reader a philosophical estimate the re¬
sult of scientific inquiry into the composers and their
work.
The books selected cover the subjects of biography,
history, and criticism. The editor of this course of
reading has prepared for the Hand-book a compre¬
hensive outline of the subjects, with references to
the books used, a fine series of stimulative questions,
and a list of topics for special papers and for open
discussion. These last helps will be especially valu¬
able to students who work together in clubs. In
addition to this is a list of books useful for supple¬
mentary reading.
We shall not take space to enlarge on the scheme
save to say that the fee includes the use of the
books to be read and the Hand-book which provides
the details and outlines of study.
A particularly valuable feature of the Hand-book
are original articles by eminent American writers:
“Pianoforte-Music and its Performance,” by Mr. H.
E. Krehbiel; “How to Appreciate the Great Com¬
posers,” by W. S. B. Mathews; “Beethoven from a
Modern Point of View,” by Gustav Kobbfi; “The
Caprices of Musical Taste,” by James Huneker; with
a number of valuable short selections from the
critical writings of others.
Full information can be seemed from the main
office of The Booklovers’ Library, Philadelphia, Pa.,
or at any branch office.
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TO THE GIRL WHO FINDS IT DIFFICULT
TO MEMORIZE.
The first thing which makes
for difficulty in memorizing is
that the greater number of girls
have but a hazy idea of what it
is, to say nothing of how to do it. If you look at
it in a simple way it is remembering what you have
learned. But this does not mean remembering wnat
you have practiced 1 You may practice much and
learn but little thereby, which is proved by the fact
that after you have practiced a piece perhaps for
months, the memorizing of it still seems a task of
enormous proportions, whereas learning a thing
means transmitting a correct impression of it to
your brain, and, this done, it practically “remembers
itself”; for a correct mental impression, once gained,
will never leave you, and needs nothing but occa¬
sional renewing or reaffirming.
What I wish you to see is that the memorizing
of a piece begins with the first reading of it, that it
continues through all your study of it, and that
when you ready know the piece you can play from
memory without any so-called memorizing. For if
you have it in your brain, then you can reproduce it
from your brain quite as well as from the printed
page. This is much the same as saying that no
thought is a complete thought until you can express
it, —in words, music, or otherwise.
What memorizing
means.

So, then, something must come before memorizing, and that something
is learning. You cannot memorize
what you do not know or under¬
stand; therefore a knowledge of harmony and theory
are absolutely necessary to intelligent musical re¬
membering. You may say in contradiction to this
that girls who never have studied either play from
memory. So they do; but how? When first they
play a piece from memory it may be very correct,
but the longer they play it the more incorrect it
becomes. All sorts of faults and incorrectnesses
creep in, until sometimes it is almost impossible to
recognize what they are playing, simply because they
learned by rote, and not by understanding. Music
must be inteUigently learned. No matter how per¬
fectly you may play with your notes, if you memo¬
rize by note jou are bound to go awry. Therefore
learn the “content” of your music; understand modu¬
lation so that you may always know what key you
are in, how you got into it, and the ways of passing
from key to key. Learn what playing in sequence
is, and to know a cadence. H you do this, memoriz¬
ing, instead of being a bugbear, will become quite
the natural result of your study, as it can never be
of practice.
Learn before
memorizing.

Another thing which tends to make
memorizing discouraging is that we
are apt to take it in too large doses.
If you have not had regular driU in
this, perhaps the following set of stadia, or stages,
of remembering may help you. They are six in num¬
ber, were published, I think, in Music some years
ago, and are to this effect:
First comes the power to recognize a piece on hear¬

Not much
at a time,

ing it.
The seeond is the being able to identify the char¬
acteristic theme.
Third is the power to recognize theme and form
and to he able to detect incorrectnesses in rendering.
These three you may practice without touching
an instrument. You may practice them while the
street-bands play, or at concert, recital, theater, or

church, for if, wherever there is music, you make
the effort to receive and retain a correct impression
of what you hear, you are training your memory.
The next three stages are:
Fourth, the power to reproduce leading melodies.
Fifth, the power to reproduce themes and har¬
mony and something of the form.
Sixth, the being able to reproduce the whole per¬
fectly.
These last bring us to the keyboard,
and you can see that most of us begin at the last stage first; so that it
is no wonder that we fail. Content
yourself with being able to reproduce melody cor¬
rectly at first. Let the harmony wait until you
understand it. So often a girl complains: “I can’t
remember the left-hand part.” In saying this she
means that she does not understand the harmony
of which the melody is a part. Bring your brain
into its proper function by little and little, and when
you feel that a piece is overtaxing you, drop it and
begin on something else.
At the
keyboard.

In the old days, when the men of Venice
who made the glass which throws its
wonderful harmonies of color athwart the
marble floors of the greatest cathedrals
of the world,—when those men worked at their art
with the ardor of a Raphael or a Michael Angelo,—
there stood in the laboratory of each a great earthen
jar, and into this went the failures, for often, after
days of toil and nights of tireless watching, when
the white-hot glass was taken from the furnace and
allowed to cool, the artist found himself confronted
with a failure. Then all the glass must be taken
out and thrown into the great jar, while the master
again went to work and mixed his ingredients anew.
But was this a waste of time and materials? By
no means. Every scrap of the great heap of glass
was melted over, going to the making of new ex¬
periments, and with each failure the master added
something to his knowledge of his art. There is
no such thing as failure or a waste of time if you
look at it in the right way, and it is much better,
when you feel that you have reached the end of
your resources with a piece of music, to drop it
into your “failure-jar” than to go into heroics over
it, get it on to your nerves and make an unpleasant
duly of it.
Do not
hurry.

My advice to every girl is to stop as
soon as she begins to hate a piece, for
when this happens something is wrong.
In music, as in everything else we do,
in order to gain real benefit from our work we must
feel a certain pleasure and exhilaration, else it does
us more harm than good. Gladstone’s advice was
never to study anything we disliked, and it is very
good advice. While we all must give a certain
amount of time to what we do not like, yet, when
you enter upon the study of a piece with intent to
do it so thoroughly as to be able to play from
memory, choose something to your taste. While
your taste may not mean the best taste, it does
mean personal inclination, and this is necessary; for
to do good work the feeling and the imagination
must enter in. In other words, the heart must be
in it, as well as the brain. Choose, therefore, to
memorize only what you really like. A love for
anything does not make the doing of it easy, but it
makes us willing to wrestle with the difficulties.
First, you must want to play from memory very
much. Then remember that hard study makes easy
memorizing, and that “a little at a time and that
weU done” is a very useful maxim, and you will
surely succeed.
Find
pleasure.

If music is to take its place as a force in life,
each follower must make himself a living force; the
whole energy—soul, mind, and body—must be applied
to working out the problems of a true education,
in which music shall play the leading part.—TP. J.
Baltzell.
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The Nature and Range of Fundamental Ear=Training
for Piano Pupils.
MATHEWS.

Xiy -W. 6.
1 rur.o to think that any piano-p
practice good music and learn it by heart would
eventually arrive at really sympathetic playing of it,
largely through the unconscious influence of contact
with musical inspiration from the great composers.
The more gifted ones trill do this. But even these
often show a tardiness or complete failure to grow
into refinement and mature taste in music, and later
I have discovered that this failure has been due
almost invariably to simple inattention and careless¬
ness of ear. Many a pupil, who by good luck has
become able to play quite long programs by heart,
has shown a liability to fail in memory under stress
at points impossible to be excused if there had been
any continuity of musical thought in the pupil’s
mind. The fundamental failure of most of our music¬
teaching is in iU not laying proper foundation in
individual ability to hear all the things which go to
make up music. Not to hear is the same to a player
as not to see to a painter. Music travels into the
sensorium of man by the gate of the ear, and by this
gate only. This, therefore, Is the strategic point.
Get a good ear, a really good ear, and everything
else is possible.
Some Workers or These Lutes.
The main principle above has been widely recog¬
nised, and is made a good deal of by many modern
teachers, chiefly women. Their work has everything
in It* favor; but a great deal of it does not fully
recognise the amplitude of the ground which must
be covered before we have a foundation for all that
part of our musical art which includes the great
masters.
I have taken occasion to interview several prac¬
tical teachers of children concerning their course
upon this line. For example, Miss Julia Caruthers,
of Chicago, who has a Urge and flourishing school,
devote* her ear-work to the simple matters of pulsa¬
tion. measure, and time divisions; and to the
curate hearing of diatonic melody, extending later to
h.-armg a second voice in connection with a leading
vok-c already observed and recorded. This is excellent so far as it goes. I believe the popular writer
lor children. Mrs. Jc**!e L G.ynor, now of St.
Joseph. Mo., conduct* her ear-training along similar
lines; but ** she has many advanced pupils, later
on .he includes more of the particulars of the more
advanced hearing.
Maw Blanche Dingley. of Chicago, who brings to
* lon« experience in music,—in chamber-

that is, the concurrence of several melodies at the
same time each with a rational progression. This
element not only lies at the foundation of our love
for Bach, but also enters into the proper interpreta¬
tion of all the greater music of the great writers
since.
“Moreover, even in harmony, I desire much be¬
yond what is commonly considered sufficient. To
appreciate the plain harmonies of the key, the tonic,
dominant, and subdominant in the major mode, I do
not think any adequate foundation' for the later
development of taste of which we are in search. It
is the unusual chords, the diminished and augmented
chords, the key-relations in the minor mode, which
are needed as a foundation for understanding the
poetical music of all the great masters.
What Pupils Should Learn to Hear.
“Therefore I desire the young pupil to learn
to hear chords in key, to recognize off-hand,
instantly, the effect of any chord legitimately in¬
troduced in key-connection. The peculiar expres¬
sion of the notes of the scale depends upon the
chords to which they belong, and not wholly to
the place of the individual tone in the scale. There¬
fore when a pupil has learned to recognize first the
usual chords of the major tonality with certainty,
then I introduce one after another of the less usual
ones: those of the second, third, sixth, and seventh
degrees. The difference between major and minor,
and the novelty of the diminished triads are eareffects entirely capable of recognition, even with no
great experience; otherwise there would he no fine
music, since all the fine music turns upon these more
subtle tonal effects.'
“What I am after is the effect of the given chord—
'in block,’ as you might say-heard off-hand and in¬
stantly recognized as the chord of do, fa, sol, etc.
without distinguishing or listening in this act for
the P,ace of the treble or bass-merely the characteristic effect of the tonic, dominant, subdominant
and lnter the others. Then it is to hear how the
chord
Placed, which chord-tone is uppermost
which the lowest Later
'
PP
’
in this method, the
inversions are as easily recognized in their keyrelation as when the chords are in fundamental posi-
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“Then we learn to hear still more definitely A
given succession of chords is recognized; to make it
and°tMsahvPrible’ v6 t0niC’ f°“0Wed b? d°minant,

vidually. Each step must be repeated until exact
hearing is made sure along that step, when an ad¬
vance is made, and reviewing is one’s main occupa¬
tion. It is not possible to ascertain in a class which
pupil really hears and which smartly anticipates the
slower utterance of a real hearer. Yet nothing but
actual hearing, conscious hearing, is of any value
as foundation for later attainments.”
Work Demanded by this Plan.
With regard to the keyboard progress under a
system which begins in this way by teaching music
(for music consists of certain designed tonal effects),
Miss Dingley is positive that even in the first grade
the playing covers as much ground, and after that
progresses vastly more rapidly. The truth of this
will appear probable enough as soon as we remember
that all pupils who happen to have this kind of
musical qualification naturally (as all artistic pupils
have it) advance with prodigious rapidity and reach
advanced artistic work at a period when the average
pupil is doing business with forms utterly destitute
of musical value.
When asked for a definition of the compass which
ought to be covered by a pupil in the first grade,
Miss Dingley replied: “For completing the first
grade I would require a pupil to know perfectly well
at least eight tonalities, major and minor; in the
sense of being able to designate the signatures and
accidentals off-hand, for any key, name instantly the
tones composing the chords in such keys (tonic,
chord of re, chord of mi, etc.), and be able to play
cadences or successions of these chords in any
designated musical order. I would not expect them
to be able to hear inversions clearly until toward
the end of the second grade: partly for the reason
that listening for inversions diverts attention
from the relations of the chords in the key—which
is a general effect, like a color, or an individuality,
to be cognized intuitively and without conscious
listening for individual tones.
The pupil begins to play scales in her second les¬
son, and by the end of the first grade should be able
to play easily and well all these eight scales in all
kinds of measure, according to the Mason system—at
least with one tone to a unit, and a beginning with
two to a unit. She would also have done some work
in the arpeggio according to Mason’s system.”
I asked her what she held concerning the ability
to recognize absolute pitch. To this she answered:
T do not desire the pupil to know absolute pitch at
this stage. In my experience, one who hears abso¬
lute pitch fails to hear sensitively. The power and
meaning of music turn not upon absolute pitch, but
entirely upon key-relations, chord-successions, and
one-quality, with rhythm as the organizer. Given
an ear sensitive to these things in music, and absou e pitch can be acquired by the majority, later,
wi out detriment; but in the beginning absolute
pitch is a disadvantage.

K-r-mnd on this subject of anyone I have talked with!
M* ftnglay *ay,; ", do not consider it any trick
at an to teach . child to hear and note short meloJ" of d,atonic construction. Any child who knows
the «le ought to I. abit to do this kind of work
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“If I were to be asked whether a system of exer¬
cises could be formulated covering a systematic eartraimng along these lines, I would say that to a
ea y musical teacher no set exercises are necessary,

will be able to transpc!o feet ^bv

to
a® era know the harmonies belonging to the
Key, both major and minor, and some are able to improvise harmonic phrases intelligently. You begin
., f ceuuplest possible relations and progressively
add to the complexity. First major triads, later
minor; then sevenths; the chords of the minor key,
• As soon as one chord is made familiar, teach
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to do it.
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tain English and American musicians who are also
expert chess-players.

The post of Master of Music to the King, in Eng¬
land, carries with it a salary of $1500 a year.
A new violin-star is Jaroslav Kocian, a young Bo¬
hemian, and pupil of Sevcick, now celebrated as the
teacher of Kubelik. He Jias played with success in
London.
An opera called “Claudio Monteverde” was re¬
cently performed in Strassburg. It is fitting that
the hero of an opera should be one so prominently
connected with its history.
The government appropriation for the opera this
year, in Paris, has been set for $240,000 in the budget
recently issued; a new concert-hall for the Conserva¬
toire has been recommended.
Mr. George W. Chadwick has resigned his posi¬
tion as conductor of the Worcester, Mass., Festival.
Mr. Franz Kneisel will take charge of the orchestral
work, and Mr. Wallace Goodrich, of the chorus.
A Berlin correspondent of The Musical Courier
says that an autobiography of Richard Wagner in
the master’s handwriting is in the possession of his
son, Siegfried, who made a proifiise not to publish
it until thirty years after his d . th.
Arthur Hartmann, a young Hungarian violinist,
well known in this country as a child prodigy, has
been giving concerts with great success in Copen¬
hagen, Christiania, Berlin, Leipzig, and Vienna. He
is destined to become one of the world’s great violin¬
ists.
A Choral Art Society has been organized in
Boston. The programs will consist, for the most
part, of compositions of the sixteenth, seventeenth,
and eighteenth centuries, to be sung o capella;
some of the Bach cantatas also will be given. Mr.
Wallace Goodrich is director.
According to a German publication, during the
German opera-season of 1900-1901 “Lohengrin” was
played 294 times; “Tannhauser,” 273; “Die Meistersinger,” 171; “Die Walkiire,” 131; “Carmen,” 277;
“Faust,” by Gounod, 199; “Magic Flute,” 185; “Han¬
sel and Gretel,” 153; “Barber of Seville,” 139;
“Alda,” 116.
The seventeenth annual conference of the Incor¬
porated Society of Musicians of England was held
early last month in London. Among the papers read
were “Our Vocation,” by Mr. W. H. Cummings; “The
Educational Value of Musical Examinations,” by Mr.
H. A. Harding; “The Training of Music-Teachers,”
by Mr. F. G. Shinn.
Signor Sonzogno, whose prize of $10,000, offered
for the best opera by an Italian composer, was won
by Mascagni, with “Cavalleria Rusticana,” has now
offered a similar prize for the best one-act opera in
any language. He offers to produce the successful
work at his own expense in Milan, on the occasion
of the international exhibition in 1904.
At a sale of old musical instruments, in London,
in December, the following prices were paid: For a
violoncello by Grancini, $150; a violin-bow by Fran¬
cois Tourte, $90; a viola by Guadagnini, 1785, $300;
a violin by Carlo Bergonzi, $1000; a violin by Stradivarius, 1692, $1000. Some valuable old harpsichords,
spinets, lutes, etc., were included in the collections
offered for sale.
A writer on chess in an English paper contrasts
a chess-player with a musician: “A typical chess¬
player is a deep thinker, and the possessor of a
steady, well-balanced mind, while the musician is a
light-hearted, happy-go-lucky kind of individual.”
This writer needs to make the acquaintance of cer-

An American in Europe, commenting on the mu¬
sical opportunities and the municipal support of
musical institutions, calls attention to what is done
in small cities. He instances the city of Teplitz, in
Bohemia, with some 30,000 inhabitants. It has a
symphony orchestra which gives six concerts each
season, the soloists for the year including Carrefio,
Fritz Kreisler, and Ysaye.
The second of the People’s Symphony Concerts, in
New York City, was given January 17th, in Cooper
Union Hall. The first was well attended, and the
manager of the enterprise planned to continue their
attempt to bring the best musical works before the
people at a price within the reach of all. The prices
of admission ranged from 10 to 50 cents for single
concerts, and from 25 cents to $1.50 for the series of
five concerts.
A volume of reminiscerces of Leschetizky, written
by his sister-in-law, the Countess Potocka, has been
published abroad. It treats of the great teacher’s
private life, of his long career, full of dramatic and
romantic interest, of his relations with public men,
artists, composers, among them Liszt, Wagner,
Rubinstein, and Strauss. It also gives his views on
progress, art, religion, and other points of interest
in the thought of a many-sided man.
Messrs. H. E. Krehbiel, Henry T. Finck, and
Louis C. Elson were among the lecturers at the
exhibition of musical instruments arranged for by
Chickering & Sons in Chickering Hall, Boston, last
month. Among the instruments shown were a col¬
lection of pipe-instruments, from the ancient Pan
pipes to a pipe-organ, a number of rare and valuable
violins, all kinds of stringed, wind, and percussion
instruments, among which may be mentioned a set of
brass instruments used by the first brass band or¬
ganized in the United States.
An exhibition of the literature of music has been
opened to the public in the Lenox Library, New York
City. It presents in systematic sequence the evolu¬
tion of music by showing publications relating to the
music of the ancients, medieval writers, and subse¬
quent centuries; it includes standard reference
books, bibliography, history, and biography, works
on the opera, autograph letters of Beethoven, Ber¬
lioz, Haydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Rossini, Verdi, Wag¬
ner, and others, and music manuscripts of which one
of Mozart’s symphonies is one of the most notable.
An organization has been effected in St. Louis, by
Mrs. Albert L. Hughey and Miss Marion Ralston
called the St. Louis Union Musical Club, whose object
is to provide for the musical education of talented
young persons who are without means to pursue
their studies. The expenses are borne by members
of the club, the fee being $3.00 a year. So far the
effort has been very successful. Applications to the
number of -several hundred have been already re¬
ceived, but only the most talented and needy are ac¬
cepted. The best musicians in the city of St. Louis
have been selected as instructors. Shall this club
have imitators in all of the American cities?
The New England Conservatory offers a prize of
$600 for the best original work for chorus and or¬
chestra. The competition is open to all composers
born in the United States or resident in this country
for five years. The conditions governing the compe¬
tition are that the work shall be for chorus of mixed
voices, solos, and orchestra, English text, sacred or
secular, limited to four solo parts, the time of per¬
formance to he from thirty to sixty minutes. A oneact opera will be acceptable. A pianoforte and full
orchestral score must be submitted. The judges will
be: Mr. George W. Chadwick, Director of the Con¬
servatory, Mr. Horatio W. Parker, and Mr. Frank
Van der Stucken.
A new venture of interest to American composers
and musicians is the Wa-Wan Press, recently estab¬
lished at Newton Center, Massachusetts, for the
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periodical publication of contemporary American
compositions. The organization will undertake the
publication of the best work possible for composers
to produce. No work will be brought out except
such as are based upon purely artistic considerations,
in which the composer shall have expressed himself.
The publications will contain prefatory analyses and
short studies.
The aim is to render available
hitherto unpublished compositions of the highest
order. These works will be issued quarterly. The
subscription price is eight dollars per year. Mr.
Arthur Farwell is the editor-in-chief.
The Pennsylvania State Music-Teachers’ Associa¬
tion, Mr. Edward A. Berg, president, met at Reading,
Pa., December 26th and 27th. The attendance was
small outside of members from the eastern part of
the State. The program was largely educational in
aim. Dr. Henry G. Hanchett, of New York City,
gave a lecture recital on the “Classic and Romantic
Schools”; Dr. H. A. Clarke, Philadelphia; Mr. Will¬
iam Benbow, Reading; Mr. Enoch Pearson, Mr. F. 8.
Law, and Mr. James Warrington, of Philadelphia,
read papers on subjects connected with the teach¬
ing and study of instrumental and vocal music.
Round Tables were in charge of Dr. Hanchett, Mr.
Franklin Cresson, and Mr. H. S. Kirkland. The ses¬
sion closed with a concert by Mr. Maurits Leefson,
pianist; Miss Jennie Foell, soprano; Mr. Harry
Gurney, tenor; Mr. Frederic Harrison, baritone; Mr.
Carl Doell, violinist; and Mr. Preston Ware Orem,
pianist. The next place of meeting has not yet been
selected.

RICHARD WAGNER:
HIS LIFE AND HIS
DRAMAS. By W. J. Henderson. G. P. Putnam’s
Sons. $1.60.
The literature relating to Wagner and his works
is so voluminous that another book on the subject
to be of interest and value must have a distinct aim
that shall appeal to a large number of persons. It
seems to us that Mr. Henderson has done this in his
work. He has told the story of Wagner’s life, ex¬
plained his artistic aims, given the history of each
of his great works, examined its literary sources,
shown how Wagner utilized them, surveyed the mu¬
sical plan of its principal ideas. As Mr. Henderson
says, “The work is not intended to be critical, but
is designed to be expository; it aims to help to a
thorough understanding of the man and of his
works.”
We can commend this work to anyone who wishes
to have in a single volume a study of Wagner’s life
and works that is authoritative, complete, without
being encyclopedic. It will also be found welladapted to the needs of music-clubs, especially those
who study the great composers. An unusually full
index is a valuable feature of the work.
STUDIES IN MUSIC BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Edited by Robin Grey. Imported by Charles
Scribner’s Sons. $2.50, net.
This is a collebtion of important contributions to
The Musician, published in London, and should have
much value to all who are interested in the higher
phases of musical criticism and art. We mention
some of the essays: “Johannes Brahms,” by Philipp
Spitta; “John Sebastian Bach,” by C. M. Widor;
“Cfisar Franck,” by Guy de Ropartz; “Tristan und
Isolde,” by Gabriel d’Annunzio; “Rembrandt and
Richard Wagner,” by Hugues Imbert; “Letters from
Weber to the Abbe Vogler and to Spontini,” by J. S.
Shedlock; “Walter Pater on Music,” by Ernest New¬
man; “Alfred Brtmeau, and the Modern Lyric
Drama,” by Arthur Hervey.
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The ‘Tarantella,” by Pieezonka,
i» an excellent example of thia brilliant form of composition. It is
musicianly, and yet thoroughly at¬
tractive to the average player. The
melody of the second theme in A-major and follow¬
ing sections should be played very smoothly. The
duet which we present this month is founded on two
beautiful Russian folk-melodies, and should bo given
a marked, singing character, the secondo part having
the effect of an accompaniment to voices. “The
Venetian Serenade," by Lanciani, demands and is
worth some special study to bring out the character,
as indicated in the title. A night scene in Venice,
such as is shown in various pictures familiar to our
readers, will help in the interpretation of the piece,
which is the representation of such a scene. The
“Scherzo,” by Nowaczek, falls under the head of a
"study-piece.” It will greatly promote finger-technic.
It will admit of a brilliant rendering. The “Valse
Caprice," by Kikard Nordraak, is an example of the
works of a countryman of Qrieg. It has the free¬
dom of melody and harmony that mark that school.
We call the attention of singers particularly to Mr.
Scammell’s beautiful song, “Sometimes 1 Wonder,”
which is worthy a place in any repertoire. It ought
to rank with the best of modern songs. We are also
glad to be able to present a new edition of Men¬
delssohn's famous song, “On Wings of Song.” The
translation, made especially for The Etude, should
be welcome to those who want to sing the classics,
but cannot do so save in a translation. It is singable
and faithful to the original. “Loch Lomond” is a
fine example of a Scotch song.
THE MUSIC
IN THIS
ISSUE.

As time goes on the musical world is recognizing
more and more the great worth of Dr. William
Mason’s pedagogical work, “Toucu and Technic.”
This system of technic lor the piano has almost en¬
tirely superseded the old Plaidy system. The more
thia work is used, the more it is appreciated. It is
adapted to modern pianoforte-playing. It is made
by one ot the greatest technicians of modern times.
A life’s work has been bestowed upon it. It is
destined to outlive many generations. Those of the
younger teachers who are coming on should not for¬
get that this is the moat reliable system of technic
that baa even been presented to the teaching world.
It is published in four volumes. The first volume
is devoted to two-finger exercises, or the school of
touch; in the second the scales are treated; in the
third, the arpeggios; and in the fourth, octave and
bravura playing.
The work has had the indorsement of the greatest
virtuosos ol the day, such as Paderewski, Joseffv,
Bauer, and even Franz Liszt gave it his indorsement.
It is now used by thousands of our best teachers
throughout the land.

Realizing the need of a collection of music for
beginners, pieces in the first and second degree of
difficulty, we made “First Parlor Pieces.” We have
supplied the demand. It has been on the market
about two months, during which time numerous testi¬
monials have been received, unsolicited, as to the
value of this work. The greatest care has been taken
with the selection of the music, as well as the outside
appearance of the book. There is enough recreation
and study-pieces contained in it to carry the pupil
over the first two years’ instruction. The price is
50 cents.
r
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Our renewal offer for the month
RENEWAL
of February to those of our subOFFER FOR
scribers who desire to send in their
FEBRUARY.
subscription during that month is
as follows:
For $1.90 we will send The Etude for another
year, and either one of the following two works:
Complete edition of “Mendelssohn’s Songs Without
Words,” published in stiff paper cover and a cloth
back. Our edition is a standard one, edited by Kullak, to which we have added a portrait and biog¬
raphy. Every student should own a copy of this
“First Year in Theory,” Skinner. The aim of this
book has been to afford the student a knowledge of
the different theoretical subjects which might he in¬
cluded in the first year’s study. It gives the student
thorough training and discipline in the acquirement
of a knowledge of scales, intervals, chords, keyrelationship, etc.
It is not necessary for your subscription to expire
with the current issue to take advantage of these
offers. Either past or future expirations have the
same privilege.
Preserve your copies of The Etude by using
“The Etude Binder.” This binder holds the complete
year of 1901. The copies are bound by the use of
thin slats running the length of the periodical. Any
one can be moved at pleasure without touching any
of the others. The price is $1.00.

A valuable new work for teachers and singers,
just issued by this house, is “Short, Melodic Vocal¬
ises,” by Mr. W. Francis Gates. Full instructions
for the best methods of study and practice have
been added by the composer. The first exercises are
simple in design and intended to lead into the more
advanced works of Marchesi, Bonaldi, Sieber, and
others, and embody a number of principles which
many teachers are often obliged to write out spe¬
cially for their pupils. The studies in consonants are
alone worth double the price of the work. It will
be found a valuable aid in the first grade of voice¬
building and tone-placing.
Ihe price is 35 cents, with the usual discount to
teachers. For this month, for introduction purposes,
we will supply copies at 10 cents, postage paid, if
cash accompanies the order.
’

* ^H0IB AND Chorus Conducting,” by F. W.
"odel1, 18 8tm waning high comments from leading
musicians everywhere. It is in every way the most
valuable work of the kind available to American
choir-leaders and directors of choral societies. All
the problems met in organization and administration are considered, and suggestions made to solve
them. This line of musical work has hitherto been
To suR A811 aUth°ritative guide especially prepared
to Slut American needs and conditions. Mr. WodeU’s
long experience as singer, teacher of singing, and
director has admirably fitted him for the writing of
such a work. This is the season of the year when
choirs and choral societies are most active, and we
call attention of all those interested in choirs and
-and Ch°ral mUBic as a “oat invalu
able aid in their work. The marked price of the
book is $1.50, postage paid.
6

THE
We desire to say, in addition to being the publishers of The Etude, and
claiming to be the quickest mail-order
music-supply house in the country for
teachers and schools, we are the publishers of the
most widely used educational works in the music line
that have been published during the past ten years.
Numerous of our valuable works are liable to be
overlooked, from the fact that we are constantly
issuing new and more modern works. This should
not entirely stop the use of earlier works; good
ones, the best of their kind in their day, and their
day not far past.
We publish six piano-methods besides “Foundation
Materials,” by Charles W. Landon, and “First Steps
in Pianoforte-Study,” by Mr. Presser. Each one is
good for some particular work, stronger than some
other. Possibly every pupil that you want a new
book for has this weakness.
We want to send, to anyone interested, a Descrip¬
tive Catalogue of Music Works, which will explain
them all carefully.
We publish the “A B C of Vocal Music,” complete
parts for the voice, by Panseron; “Method of Sing¬
ing,” by Randegger; “Complete Exercises in Vocal¬
ization,” by Del Puente, one of the greatest bari¬
tones that ever lived, and a most successful teacher.
Our list of piano-technics and studies is too great
to mention. We have a special catalogue entitled
“Modern Methods,” which we should like to send
to anyone free. Under this head comes Dr. William
Mason’s world-renowned system of Touch and
Technic, to which another note is entirely devoted.
Under this head also comes the “Standard Graded
Course of Studies,” by W. S. B. Mathews. This
course has been so successful that almost every large
publisher in the country has imitated it. We are
constantly improving these, however, and they re¬
main the standard of them all. We cannot pass
without mentioning the “School of Four-Hand Play¬
ing,” a set of four-hand studies and study-pieces,
compiled by Mr. Presser.
Those in search of musical literature and theoret¬
ical works we would refer to the above-mentioned
catalogue. W. S. B. Mathews, Thomas Tapper, Dr.
H. A. Clarke, J. C. Fillmore, L. C. Elson, Louis M.
Gottschalk, Cjirl Merz, L. A. Russell, Charles W.
Landon, and W. F. Gates will be found represented.
Stronger men than these cannot be found in the
musical world. The literature includes stories of
travel, novels, useful and interesting treatises on
study and teaching. The theoretical works cover
the entire field of i,cxt-books; works on harmony
by Dr. Clarke, George H. Howard, O. A. Mansfield;
a choice for everyone. The books that we might
particularly mention, of the greatest value, are “Em¬
bellishments of Music,” by L. A. Russell; “Pedals
of the Pianoforte,” by Hans Schmitt; “Ear-Train¬
ing,” by Arthur Heacox.
LEST YOU
FORGET.

We are willing to send any of our own books on
inspection to the subscribers of The Etude. It will
cost you only the transportation. Our piano-collec¬
tions are well known. We have selections from Beet¬
hoven, Schumann, Grieg, Jensen, Kohler, as well as
ose containing a variety of composers in every
grade: marches; easy and difficult duets; studypieqes.
Keed-Organ Method,” by Landon, the most popu
lar organ-method ever published, as well as a sel

a kwtiful cloth edition of
•menu s Gradus ad Parnassum,” Tausig edition
The preface ,s by Sigmund Lebert. This bookt
gotten out in the very best style,
large en

with

^‘'ed.plate8- The engraving and workmanship are
of the highest The work is too well known to need
any words of commendation at this time Tt •
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the result of the practical expe:
of a teacher and publisher. Our full line

catalogues will interest most anyone connected with
music; our discounts and terms will interest all
teachers and schools. The “On Sale” plan, origi¬
nated by this house, is still foremost in the fact that
it is on more liberal lines. We have a special circular
giving full information. We are equipped to supply
every teacher and school in the country; all orders
as well as correspondence attended to the day re¬
ceived.
The Editor of The Etude will answer any knotty
question which comes up in one’s teaching and study.
The publisher of The Etude will supply books “On
Sale” for any special needs, no matter whether or
not the books are published by ourselves.
We desire to close out our present stock of Schu¬
berth & Co., Leipzig, cheap editions. We will make a
sweeping reduction on the works we still have on
hand; but there are a very limited number in our
possession. We cannot undertake to furnish at these
prices any more copies than we now possess, and
those desiring to avail themselves of this offer had
better make three or four choices, so that in case we
are sold out of one work we can send another. The
discount that we will allow will be three-quarters off
and postpaid. Thus, if book sells for $1.00, we will
postpay it and send it for 25 cents.
The works are quite new, but slightly shop-worn;
being on hand for a number of years, they are not
brightly new.
The following is a list of those works that we
still possess, but, remember, only a small number of
each; so do not forget to give us three or four
choices. If the works are entirely exhausted when
your order is received, the money will be returned:
“Russian Album,” $1.00.—“Twelve Song-Etudes,”
Op. 155, Kohler, $1.25.—“Pianoforte Instructor,” Mollenhauer, $1.50.—“Children’s Ball,” Th. Giese, 75
cents. — “Nocturne Album,” $1.00. — “Minuet and
Gavotte Album,” Liszt and Kohler, 75 cents.—“Four¬
teen Selected Works from Mozart,” Klauser, 75
cents.—“Seven Charakterstflcke,” Op. 7, Mendelssohn,
40 cents. — dementi’s “Gradus ad Parnassum,”
Twenty-four Selected Etudes, Louis Kohler, $1.75.—
“Third Album for the Young,” Op. 109, Schumann,
$1.75.—“Seven Dances,” F. BurgmUller, $1.50.—
“Twenty Preludes,” Op. 70, Goldbeck, $1.25.—“Salon
Album,” Volume I, 50 cents.—“Twenty Selected
Sonatas from Beethoven,” $2.50.—“dementi’s Sona¬
tinas,” Op. 36, 37, 38, Dietrich & Werner, 60 cents.—
“Two Hundred and Eighty Technical Studies,” Jul.
Knorr, $1.50.—“Twenty-four Selected Pianoforte
Works from Beethoven,” $1.00. — Cramer, “Thirty
Selected Etudes,” Lotus Kohler, $1.25.—Cramer,
“Forty-two Virtuoso Etudes,” Karl Klauser, Book 1,
$1.00.—Bertini, “Twenty-four Etudes,” Op. 32, 40
cents.—Volume of Works of Mendelssohn, $1.00.

We will publish during the coming month Deems’
“New and Easy Method for the Cabinet-Organ.”
James M. Deems published this work himself, some
years ago, and after his death the plates came into
our possession. It is a work for the cabinet-organ
that answers a great and growing need among
teachers. It is complete in detail, and is so simple
that it can be understood by a child. It is thor¬
oughly new, from the reason that the system differs
from all other methods. Each lesson is carefully
marked out. Particular attention is paid to fingerexercises, which is something that has not been given
due prominence heretofore in methods for the cabi¬
net-organ. There are one hundred and twenty-eight
(128) pages in the book, and there is about the same
amount of material as contained in Laadon’s “OrganMethod.”
The price of the book will be $1.50 retail, but for
the month of February we will, as usual, make our
special offer, as is our custom with all works of un¬
usual merit. Anyone sending us 60 cents during the
month oi February will receive ft copy of this book.
The fingering in the work is American fingering al¬
though teachers who desire to use the foreign finger-
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ing can, with very little trouble, change the fingering.
It may be that later on we will get out an edition
in foreign fingering. Those who have been using
other methods and desire a change will find this an
excellent opportunity to make the experiment. We
have always recommended a change of instructors
as much for the teacher as for the pupil. There is
always more zest in teaching from a new book than
from an old one. We would recommend this new
work to all who are interested in the cabinet-organ.
* * *
We have a limited number of copies of a new work
giving “Sketches of the Lives of Celebrated OperaSingers of the Lighter Order.” These singers are not
of the grand opera, but are those who have made a
success of the stage in the lighter order, such as
H. C. Barnabee, who has been with the Bostonians
for a number of years; Francis Wilson, Henry Dixey,
De Wolf Hopper, Frank Daniels, and others,—in all,
some two dozen singers of this kind. The work also
contains other material of value, such as chapters
on the general survey of the field of light opera.
The book is worth $1.50, and, while our stock lasts,
we will dispose of them for 50 cents each, postpaid.
The work is copiously illustrated. It is an entirely
new work, having appeared on the market only last
year, and is the only work ot the kind on the market.

W’e have come into possession of the plates and
ownership of the “Petit Library.” This is a very
unique collection of biographies. Each volume is
devoted to a composer. It is a very comprehensive
life of each of the great composers. The volumes
contain about one hundred and twenty-five pages.
There are two distinctive features about this collec¬
tion. One is the size. They are only 2 by 4 inches.
The other is their cheapness. They are handsomely
bound in red cloth, and the type is of a clear, modern
style.
They have been almbst unknown up to the present
time, so the works appear on the market as prac¬
tically new.
The following lives of the great composers are con¬
tained in them: Beethoven, Mozart, Chopin, Handel,
Haydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Wagner, and Weber.
We will for one month give an opportunity to our
patrons to possess these volumes at a distinctively
low price. They are worth 60 cents per volume. We
will furnish the entire set, postpaid, during the
month of February for the small sum of $1.50, or
single volumes at 20 cents each. Those who would
like to examine them before purchasing can send for
one volume and then purchase the entire set if satis¬
factory, before the month is up. The offer will only
be good for the month of February. After that,
they cannot be purchased for twice the money.

Have your pupils subscribe to The Etude. Janu¬
ary is a good month to begin, the first number of
the new volume. Elsewhere the editor will mention
some of the new features for the year 1902.
It is possible to earn valuable goods, particularly
so to musical people, by obtaining subscriptions. Our
most popular premium is perhaps your own renewal
for three other subscriptions. If you have not re¬
ceived our Premium-List giving club-rates, cash offers,
etc., send for our booklet explaining these facts. It
contains, in addition to a list of premiums and clubrates, an additional offer to aid in securing new sub¬
scribers; it virtually means the giving of a double
premium for the One subscription. We would also
mention the special premium
five dollars’ worth
of our own book-publications, or ten dollars’ worth
of our own sheet-music publications, to any person
who sends us twenty-five subscriptions from January
1st to December 31sfc, or in one year.
Our subscription-list is growing regularly and
steadily. From all the records which it is possible
to obtain we have, we believe, the largest subscrip¬
tion-list of any musical journal In the world. Get up
a club among your pupils and friends. We will be
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glad to furnish you free sample copies to assist you
in the work. Quite a portion of our Premium-List
was included in the December and January issues
of The Etude.
The Etude calls the attention of teachers to the
fact that the middle of the present season has been
reached, and takes this opportunity of suggesting
that from now on a special effort be made to increase
the efficiency of their work, thus laying the ground
for more business next season. The Etude is the
best help a teacher can have in this effort. The
articles are all thoroughly germane to the work of
the studio and the practice-room; every effort is
made to keep in touch with the most progressive
methods of teaching and study; so that the musical
worker who will make The Etude a part of his
equipment and of his reading is sure to receive good
returns. Teachers will also find it an advantage to
have as large a number of pupils as possible take
The Etude and follow out its suggestions and ideas.
Particularly valuable to them are the “Student’s De¬
partment” and “Children’s Page.” The latter, in this
issue, is particularly valuable, and offers to our
readers a new field for work that will repay, in re¬
sults, tenfold. We hope that every teacher who has
children in his or her class will decide to take ad¬
vantage of the scheme outlined and form an Etude
Study Club among the pupils. Those who are
already doing that kind of work are enthusiastic’in
their praises.
We hope that every teacher will place from five
to twenty more copies of The Etude, every month,
in the hands of the young pupils, so that they may
take part in the proposed course of study. The value
of it cannot be measured by the small subscription
price of $1.50. Send for our liberal premium induce¬
ments to teachers and others to secure subscribers.

FOR SALE—MAGNIFICENT STEIN WAY CONcert Grand Piano, in perfect condition; cost, new,
$1100. Will be sold at a reduction. No reasonable
offer refused. Apply to Stetson & Co., 1111 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia.
HENRY C. HESS. LESSONS BY MAIL IN HARmony, Counterpoint, and Composition, 512 North
Fifty-fourth Street, Philadelphia.
“A SIGNAL FROM MARS MARCH” IS THE NAME
of a new piece recently issued by E. T. Pauli
Music Company. Mr. E. T. PauIl, author of the cele¬
brated “Ben-Hur Chariot Race,” rewrote and ar¬
ranged this new march, and it is fast becoming one
of the most popular instrumental pieces on the
market. Special offers are made to the readers of
The Etude by the E. T. Pauli Music Company on
this march, as well as on a number of their other
best sellers, which will be fully explained in their
column “ad” on another page in this issue. Be sure
to read it over; it will pay you.
WE ARE INFORMED THAT PROFESSOR A. A.
Stanley, Director of the University School of
Music, Ann Arbor, Mich., has been secured to ac¬
company, in the rflle of music-lecturer, the music and
art party being organized by the Bureau of Uni¬
versity Travel. Professor Stanley is well known in
the music-world, having been twice president of the
Music Teachers’ National Association, and is at pres¬
ent American representative of the Internationale
Musik-Gesellschaft. Considering his reputation, his
attractive, enthusiastic personality, and his decided
ability as an organist, we think the Bureau is
strongly to he congratulated.
FORT DODGE, IOWA. A GOOD OPENING FOR A
teacher of singing and organist. For particulars
address: Albert H. Porsch, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
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a perfect liquid dentifrice for the

TEETH t MOUTH
Conducted by PRESTON WARE OREM.
Wk hove recently had brought to our attention
a number of "ample* of lesson-blanks—musical “pre¬
scription*,” as it were. The use of these blanks by
schools and private teacher# seems to be constantly
on the increase. The idea seem# to have many ad¬
vantage* and few, if any, drawbacks. The teacher is
able to definitely assign the desired amount of phys¬
ical and technical work and specify the etudes and
pieces to be studied or reviewed, together with the
necessary remarks and instructions for practice.
The tilled-out blank, being brought to the succeeding
lesson, forms an excellent reminder for both teacher
and pupil, beside* furnishing a definite basis for the
assignment of the new lesson. The blanks, being
filed for preservation by the pupil, afford an exact
record of the progress of the pupil, useful for refer¬
ence at any time. We would be pleased to hear fur¬
ther from teachers on this subject.
AS EXPERIMENT.
Amorce of the “Teachers’ Round Table" the fol¬
lowing may be of interest:
In our high school we give much attention to the
masters and their compositions. The last lesson was
on the life of John Sebastian Bach. After dwelling
on the principal events in his life, and having several
photos of the composer shown to the class, one of
his famous chorales from the “Passion Music” was
put before the class. As the beautiful melody un¬
folded itself, it was intensely interesting, even from
a purely ethical point of view, to note the change in
expression on the faces of the students. After the
“chorale" had been sung sufficiently long to impress
itself upon the students, 1 thought to try an experiThe class knew several rounds—one in particular—
"imply a jargon of words, and used in exceptional
case* to awaken the pupils. If the music had had
the right effect, I knew the class would not sing this
round: I asked them, and was made happy by their
refusal, which waa accompanied by a request that
I sing for them “O Rest in the Lord,” from “Elijah.”
It was a most beautiful lesson, and made a pro¬
found impression on the pupils. In like manner we
take works of the other masters; of course, simpiifyiag many, but keeping to the text sufficiently to
leave a correct Impression.—Jf. Charlotte Lund.
TALC* or MCSICAL CLUBS AMONG PC
Some time ago Tn* Etude urged the organixati.
of local music club* among teachers and pupi
Having a large clans of pupils, I decided to organi
them into a musical club.
We have now held fifteen meetings, all of the
exceedingly interesting. The club admits all music
people who will pledge themselves to Uke the pa
assigned by the teacher. We now have an orchestr
and the pupils are making rapid progress.
During the month of January we will uke up tl
life of Moxart. The first meeting of the month tl
prfaieipal of oar high school will give • lecture c
Ibe Character of Moxart” and at each succeeds
meeting pupil, will be required to contribuU pape
relative to ’The boyhood of Moxart,” “Moxart J#
punist • and other topics of his life. We are usin
Tapper’s -First Lessons in Music Biography,” whic
“
!?“
ComP«itio“ by Moxart will t
rendered during this period.
All music-teachers should try this plan. They wi
dhwover that the meeting, will proT. verv inUr^
»ng and instructive to their pupils, as well as t
themselves. My intention is to continue the wor
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along this line until the lives of all the masters have
been thoroughly discussed.—M. H. F. Kinsey.
REFORMATION.
To CONVERT a pupil to good music is, perhaps, like
a change of religion, and must be brought about
gradually.
Not long since, a veritable rag-time, two-step girl
came to me for lessons. To my surprise, her progress
in and adaptability to touch, phrasing, etc., was fine.
It then came to the “all-important” question of a first
piece, and I gave her “The Flatterer,” by Chaminade.
I never would have thought but that so pleasing a
composition would attract interest. But at the next
lesson the young lady informed me that her mother
didn’t like the piece at all, and had positively for¬
bidden her to practice it.
Of course, I grew warm within, but, considering
the circumstances, I decided to meet the matter half¬
way. So, after a few questions, I learned that both
mother and daughter objected to melodies—think of
it!—and liked the "gauze and spangles.” I com¬
promised in this way, that she would have to finish
“The Flatterer,” even to memorizing, but, in addi¬
tion, we would study something else. The reforma¬
tion is still going on, but, I think, will end very
successfully.—Maude Barrows.
WILL VITAL IN TEACHING.
Vary methods of imparting ideas according to
exigencies, but never let up on vital principles.
The dull and slow, especially, must be held to cor¬
rectness with inflexible patience. The least com¬
promise on the teacher’s part will undermine every¬
thing, and pave the way for dismal results. Of
course, immediate attainment is not to be expected,
but immediate, persevering effort in the proper direc¬
tion must be insisted on, and should be watchfully
appreciated and encouraged until correct habits are
established.
The only salvation of a pupil who comes with
habitual remissness in reading, fingering, and time¬
keeping is in being held with an iron will to the line
of duty. “Give an inch and an ell will be taken” is
a maxim very applicable here; for no pupil is so dull
as not to detect vacillation and yielding on the
teacher’s part, and but few will fail to take ad¬
vantage of the weakness. When a pupil learns that
the only way is to obey, pliability will begin and the
door of hope will swing open. Should the rare case
happen that the pupil quits on account of the strict¬
ness, it is no misfortune. The good teacher will live
longer and better thereby.—William C. Wright.
HIGH-PRICED LESSONS.
In the November Etude Mr. Harvey Wickham dis¬
cusses the “Mainsprings of Failure.” Under the di¬
vision “Extravagance” he speaks of high-priced les¬
sons, saying “they are the cheapest in the market.”
Now, while disposed to agree with the above, the
writer thinks that there are conditions in which
high-priced lessons are extravagance.
Mr. Mathews, in a past number of The Etude, re¬
cites the case of a young lady who attended a sum¬
mer school taught by himself and Dr. Mason, and
who took two lessons per week, alternating the two
teachers. The only piece she learned was Egghard’s
“Spinning Song,” which Dr. Mason gave her, plan¬
ning for her at the same time her whole routine of
practice. When she paid her bill of $40 she said:
“I know how to learn a piece now.” This reply shows
that she realized the full value of her instruction.
Perhaps her friends did also; if not, then she had
discouraging criticisms from them.
A little money poorly spent is a greater wasteful¬
ness than a large sum well invested. Many a slap¬
dash musician plans to take lessons at Chautauqua
only to find that the proper system of practice must
be learned from one of Mr. Sherwood’s assistants be¬
fore the great pianist’s lessons can profit them any¬
thing. In music as in everything else indolence pays
the highest price.—Barry Site,wart.
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E. T. Pauli Music Co.’s
Adventvres or
Two Little Girls

Best Publications!!!

JANE BINGHAM ABBOTT
TO READERS OF THE ETUDE.
Price, $1.00
SUBJECT TO THE USUAL SHEET MUSIC DISCOUNT

Greatest Offer Ever Made by a ResponsibU
Music Publishing House.

A valuable addition to the better grade of teaching
R U.—Ch*mb*r-mu*lc U music suitable for per¬
formance in a .mail hall, an.i i» .ii.tingui.hed from
concert-music by the fact that each part ha* but
a jungle nlavcr; for example, the quartet of strings
a. compared to the large orcheatru, In which as many
aa sixteen men play the first violin part. Chambermusic include* music for violin ami piano; violin,
'cello, and piano; or other combination, such as
violin ami viola; violin, viola, ’cello, and piano;
string quartet, piano quartet, string quintet, or these
combined with wood-wind, such as flute, clarinet,
oboe, bassoon, or the French horn. But there must
not be more than one player to a part. It may also

"Thestory is typical of childish imagination, not at
all overdrawn. One of the characters, Janie >s
somewhat bolder and more danng than her compan¬
ion “ Helen.” Janie uses the usual artful cunning in
taunting Helen to adventure with her without paren¬
tal permission. She succeeds, and they start to see
the Indian camping in the woods some distance
away, about whom “Tom” has told them. Helen,
conscience-stricken for going without permission, is
troubled also with many feelings of superstition,
brought on, no doubt, by reading ghost stories and
Across a long bridge and reach the edge of

SEE IF THIS COLUMN INTERESTS YOU.
We want Music Teachers and Readers of The Etude
to have copies from the specially selected lists of our
best-selling pieces named below. All persons who use a
good grade of popular music will find every piece in the
following named selection to be the best that can be had.
MAGNIFICENT TITLES. ELEdANT EDITIONS. SPLEN.
DID MUSIC. EASY SELLERS. ALWAYS GIVE
SATISFACTION. NOTHING BETTER.
LOOK OVER THE LISTS WE NAME.
fWELVE (12) MAGNIFICENT MARCHES AND TWO-STEPS.

cad and heard.

Again sauntering along, they come

SIX (6) BRILLIANT AND BEAUTIFUL WALTZES.

THIS SYSTEM IS COVERED BV COPYRIGHT.

Musical Kindergarten
For

PIANOFORTE

By FANNIE CHURCH PARSONS.

THE MUSIC REVIEW
SPECIAL NOTICE.

MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN CLASS AT WORK.

Mrs. Parsons' Method of Music Study furnishes foundation material for

CLAYTON F.SJJMMY COMPANY
220 WABASH'AVENUE, CHICAGO

E. T. PAULL MUSIC CO.,
46 Wes* 28th Street, New York.

Musical Notation,

Elementary Harmony,

Rhythmic Motion,

Keyboard Location,

Musical History,

Finger Calisthenics,

Audition,

Composition,

Ftano Work.

Every topic is fully explained by means of charts, models, and tools, which, with the attention
stories, make the study of music interesting as well as instructive.

This system is most simple in outline and material.
It is most comprehensive and complete.
The materials used are, while very durable, most sug¬
gestive of the beauty of the art of music.
The lessons are equally instructive to either child or
adult beginner.
The students do much real piano work, thus no inter¬
mediate course is necessary.
The stories and songs do not savor of the grotesque,
but tend to refinement and culture.
The price for normal work, including materials, is within
the reach of all.
You can take the work by mail, or of a normal instruc¬
tor, or of Mrs. Parsons personally.
Teachers taking this work are under no restrictions and
sign no contracts.
Mrs". Parsons’ Normal Classes are formed at the begin¬
ning of each month.

Studio, 610 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETS.
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(Continu'd from pato 76).
activities in Kngland during the reign ot Queen
B2U,TrfehiUrichord wm a stringed instrument, and,
alne« It had a keyboard, may 1* considered a p

THE ETUDE

rnuRVBJIFJTVDY TOR PIANO
FIRST FOUR- GRAPES

T8.&&SK 8E-* with the early hi.^ZThVmu^k "for The “forerunner* of the piano
.nmet and harpeiehord. was written similar to the
piano-music of to day, except that the eompM•
much smaller. Old harpaichord-mtiaw can be ,P*»yea
on our piano.. Bach. who preferred the clavichord,
wrote hi. muale—ouUide of orcbeetral and chambermode—for the latter-named inatrument, yet it
^TanvVg’erTnea can be uaed above or below
the staff a« deaired, but an extreme number ia diffi¬
cult to read; hence the cuatom of printing paaaagea
in a lower octave and marking them 8va MgMr.
6. PAlbert i* pronounced a* if «p®U«d Dahl-bare,
the final consonant being ailent. Thalberg is pro¬
nounced aa if apelled "Tahlbalrg."
The word Andante haa no direct reference to ajpeed
(faal or alow), nor ia it uaed eo by the Italians.
The word U derived from Andare (lln-dtt ray), which
mean* "to go.” and ia modified by many other words,
as andare a pirdi, to go on foot; o— o cavallo, to
go on horseback; o— a vela, to go by sail; o- 0
gal la, to go adrift; o— per mare, to go by sea; a—
att’ineontro, to go to meet; a— in tv It era, to go intoa passion, a— ratio hull it a, to go to hell, etc.
The principal meaning of Andante ia "a moderate
movement." The .Indent should keep constantly in
mind that Andante doe* not mean aloic; otherwise
he will become badly tangled up by the modifying
word..
„
I n poca andante means "a little moderate, or not
quite so moderate aa andante.* i.r,, a little faster
than andante. The opposite term ia "menu andante,"
which mean* a little lea* agitated than andante:
i.c., slower than andante.
While upon this aubject I wish to call attention
to the diminutive form, "andanttno," which the
Italiane invariable use as meaning slower than an¬
dante (some dictionaries to the contrary notwith¬
standing). In four Italian lexicons now before me,
all, without exception, define andanttno as meaning
"a somewhat slower movement than andante. This
is the view taken by Grove, Stainer, Barrett, and
Kiemann.
Webster.’ while defining Andantino as
"faster than andante,” admits that “Some, taking
andante in its original sense of ‘going,’ anti andantino
aa it. diminutive, or ‘less going, define the latter as
slower than andante." This is certainly the view
taken bv the Italian lexicographers, and they should
be permitted to know their own language. Worcester
simply quote* Dwight, who defines andantino as not
quite so slow as andante. This mix-up is the result
of defining andante as "slow," with andantino as
“lese slow’* (faster), instead ot the true definition
“going” and “lea* going” (slower).
Ae a curious proof of the uncertainty with which
this term is used, turn to the oratorio of "Elijah.”
The movements—“If, with all your hearts,” which is
marked andante con nmto; “The Lord hath exalted
thee.” marked andante; and "Oh rest in the Lord,”
marked andantino— are all performed in the same
tempo, via.: 72 quarter notes per minute— U. R.
Palmer.
Sistx* A.—The term “rubato,” as used in the "Pas
dee Amphores," by Chaminade, does not refer alone
to the particular measure in which it is written, but
to the entire theme. In fact, a piece of this character
demand* a certain discriminating flexibility in the
time throughout, in keeping with the "air de ballet”
style in which it ia written. The term “rubato,” once
used, is binding until canceled by some such other
term aa “a tempo,” “tempo giusto,” etc.
O. W.—1. Landon’a “Foundation Materials” mav be
followed to advantage by Volumes II and Ill of
Mathew*’ “Graded Course.”
2. First grade and a few second-grade pieces may
be used in connection with “Foundation Materials.”
3. In beginning the study of a piece like Schu¬
manns “W hims." a very slow metronome-time should
* adopl*'L Pfvkr.Mv using three beats to the
measure. The piece should be studied in this time
until thoroughly known; then the rate of speed may
t>e gradually increased until tK«
—-»-*«*- •
attained.

4. Your

the aid of a teacher seems very good! You'might KO
right on with the “Graded Course,” using some of
the pieces recommended in connection with the vari"u* ’£*',**: _F?r d.,il.T ‘whnical work Mason’s “Touch
and Technic is almost indispensable.
5. “Murmuring Zephyrs,” Jensen-Nieraann, would
!•* about Grad# 5, reckoning by ten grades.
. °S—Yon will find the various arpeggios ex1
iB Volum* 111 of Mason’* “Touch
end echnie”
u,<

, J.
following graded Its

r o{?ces and books is selected with the greatest care by an
p
nomber has been tested in actual work. The.

expert of.1°ngdedXP"ie°^

the pupil through the second or third year of study,

S|oVt«Lc, ta ,„a Theory. _Anyone having an open account on
our books can have the entire list sent "On Sale.
FIR-ST GRADE
INSTRUCTION BOOKS
.$1.00
First Steps In Pianoforte Study, by Presser..
Foundation Materials, by Landon.
PIECES
En Route-March. Op. 188, No. 1. by H. Engelmann....
Youthful Joy—Rondo, by F. G. Ratbbun.
Walts. Op. 262. No. 1. by H. Engelmann.
Playing Soldiers. Op. H3, No. 7 I by A Biehl.
Moonlight Dance, Op. 143, No. 4 /
Playing Tag. by J. Margstcin.
Walts. Op. 310. No. 1, by H. Engelmann.
With th© Caravan, by Richard Ferber.
Hand in Hand March, by J. Rummel.
The Brooklet, by Henry Ryder..
My First March, Op. 118, No. 7, by L. Strcabbog.
Saltarello. Op. 100, No. 20, by A. Streleski.
Petite Barcarolle, by Otis R. White.
Cendrillon. by G. Bachman.
Little Soldier, Op. 216, No. 12. by Baumfelder.
Hobgoblin. Op. 228. No. 10, by H. Nurnberg.
Tin Soldiers' Parade, by J. Otto.
The Sprightly Polka, by Alfred Giuliani.

THEORY
Harmony, by H. A. Clarke.$1.25
Writing Book, Part 2, by Landon.30
THIRD GRADE
PIECES
Two Thoughts, Arr. from H. Necke.
Farfaletta, by E. F. Marks.
Rustic Waltz, by Leo. Oehmler.
Rondo Caprice, Op. 72, by Thomas O'Neill.
Shoumka, Op. 16, No. 2, by Joseph Pasternack...
The Chatterer, by Leon R nguet.
Rustic Chit-Chat, by W. F. Sudds.
The Skylark, by P. Tschaikowski.
Fair Poland, Op. 245, by F. W'enzel.
Zephyrs, Op. 68, by H. Weyts.
Faithfulness, Op. 83, No. 2, by F. V. Wlckede....
Village Musicians, Op. 12, No. 3, by N. von Wilm
Bohemian Melody, by Adam Geibel.
Gipsy Dance, Op. 8, by Geo. W. Hunt.
Girard Gavotte, by Chas. F. Fondey.
Peasants’ Festival, by F. A. Franklin.

STUDIES
STUDIES
Standard Graded Course of Studies, VoIb. III-IV, b7
Graded Course of Studies, Vols. I-II, by Mathews, .each
Mathews .each 1.00
Easy Studies Without Octaves, Op. 70, B'k I, by Berens.
.1!) Melodious Studies, Op. 139, Book I, by Czerny.75 Twenty-six Piano Studies, by H. Germcr.75
Book
Preface to Czerny’s Velocity, Op.
Easy Melodious Studies, by C. W. Landon.1.
Le Couppey .
COLLECTIONS
Twelve Short Studies, Op. 124, by J. Vogt.
Favorite Melodies, 2 Books in sheet form, by T. L.
Rickaby .each .
COLLECTIONS
Jbildbood Pictures (sheet, form), by F. Eyer.
Sonatina Album, by Leefson.
School of Four-Hand Playing, Vol. I, by Presser. 1.
Second and Third Grade Pieces, by Mathews..
,’rom Youthful Days. Op. 52, 2 Vols., by Biehl.each .
Modern Student, Vol. I.
THEORY
Rudiments of Music, by Cummings.
THEORY
Theory Explained to Piano Students, by Clarke.
Ear-Training, by Heacox .
Students' Pocket Dictionary, by Clarke.
First Year in Theory, by Skinner.
Writing Book, Part I, by Landon.
SECOND GRADE
PIECES
Little Fairy. Op. 30. No. 4. by E. Waddington..
Laughing Jenny, Op. 102, No. 10, by A. Schmoll.
The March of Fingall's Men, Op. 39. by H. Reinbold....
General Bum-Bum, by Ed. Poldini.
DolHe's Dream and Awakening, Op. 202, by Tb. Oesten.
The Blacksmith. Op. 17, by Frank L. Eyer.
The Coming of Santa Claus, Op. 8, No. 3, by F. L. Eyer
Egyptian Parade, by Arthur L. Brown..
Scherzo, Op. 50. No. 1, by A. Bielfleld. .
Little Waltz, by C. R. Benedict..
')ur Little Puss. Op. 443. by F. Behr.
Bagatelle, Op. 115. No. 4, by Wm. K. Bassford'
Petit Galop Militalre, Op. 59. No. 24, by J. Aschcr
The Daisy. Op. 13. by Elise Zernickow.
Children's Festival March, by F. J. Zeisberg.
The Daisy-Southern Dance. Op. 29, by E. Waddington.’
STUDIES
S,aMathewsraded C°Uree °f StUdieS‘ VoIs'
StUBraul°rr DeVel°P‘ng the Fingcre, Op."i5,"Book Tby ’
m Prcparatory Exercises, Op. 261,' Book IL by Czerny’’
b/GurmtrCl3eS f0F Y°UDg P'ayerS‘ 0P‘ 82‘ B00k

i

B°°k i' by Loeschhorn.::ii
Studies and Study Pieces, Book I. by Schmoll.
COLLECTIONS
First and Second Grade Pieces, by Mathews
First Lessons in Phrasing, by Mathews
Melody-Playing. 2 Vols., by Macdougal.....i.i

.

MARCH

VOLUME 20
NO. 3

1902

U

FOURTH GRADE
PIECES
Minuet, from Op. 31, No. 3, by L. Van Beethoven.30
In the Gondola, by F. Bendel.50
Second Polka Caprice, Op. 48, No. 3, by W. G. Smith... -50
Polish Dance, Op. 52, by R. Tboma.40
Ballet Mignon, by Paul Wachs.40
Song of the Bathers, by Paul Wachs.60
Scherzo, by Franz Schubert.25
Novelette, Op. 23, No. 4, by H. Reinhold.20
First Mazurka, Op. 24, by C. Saint-Saens.35
In Poland—Mazurka, Op. 10, by Moszkowski.20
Gavotte Plquante, by E. H. Marsh.40
With the Tide, by H. S. Saroni.30
Valse Impromptu, by F. G. Rathbun.60
Concert Gavotte, Op. 4, No. 4, by Newton E. Swift.40
Vienna Waltz, Op. 121, No. 1, by Ludwig Schytte.60
Second Valse, Op. 56, by Benj. Godard.50
STUDIES
Standard Graded Course of Studies, Vols. IV-V, by
Mathews .each 1.00
Eighteen Etudes de Genre, Op. 109, Book I, by Burgmilller . 1-00
Studies, Op. 8, Book I, by Doering.80
Characteristic Studies Selected from Op. 44 (Edited by
Wilson G. Smith), by Gobbaerts. 125
Ten Trill Studies. Op. 2, Book I, by A. Krause. -60
Ten Melodious Studies in Velocity, Op. 380, by A. Sartorio . 1-00
COLLECTIONS
00 Modern Student, Vol. II.
•25 Concert Album, Vol. I.

-$1.50
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RUSSIAN MAZURKA.

N<? 3(539

SECONDO
Arr.by W.J.Baltzell.

RUSSIAN MAZURKA.

RUSSIAN FOLK NlELODIES.
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SCHERZO.
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VENETIAN SERENADE.
N9 3669.

Serenade Venitienne.
P. LANCIANI.
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PERPETUAL MOTION.
Perpetuum mobile.
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LOCH LOMOND.
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(The Bonnie Banks of Loch Lomond.)
Old Scotch Song.
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On Wings of Song.
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Auf Fliigeln des Gesanges.
, _ .. „
English version by WZJ.BaltteU.
Andante tranquillo.
i.Avf

F. Mendelssohn
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To Mr. Crosby Adams.
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SOMETIMES I WONDER.

fCords by Mat/tilde Blind.
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